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-------------------------surmmy--

Summary

With the development of new high level description languages it is possible to use abstract
datatypes (ADT) to describe systems specifications. When translating these descriptions to
hardware implementations, the used abstract datatypes can be implemented in hardware. In
order to do this effectively, hardware models of abstract datatypes that can be
parametrized are necessary.

Bink has inventorised the most commonly used datastructures. He has also written high
level VHDL behavioral descriptions of these datastructures. In continuation of this work
we've redefmed some abstract datatypes designed by Bink in order to increase the level of
abstraction.

To find good hardware implementations for abstract datatypes we've investigated some
methods commonly used in software. For every ADT we've selected the best method for
hardware implementation. These selections were mainly based on the characteristics of the
ADT involved (maximum size, accessibility of data) and the complexity of the hardware
needed to maintain the datastructure.

An asynchrone RAM is chosen for the storage of the data-elements. From this RAM a
behavioral VHDL description is written which is used as a subcomponent in the
descriptions of the ADT's.

In order to be able to parametrise the models we developed a method of mapping the
structure of a type-definition on an array-variable. This variable is passed on to the
description as a generic parameter allowing to use the descriptions in combination with
almost every type-defintion of a data-element.

Finally structural descriptions of the abstract datatypes stack, list, sorted list and set are
written in VHDL which include timing. Because of the complexity of the descriptions not
all abstract datatypes defined by Bink are yet described.
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1. Introduction

At the Eindhoven University of Technology, Department of Electrical Engineering, Digital
Systems Group, research is done on the use of high level description languages in the
translation of problem description to hardware implementation. If possible, this translation
should be automated.

There are many ways to describe a problem and there are many ways to implement the
solution. In some cases it is easy to describe a problem with the use of abstract datatypes.
The main disadvantage of this way is that there are usually no known hardware
implementations of these abstract datatypes. So, if these implementations were known, the
translation of problem descriptions with abstract datatypes to hardware would become a lot
easier.

In 1991 Bink inventorised the most commonly used abstract datatypes and wrote
behavioral descriptions of them in the high level description language VHDL. It was my
task, under supervision of profjr. M.P.J. Stevens and ir. L.P.M. Benders, to use these
behavioral descriptions as a basis for structural VHDL descriptions of abstract datatypes.

Before these descriptions can be written, a number of choices have to be made. The fIrst
one involves the hardware confIguration that can be used as basis for the implementation
of abstract datatypes.

In some of the abstract datatypes defIned by Bink the user has to have knowledge about
the position of the data-elements. This is in contradiction with the idea behind abstract
datatypes of shielding off the user from the physical location of the data. In order to
change this, these definitions have to be adjusted.

In his report Bink restricted the data-elements used in the ADT's to one dataword. In
order to remove this restriction and let the model be used in combination with almost any
type-definition of a data-element a method of mapping the structure of a type-definition on
a variable has to be developed. This variable can be passed on to the model as a generic
allowing to parametrise the description.
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2. Abstract Datatypes

2.1. History of Abstract Datatypes

In the early days of the computer, with the primitive computer languages that were
available, the programmer himself was completely responsible for how he stored his data
in the physical memory that was available to him He had to keep track of where he stored
which data in which way, in order to be able again to 'reclaim' his data properly. This
was an enormous amount of work, especially when a lot of data was involved, and it
restricted the time that he could spent on the actual problem solving.

With the development of more sofisticated computer languages, the programmer got more
tools that helped him dealing with this problem. The languages gave the programmer a
number of predefmed datatypes - integer, char, array, etc - in which he could store his
data. The mapping of these predefmed datatypes on the RAM was done by the compiler.
Although the predefmed datatypes where simple, they made the programmer's life a lot
easier. The problem now was how to translate his problem in such a way that it was easy
to implement on the given datatypes.

As the computer languages further developed, the programmer got more and more
facilities to defme his own datatypes and so design a datastructure that fitted to his
problem. As the datastructures got more complicated, the problem of how to maintain
these datastructures got bigger. The solution for this was to define a number of functions
through which the datastructure should be approached. When these functions are well
designed (accordingly to the structure of the datastructure) they don't limit the
accessibility of the data. On the other hand these functions take care of maintaining the
datastructure, leaving the programmer free to concentrate on the original problem. This
collection of datastructures with predefined functions is called an Abstract DataType
(further referred to as 'ADT').

Although the possibilities for designing ADT's are endless, only a small number of ADT's
got commonly used. These most commonly used data structures were inventorised by Bink
and the result of this work can be found in his graduation report [BIN9!].
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2.2. Hardware implementation of ADT

The software program the programmer writes, has to be translated to the hardware the
program is used on. This translation includes the implementation of the datastructures. The
implementation is done by a compiler, a software program that can implement a computer
program on a given hardware configuration known by the compiler in advance.

As mentioned in the introduction, at the Digital System group research is done on the use
of high level description languages in the automated translation of problem description to
hardware implementation. These high level description languages make it possible to use
abstract datatypes. The implementation of these abstract datatypes in hardware can be done
in two ways. The fIrst method, the software implementation, maps the variable structure of
the abstract datatype on a RAM and uses a software program to maintain the structure of
the abstract datatype. It is a well known method but it is rather slow. In the second
method, the hardware implementation, the maintenance of the abstract datatype is done by
hardware. This is of course much faster but it uses more hardware and is therefore more
expensive. Problem is that there are not many hardware implementations of abstract
datatypes available and before this method can be used, more implementations have to be
found.

In order to find a hardware implementation, let us first look at how compilers do the
translation. Let's take a software implementation of the abstract datatype stack in
PASCAL. Although there are more ways to implement a stack in PASCAL, one of the
most commonly used methods is mapping the contents of the stack on an array. This
implementation uses of the following variables:
- an array stack which contains the actual data
- an integer SP (stackpointer) which keeps track of the position of the top of the stack in

the array stack.
When this is translated by a compiler on a straightforward hardware configuration existing
of a RAM, an ALU, a controller, two registers and a couple of busses, this would lead to
the structure in fIgure 1 (the variables are mapped on the RAM by the compiler in the
following manor: first the name, then the type and [mally the value of the variable).

On the stack three basic operations are defined: push, pop and top. With the datastructure
as described above, the PASCAL-code for the operation push would look more or less like
this:

PROCEDURE push (x: data);
BEGIN

SP := SP + I;
stacklSPj := x;

END;
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Figure 1: Implementation of software stack

This PASCAL-code also is translated by the compiler in machinecode which is executed
by the hardware. Taking the hardware configuration from figure 1 this would lead to the
following 'machinecode':

1. Addressbus:= [address of the value of the variable SP);
R W = ']'

2. MemAddr:= Addressbus
3. Databus:= [value of the variable SP)

4. Reg_A:= Databus
5. Databus:= Reg_A + 1;
6. Reg_A := Databus

7. Databus:= [address offirst value of the variable stack);
8. Reg_B:= Databus;
9. Data_bus:= Reg_A + Reg_B;
10. Addressbus:= Databus;

R_W:='O';
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11. MemAddr:= Addressbus;
Databus := x;

12. RAM[MemAddr] := Databus;

13. Addressbus := [address of the value of the variable SP];
R_W:= "}';

14. MemAddr:= Addressbus;
Databus := Reg-.A;

15. RAM[MemAddr] := Databus;

Counting the steps we see the operation PUSH x takes 15 atomic 'hardware-instructions'.
This means that every time a push-operation is performed, the total hardware configuration
is busy for 15 clock-cycles. Most of this time the hardware is updating the stackpointer (9
clock-eycles).

For the implementation of a stack (or any other abstract datatype) we notice that the
compiler uses a RAM for mapping the data, an ALU with registers for calculations, and a
controller to control the whole process. In a 'normal' computer these parts are available
and can be used but in the translation of a problem description one or more of these parts
may not be necessary and have to be introduced especially for the implementation of the
abstract datatype.

Another thing we notice is that the total hardware configuration is busy during the
execution of an operation of the abstract datatype. This can be avoided if the abstract
datatype is implemented as an independent piece of hardware. This means that this piece
of hardware is capable of maintaining the abstract datatype and performing the defmed
operations. In his paper, Bink has given two structures for such an implementation
[BIN91].

.. - .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .

I =- I: 0p8l1lliont :

LDgIc

· ..................................................."

(a)

Figure 2: Basic block structure

. .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .· .

I~l
: ~:

· .................................................J

LDgIc

(b)

The basis for these structures is RAM. A RAM exists of two parts: a memory-matrix
containing the actual data and a block of logic that controls the matrix and performs the
read- and write-operations. In the first implementation (a), some extra logic is added to the
block of logic.
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This extra logic changes the behavior of the RAM making it behave as an ADT. This
implementation is very fast because the extra logic is imbedded inside the memory chip.
In the second implementation (b) the extra logic is placed around the RAM as a kind of a
shield. To the outside this extra logic behaves as a ADT. This implementation is not as
fast as the fIrst because the extra logic has to communicate with the RAM through busses.
The main advantage is that the memory chip (RAM) does not loose it generality. Because
of this last property, we've chosen for the last implementation.

Although this will be treated in chapter 7, let's return to our example of the stack and try
to implement this abstract datatype on the hardware configuration described above. It
would lead to something like figure 3.

! RAM
I

I
! -
I ~

I I
I Tap stack

I

I! I

I
-

I-, - 1aIIDm-*

I
I

... ~

I MemAdr I f~--;:.. I
I I I~Wl CI

I
"" ..

II StackPointer I
Logic I

!

I
(controller) I

~·_-_·l-r-_·_-_J

Databus

Figure 3: Hardware configuration of ADT stack

If we look at the atomic 'hardware-instructions' needed in this configuration to execute a
push-operation, we get the following 'program':

1. SP :=SP +1;
2. Addressbus:= SP;

R W:= '1'
3. MemAddr:= Addressbus;

lnt_databus := Databus;
4. RAM[MemAddr]:= lnt_databus;
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Comparing this with the 15 steps of program made by the compiler we conclude that the
hardware implementation is a lot faster and more efficient according to the use of
resources. On the other hand the hardware implementation needs more hardware (= more
space). It is therefore important to investigate before implementing an ADT what is more
important: room or speed. If space is a problem, the software implementation has better
characteristics. If speed is needed than the hardware implementation should be considered.
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3. VHDL

In order to understand some of the choices I've made in the implementation of the ADT's
in VHDL, is it important to know something about the description language VHDL. It is
of course impossible to give a detailed description of VHDL but in this chapter I'll try to
explain some basics of VHDL (for more information about VHDL, see [LIP85]).

VHDL is a language for describing general digital hardware devices. It makes no
assumptions about the technology of a device or the methodology used to design it. A
digital device is a discrete system: it transforms discrete-valued inputs into discrete-valued
outputs. It does so by performing a number of operations or transformations on the input
values. The results of these operations are passed into other operations and, finally, into
the output values. In VHDL we refer to each operation as a process and the pathways in
which values are passed through the system as signals.

A process can be viewed as a program as a collection of these independent programs
running parallel make up a VHDL model. Processes continue to execute until they are
suspended (this can be the result of a WAIT-statement or simply because the end of the
programtext has been reached). Once suspended, a process can be reactivated. One way of
reactivating a process is by making it sensitive for changes of value on certain data
pathways (signals). This way the process is reactivated every time the value on the data
pathway changes.

The discrete system used to model a digital device is contained inside a design entity. A
design entity has two parts: an entity dec/aration and an architectural body. The entity
declaration is the interface of the device defming the inputs and outputs of the device. The
body defines the discrete system used to model the device.

Every entity can be introduced as a subcomponent in a larger design by the component
instantiation statement. By hooking up the components ports to (internal) signals of the
design the component has become a part of the total design. The component instantiation
statement also gives the possibility to give generic parameters their value. Generic
parameters are parameters declared in the header of an entity. These parameters can be
seen as a kind of constant-parameters with the exception that generic parameters do not
get a value at their definition but they get their value at the component instantiation by the
instantiating component This means the instantiating component can pass environmental
information to the instantiated component.

Summarized we can say a VHDL design is made up of one or more components which
are captured in entities. Every component can be at a different level of description making
it easy to mix different levels of design together. Every component consists of an entity
header describing the 'looks' of the component and an architecture body that describes the
behavior of the component. This behavior is specified by one or more, independently and
parallel running processes.
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In the text above, we've given a brief overview of the structure of a VHDL design. In the
following paragraphs we will go into details of some of the features of VHDL used in the
designs

Packages
Datatypes, constants and subprograms can be declared inside entity declarations and inside
architecture bodies. These datatypes, constants and subprograms defined here, are only
visible and can only be used inside that entity. To make a set of type, constant and
subprogram declarations visible to a number of design entities, VHDL provides the
package. Declarations made inside a package can be used by an entity if that entity
includes the package by the means of the USE-clause. The package consists of two parts:
the package declaration containing the public, visible declarations, and (optional) the
package body containing the private, invisible declarations used by the package only.

Resolved signals
In VHDL- every signal may have only one source. If you want to use signals with more
than one source, than you have to use resolved signals. A resolved signal is a signal that is
declared with the use of a resolution function. This function is called every time, one or
more values are written on the resolved signal. The resolution function decides which of
these values is actually written to the signal. The resolution function is not defined by
VHDL but has to be declared by the programmer. He also has to take care of the
operation of the resolution function.

Ports
The in- and output ports declared in the entity header can be of one of the following
modes: in, out, inout and buffer. In my designs, I've chosen to split up the in- and output
in two separate ports, one of the in-mode, the other of the out-mode rather than have one
port of the inout-mode. The reason we've done this is because in VHDL every signal (a
port is a signal) may have only one source (see the previous paragraph). In order to avoid
to have to design a rather complicated resolution function, We've split up the input and
the output of the entities. The advantage of this is that the design becomes more clearly
because in- and output are strictly separated.

A part of the in- and output ports are busses. Although the designs are based on binary
logic, these busses have tristate logic. The reason for this is that there are normally more
than one driver on a bus, making it necessary to use resolved signal for the bus. The
resolution function of this resolved signal has to fmd out which of the drivers connected to
the bus is may drive the bus. If a bus that is not in use has the value 'Z', the resolution
function has less problems finding out which of the connected busses is actually writing a
value and which busses are not in use. The disadvantage of this approach is that it is not
possible to copy data from a bus to the logic and vice versa. There has to be a translation
from binary to tristate. This translation is performed by two functions I've defmed:
readbus and writebus.
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Readbus has as input a tristate bus and returns the binary value of it. This is no problem
because at the time the value of a bus is read, we know that the bus is in use and there
will be no 'z' on it. The writebus function has as input a binary value and as output the
same binary value but now in tristate logic.
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4. Preliminary research

In his graduation report. Bink has investigated the most commonly used abstract datatypes
namely: the array. the record. the linked-list. the list. the stack. the queue. the table. the
tree. the set and the graph.

On every ADT he defined a set of basic operations. The purpose of these operations is to
give the user access to the data in the abstract datatype and to take care of the
maintenance of the structure of the ADT. The idea behind this is that the user does not
have to have infonnation about the exact physical location of the data in order to retrieve
it In some of his defInitions Bink did not fully extended this idea. For instance, in the
abstract datatype list the position of an element has to be given as a parameter to most of
the operations.

Because not all abstract datatypes are available in software languages, Bink has
investigated the most commonly used software implementations. He investigated the
characteristics of these implementations like the accessibility of the data (direct or
sequential), the size of the ADT (fixed or dynamic) and the complexity of the operations
defIned.

Finally, Bink has written behavioral VHDL descriptions of the abstract datatypes. In these
descriptions he has made two major restrictions:
1. the data-elements used in the ADT's have the size of only one dataword.
2. there is no timing in the descriptions; every operation is finished in one clock-cycle.
Because of these restrictions only the defmition of the in- and output ports is interesting
for the development of structural descriptions.
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5. The entity RAM

As explained in chapter 2, the implementation of the ADT's hardware will consist of two
major elements: the RAM and the surrounding block of logic. It is important to know
which requirements the design has to meet. For the RAM entity these requirements are as
follows:
- The design must be easy to include in a larger design.
- The design should make it easy to adjust certain characteristics of the RAM (for

instance the size of the datawords).
- The design must behave as a RAM on structure-level because it has to be imbedded in

a larger design that is on structure-level.

As mentioned in chapter 3, a component in VHDL is represented by a design entity. This
entity can be introduced as a subcomponent in a larger design by component instantiation
and by hooking up the subcomponent's ports to (internal) signals of the larger design. So,
if the component RAM is captured in an entity and with the use of component
instantiation the fIrst of the demands is satisfIed.

In chapter 3 is also mentioned that a design entity consists of two parts: an entity
declaration and an architecture body. The entity declaration provides the 'external' view of
the component to the outside world. Normally the declaration of the ports of the
component, but it is also possible to declare generics. These generic parameters can be
seen as a kind of constants. They have a name and a value but instead of getting their
value at the declaration, they get their value by the component instantiation statement.
This means the instantiating component can pass environmental information to the
instantiated subcomponent. If the three confIguring parameters for the RAM - the length
of the datawords stored, the number of datawords stored and the responstime - are given
through generic-parameters the instantiating component can configure the RAM just the
way it wants it. This was the second of the three demands.

The third of the demands has mainly effect on the choice of ports. Because the RAM has
to behave on register level the ports should be on register level. This means for instance
that busses should transport vectors of bits and not plain integers. The architectural body
of the RAM does not have to reflect the true structure of a RAM; it only has to simulate
the RAM on a registerlevel.

As basis for my design, the model of an asynchrone RAM of prof. ir. A. Heetman from
his college notes is used [HEE85]. The only adjustment made is splitting up the bi
directional databus in two uni-directional databusses.
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RW--~
CS

RAM

DACK

Figure 4: Template of asynchrone RAM

The function of the ports is as follows:
Addressbus
Data_ram_in
Data_ram_out
R_W

CS
DACK

address of the dataword to be read/written
dataword that has to be written
dataword that has been read
Read_Write
R_W ='1' => read-operation
R_W ='0' => write-operation
ChipSelect
data-acknowledge

The mechanism on which the function of the RAM is based is the so-called 'hand-shake'
mechanism. CS getting low indicates to the RAM that the address on the addressbus, the
R_W commando en the possible data on the data_ram_in-bus are valid. After completing
the read- or write-operation the RAM sends a negative DACK back to indicate that the
operation is completed and, in case of a read-operation, the data on the data_ram_out-bus
is valid. After copying the data, CS must be made high. This is the signal for the RAM to
make DACK high again.

USE work.defini tion8 .ELL;

ENTITY ram I!>

GENERIC (
wordlength : positive:
number_of_words : positive:
responsetime : time
);

PORT (
addre88buB : IN bus_type (log2 (nwnber_oCword8) -1 DOWm'O 0);
data_ram-in : IN bu8_type (wordlength-I DOWm'O 0);
data_ram-out : OUT bU8_type (wordlength-I DOWm'O 01 :~ (OTHERS ~> ·Z·);
r_w : IN bit;
C8 : IN bit;
dack : OUT bit :~ 'I'
I;

DO ram;

Header of the entity RAM
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All this has lead to the entity RAM (the code can be found in the Appendix. 2).
Looking at the header of the entity, we mention a few things. First the use-clause: USE
work.definitions AlL;. The package definitions contains a number of type-definitions, like
the definition of the type bus_type and a few function-definitions like the function log2.
These definitions are a kind of 'basic'-definitions which are used in all designs (for the
prograrncode see Appendix 1).

Another thing is the way the value of the generic-parameters influences the size of the
three busses. Depending on the size the instantiating component, the busses are automatic
changed to fit this size. So it isn't necessary to make any changes in the code itself.

The architecture body of the entity is rather simple. It consists of only one process,
operation, which is sensitive to changes on the signal CS. Depending on the transition of
the signal, high-low or low-high, a part of the code is executed. When CS goes from high
to low, the value of R_W decides whether a value is written in, or read out of the array
memory (this is the variable that holds all datawords stored in the RAM). After the
indicated time (responsetime), DACK is made low. When CS goes from low to high, the
data_ram_out-bus is disabled by writing 'Z' on it and DACK is made high again after half
the responsetime.

Although the structure of the entity doesn't resemble a real RAM, it does simulate an
asynchrone RAM effectively.

As mentioned before, the total listing of the entity RAM can be found in Appendix 2.
There you can also find the complete timing-diagrams and the results of the tests of the
entity.
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6. Data parametrization

Bink has given high level behavioral descriptions of the most commonly used abstract
datatypes. He has restricted the elements stored in the structures to ' simple' data elements.
These elements consist of only one dataword. This restriction doesn't leave the designer
any freedom of choice what he wants to store in the data structure and the use of abstract
datatypes only becomes interesting when the designer can adjust the structure to his own
needs. Let's look at an example.

6.1. Accessing elements of data-elements

A designer wants to design a system that can store the following information of people:
- Id. code
- Name
- Address
- Telephone number
He wants to store this information in such a way that it is possible to retrieve certain data
of the person involved, given his id. code.

The most common solution would be to use a linked-list with the id. code as a key. So the
designer uses the basic structure of the linked-list, but he adjusts the structure of the data
elements stored. If this wasn't possible, it would be very unwise to use the linked-list at
the fIrst place. This is why we've tried to fInd a way to let the choice for the structure of
the data-element as unrestricted as possible.

Letting the choice of element structure free brings up a major problem because the number
of possible element structures is endless. And for every different element structure the
operations defmed on the data structure have to be redesigned as well. Let's return to the
example to illustrate this. For the linked-list a number of operations are defmed. One of
them is the retrieve operation. This operation returns all the data stored in the element
currently pointed at by the list-pointer. For example, if you have located a certain persons
data through his id. code and you want to know his telephone number, you also get the
id.code, the name and the address. This is more information than wanted and therefore
ineffIcient. What you want is an retrieve-operation that can be programmed to give only
the requested data and nothing more. In software it would be easy to adjust the given
functions but given a ADT in hardware this would be impossible. Wanted are ADT's with
operations adjusting themselves to the given datastructure. It is possible to design such
ADT's but you need information about the structure of the data element and that
information isn't available until the entity is actually being initiated.
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6.2. The data-element as generic

The problem just mentioned isn't totally new. If we look at the entity RAM we see this
entity is also designed without the knowledge of how the RAM is configured at the time it
is instantiated. The way this is done is by making use of generic parameters. As
mentioned in chapter 3 is it possible to pass information at executing time from the
instantiating component to the instantiated component through the use of generic
parameters. When the structure of the data element could be captured in a generic, it
should be possible to design the ADT-entity with the help of these parameters. The
question now is how to map the structure of a variable (the data element) on generic
parameters.

This looks more complicated than it really is. The trick is to use a tree. Let's look at an
example which will explain the whole procedure.

Let the data element have the following structure:

TYPE data element IS RECORD
r: RECORD

s: INTEGER;
t: CHAR;

END RECORD;
u: REAL;
v: RECORD

w: INTEGER;
x: ARRAY(1 TO 5) OF BOOLEAN;

END RECORD;
END RECORD;

The structure of data_element can be represented by the following tree:

s

Figure 5: Tree of datastructure
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Numbering the nodes and leaves of the tree, going from top to bottom, and from left to
right, leads to the following tree:

Figure 6: Tree of datastructure with numbering

We now have achieved that every element of the data element has his own unique
number. Suppose we also know how many datawords each of the basic type like integer,
char, real, etc, use for storage. All this information put together makes up table 1.

All this information can be put in a single array, with the element number as index and
the number of datawords (#datawords) as contents. This array contains all the information
about the data-element structure and can be used as a generic parameter. The information
provided in this way is enough for the entity to be able to calculate the address of the
different parts of the data element. This calculation will take time and the question is if
this can be avoided. The answer is yes, if we know how the entity is going to store the
data elements in the RAM. If we know this, we can calculate in advance the relative
positions of the different elements of the data element and put this information in the array
also.
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Table 1: Numbering of datastructure

I Name I Number I# datawords I Type I
data_elem 0 14 -

r 1 3 -

s 2 2 integer

t 3 1 char

u 4 4 real

v 5 7 -

w 6 2 integer

x 7 5 array

x(l) 8 1 boolean

x(2) 9 1 boolean

x(3) 10 1 boolean

x(4) 11 1 boolean

x(5) 12 1 boolean

The most logical way to store the data is to put every data element in an united part of the
RAM. The size of this piece of RAM depends on the number of datawords a data element
occupies. Inside this piece all the elements of the data-element are stored in order of
definition. For the example this would lead to figure 7. From this figure we can easily
derive that every element has a fixed distance from the base address of the data element.
When putting this distance, or offset in the table for the example we get table 2.
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Figure 7: Ram fllied with data-elements

Table 2: Contents of array with offset

Name Number # datawords Offset Type

data_elem 0 14 0 -
r 1 3 0 -

s 2 2 0 integer

t 3 1 2 char

u 4 4 3 real

v 5 7 7 -

w 6 2 7 integer

x 7 5 9 array

x(l) 8 1 9 boolean

x(2) 9 1 10 boolean

x(3) 10 1 11 boolean

x(4) 11 1 12 boolean

x(5) 12 1 13 boolean
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-- write address on addressbus
-. read operation
-- wait until RAM ready
-- signal RAM to start operation
-- wait until RAM ready
.- store dataword
-- signal RAM dataword copied

-----------------------Ddta~trizati.on--

6.3. To access the generic data-element

Let's now look at another example to see how this infonnation is used by the entities.
Suppose we have a stac.k with data elements as in the previous example and you want to
know if the value of the element 'w' from the top-element is greater than O. In PASCAL
this would lead to the following code:

VARIABLE x: data_element;
BEGIN

TOP(x)
IF x.w > 0
THEN ...

END.

Let's now suppose we have a hardware description of a stack. The physical base address
of the top-element is kept in a register named SP, the datawords are stored in a RAM and
the structure of the data-element is given in a generic named elem_struc. In order to
retrieve the value of the element 'w' the operation top should be given to the stack with
the number of 'w', being 6, as parameter. The entity stack now has to find out in how
many datawords the element w is stored (=elem_struc(6).#datawords) and on which
physical address in the RAM they can be found (= from SP+elem_struc(6).offset to
SP+elem_struc(6).offset+elem_struc(6).#datawords). With this information it can now
access the RAM in order to retrieve the requested data.

FOR n IN SP+elem_struc(6).offset TO
SP+elem_struc(6).offset+elem_struc(6).#datawords-1

LOOP
addressbus <= n;
r_w <= '1';
wait until dack=' l' ;
cs<='O';
wait until dack='0' ;
... := data_ram_out;
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;



------------------------Data paratretrization--

6.4. Unconstrained arrays

Although the preceding procedure for mapping the structure of the data element on an
array looks promising, there is a slight problem. Let us look at the following definition of
a data element:

TYPE data element IS RECORD
b: ARRAY (NATURAL RANGE <» OF BIT
x: POSITIVE;

END RECORD;

Numbering would lead to the following table.
Table 3: Numbering example 2

Name Number Type

data_element D -
b 1 array

b(D) 2 bit

b(1) 3 bit

.... .. ..
b(oo) 00 bit

x ? positive

The problem is the size of the variable b: it is unbounded. This makes the numbering
process impossible. So, if we still want to use this mapping procedure, we have to put a
minor restriction on the structure of the data element: all the elements of the data element
must have a limited size. This isn't as bad as it may seem if we realize that the RAM in
which the data elements will be stored also has a limited size.

6.5. Key-element and bus-size

Another problem of letting the choice of the structure of the data element free arises for
some of the ADT's, in particular those ADT's that have a search command or store the
elements in an ordered way. The problem is on what part of the data-element this ordering
or searching takes place. It is possible to involve all the elements of the data element in
this process but it is very complex and, in my opinion, useless. It would be better if one
part of the data element would serve as a key element for the whole of the data-element.
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This key element could be used in ordering the data element and in the search procedure.
The question is, which part of the structure of the data element should serve as a key
element. The choice can be left to the designer but his decision should be passed onto the
ADT's that uses this infonnation. Another option is to agree that the frrst element of the
structure of the data-element is the key element. This leaves the designer enough freedom
for his choice of structure.

The last problem to be solved is how the entity can find out how many bits there are
needed to number every element. This is important because for some operations this
element-number is a parameter and is given through a bus. The size of this bus depends
on the number of bits needed. There a two ways of passing this information. The first
method is by giving an extra parameter holding this number. The second method is by
storing this information in the array. The way this is done is by giving the number of the
next element on the same level in the tree. When there is no such next element then the
number of the last element+l is given. We've chosen this last method because it doesn't
involve an extra generic parameter to pass information. Furthermore does it give more
information about the structure of the data-element which can be useful in further
developments.

6.6. Summarizing the method

Let's now summarize the method developed for mapping the structure of the data-element
on an array.
1. Number every element of the structure (including the complex elements like record and

array), starting with the name of the data-element as number O.
2. For every element calculate the number of datawords needed for storage.
3. For every element calculate the distance to the base of the data-element.
4. For every element calculate the number of the next element on the same level in the

declaration of the data-element. If there is no such element, than take the number of
the last element in the data-element plus one.

All information retrieved this way has to be put in an array with the number of the
element as index and the rest of the information as entry on that index. We have defined
the type element_structure_type as a type definition for this array.

TYPE element_spec_type IS RECORD
offset: NATURAL;
num_ofJJatawords: POSITIVE;
next_elem_num: POSITIVE;

END RECORD,'

TYPE element_structure_type IS ARRAY (NATURAL RANGE <»
OF element_spec_type;
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-- write address on addressbus
-- read operation
-- wait until RAM ready
-- signal RAM to start operation
-- wait until RAM ready
-- signal RAM dataword copied

-----------------------Delta pararretrization--

Let's now look at some examples to see how this variable is used to parametrise the
operations inside the entities. Suppose we have an entity stack with the structure of the
data-element in a generic named elem_struc and the address of the top-element in the
register sp.

The fIrst thing the generic is used for is the defmition of the size of a bus.
On the stack four operations are defmed. In order to signal the entity which operation is
demanded, a code of log2(4)=2 bits is given through a bus, the opcode_bus. If the
operation is top then alongside with the code, a number is given on the opcode_bus. This
number decides which part of the top-element should be retrieved. The maximum number
of bits needed to describe this number depends on how many elements there are in the
data-element This is given by the generic elem_strue and is equal to
elem_struc(O).next_elem_num. So there are 10glelem_struc(0).next_elem_num) bits needed
to describe this number. Added to the two bits needed for the operationcode this means
that the size of the opcode_bus should be 2+10glelem_struc(0).next_elem_num).

If we want to retrieve the top-element of the stack the operation pop has to executed.
Depending on the size of the data-element the stack has to read a number of datawords
out of the RAM starting at address sp. This number is given by the generic elem_struc and
is equal to elem_struc(O).num_of_datawords (entry 0 of the array gives information about
the total data-element). In VHDL this would lead to the following code:

FOR n IN SP TO SP+elem_struc(O).num_of_datawords-l
LOOP

addressbus <= n;
r_w<='l';
wait until dack=' l' ;
cs <= '0';
wait until dack='0' ;
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;

If we want to examine the value is of a part of the top-element the operation top(x) with x
being the number of the requested element has to be executed. The stack can calculate the
start addresses of the element by adding the offset of the element with number x
(=elem_struc(x).offset) to the value of the register sp. The number of datawords to be read
is also given by the generic and is equal to elem struc(x).num of datawords. So, in- - -
VHDL this would result in:
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-- write address on addressbus
-- read operation
-- wait until RAM ready
-- signal RAM to start operation
-- wait until RAM ready
-- signal RAM dataword copied

------------------------Data parametrization--

FOR n IN SP+elem_struc(x).offset TO
SP+elem_struc(x).offset+elem_struc(x).num_of_datawords-1

WOP
addressbus <= n;
r_w<='1';
wait until dack=' l' ;
cs <= '0';
wait until dack='0' ;
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;

Although the previous examples only involve the entity stack, they show the infonnation
stored in the generic elem_struc is used to parametrise the ports and the operations of the
entity.
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7. The entity stack

The first ADT we've implemented is the stack, because the stack has a fairly simple
structure and there are only a few basic operations defined on the stack.

The stack is a data structure in which all insertions and deletions of the data elements take
place at only one end, called the top of the stack. The operations that perfonn these
insertions and deletions are called push and pop. The push operation puts a new data
element at the top of the stack making this new element the new top-element. The pop
operation does the opposite, it removes the top-element of the stack making its
predecessor the new top-element. Together with two more operations, clear to make the
stack empty and top to retrieve data from the top-element without removing it, these four
operations are the only operations defined on the stack.

7.1. Software implementations

In order to find a good way to implement the stack in hardware, it is useful to investigate
how stacks are nonnally implemented in software. The first method of implementing a
stack in software is by mapping it on a linked-list of records (see figure 8).

....................................................................................................................

Figure 8: Stack implemented on a linked-list.

The second method is by mapping the contents of the stack on an array with an extra
variable to hold the position of the end of the list (see figure 9).

~(>-
···:.1IIICk
.'..-

"...
.lO

Figure 9: Stack implemented on an array.
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Both implementations have their own set of characteristics. Let's fIrst look at the
complexity. The array implementation is very simple to maintain and involves only two
variables. The linked-list implementation is a bit more complicated to maintain because of
the pointer structure that binds the different elements of the stack. On the other hand this
pointer structure makes it possible to vary the size of the stack as in the array
implementation the size of the stack is fIxed by the size of the array. The data elements in
both structures are directly accessed. This looks strange because normally the access to a
linked-list structure is sequential. But in case of the stack implementation, all insertions
and deletions take place at the front end of the list and this front element is directly
accessible by the use of a pointer. That's why in this case the access to the linked-list is
direct. There is no difference between both implementations regarding to the access-time.
The last important issue is amount of storage. The linked-list implementation needs per
element more storage space then the array implementation due to the pointers between the
elements.

7.2. Hardware implementation

In order to fInd out which of the two software implementations can be used as a model for
the hardware implementation, we fIrst have to examine the characteristics of the hardware
model for the ADT's designed in chapter 2 (see fIgure 3). The two most important
characteristics are the storage capacity and the possible complexity.

First the storage capacity. Because all data will be stored in a RAM, the storage capacity
is limited just as in the array implementation. This means that one of the great advantages
of the linked list implementations, the possibility to adjust the size of the stack, cannot be
implemented in hardware.

Then the complexity. All operations the stack has to perform will be executed by
hardware. This means that the more complex the structure of the stack is, the more
hardware is needed. Because hardware is expensive, it is vital to examine if the more
complex structure has great advantages over the more simple structure. In case of the
stack implementations this is not so because the array implementation as well as the linked
list implementation of the stack have direct access to the top element. All this together
makes the array implementation of the stack the best choice to serve as basis for the
hardware implementation of the stack.

7.3. Hardware configuration

The array implementation of the stack is build around two variables: an array for storage
of the data elements and an extra variable as a pointer to the top element. In the hardware
confIguration we have a RAM for the storage of data elements. The structure of a RAM
has great resemblance to the structure of the (one-dimensional) array so it shouldn't be to
diffIcult to use the RAM for the same purposes as the array in the software
implementation.
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This leads to the question what to do with the pointer. It is of course possible to store the
value of the pointer in the RAM but this isn't very efficient because every time an
operation has to be perfonned by the stack, the value of the pointer is needed and in most
cases it has to be adjusted. If the pointer is stored in the RAM this would lead to
extensive transportation of the value of the pointer from the RAM to the logic and vice
versa. The other option would be to put the pointer in a register imbedded in the logic. In
this case the value of the pointer can be used instantly by the logic for accessing the RAM
and if the register is surrounded by specialized arithmetic logic, it would be possible to
update the pointer in only one clock cycle.

r s·-t-a-c-k-RA--M-------.I

I
i
!

I
i
! ISl8clcpoInterI
I Logic
!

L....!!~~~~Jl------_•.~..~..~ ..~....~._~.~~us---,
{7

Figure 10: Hardware configuration of the stack.

7.4. VHDL description of the stack

With the structure of the stack defmed, we can start with the actual programing in VHDL
of the entity stack. The entity stack can be divided in two parts, the header and the
architecture body.
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~"-ISTACK~

EMP
FUll
READ

7.4.1. The header
First the header. In order to communicate with the outside the stack needs certain in- and
output ports (see figure 11).

EN elK

Figure 11: Template of entity stack.

The function of these ports is as follows:

Opcodebus

EN (enable)

DA (Data ack)

Data_stack_in
DR (Data Ready)

DOS (Data On Stack)

: Bus holding the dataword that will be pushed onto the stack.
: Statussignal that must be made' l' if the data on the

data_stack_in-bus is valid.
: Statussignal becoming , l' after the data from the

data_stack_in-bus is copied onto the stack. It is the counterpart
of DR in the hand-shake mechanism around the data_stack_in
bus.

: Bus holding the data that is retrieved from the stack by the
pop- or top operation.

DSR (Data Stack Ready) : Statussignal becoming , l' when the data on the
data_stack_out-bus is valid.

: Statussignal that must be made ' l' when the data from the
data_stack_out-bus is copied. It is the counterpart of DSR in
the hand-shake mechanism around the data_stack_out-bus.

: Bus with two functions. The two least significant bits (bits 1
downto 0) hold the code for the instruction. If the instruction is
TOP (=11) then the remaining bits of the bus hold the number
of the requested element of the data element (see chapter 6).

: Commandsignal that must be made ' l' after all the data on the
input ports is valid. It is the signal for the stack to start
executing an operation. After the stack has signalled
'operation-completed' by making the statussignal READY '1',
it should be made '0'.
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READY

EMPTY
FULL
eLK

: Statussignal becoming '1' when the stack has perfonned an
operation. It is '0' when the stack is ready to perfonn an
operation.

: Statussignal indicating if the stack is empty (='1 ').
: Statussignal that is '1' if the stack is full.
: The clock-signal.

These ports have to be declared in the header of the entity. In this header the generic
parameters also have to be declared. With these parameters it is possible to make the
entity stack a 'generic cell', a building block of which certain parameters can be defined
at the moment the entity is used. In case of the entity stack we want to be able to adjust
the (maximum) size of the stack and the structure of the data elements stored in the stack.

The (maximum) size of the stack is determined by the maximum number of data-elements
we want to store in the stack. This maximum is given by the parameter numbecoCelem
and is of the type 'positive' (the type 'positive' are integers greater then zero).

The infonnation about the structure of the data elements is given by the parameter
elem_struc of the type elemencstructure_type (see chapter 6).

As mentioned before, all data elements are stored in a RAM. The size of this RAM is
determined by the number of elements that have to be stored and by the number of
datawords that every data element needs. The number of datawords needed to store one
data-element is decided by the structure of the data element and the size of the datawords
of the RAM. For example, if an 16-bits integer has to be stored in a RAM with 4-bits
datawords, it would take 4 datawords instead of only 2 datawords in a RAM with 8-bits
datawords. Depending on the structure of the data elements, it could be efficient to adjust
the size of the datawords. That is why there is a third generic parameter: wordlength of
the type positive.

The last parameter, responsetime_oCRAM, configures the speed of the RAM used inside
the stack.
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The port- and generic declaration together, make up the header of the entity stack.

USE work.definitions.ALL;
USE work.stack-pkg.ALL;

ENTITY stack IS

GENERIC (
wordlength • positive;
number_of_elem : positive;
elem_struc : element_structure_type
responsetime_of_RAM: TIME:

) ;

PORT (
clk
en
opcodebus
data_stack_in
dr
dos
data_stack_out
dsr
da
full
empty
ready

J;

END stack;

: IN bit;
: IN bit;
: IN bus_type (1+log2 (elem_Btruc (0) .next_elern-num) DOWNTO 0);
• IN bus_type (wordlength-1 DOWN'ro 0);
: IN bit;
: OUT bit .= '0';
: OUT bus_type (wordlength-1 DOWNTO 0) := (OWERS => 'Z');
: OUT bit := '0';
: IN bit;
: OUT bit 1= '0';
lOUT bit ,= '1',
: OUT bit ,= '0'

Header of entity STACK

7.4.2. The architecture body
The architecture body of the entity specifies the behavior of the entity. It's design is
influenced by:
- The level of the description
- The defmition of the ports
- The operations it has to perfonn

In his rapport, Bink has given behavioral descriptions of the ADT's. I've used these to
make descriptions on structural level because this level gives more infonnation of the
structure of the system and the functions of it without going into details of the exact
implementation in hardware.

The choice of the description level has a great impact on the way the architectural body
looks (for the VHDL programtext, see Appendix 3). Let us first look at the structure of
the stack (see figure 10). We see the stack exists of two independent, parallel running
processes, the RAM and a block of logic. For the RAM I've already made a description
(see chapter 5) and because it is in the form of an entity, it is possible to use this
description as a subcomponent by component instantiation,

The block of logic - which performs al the operations, controls the RAM and takes care of
the communication with the outside - is modelled as a process named operation. It
communicates with the RAM through four signals - addressbus, C w, cs and dack 
connected to the ports of the RAM, defined in the first lines of the architectural body. The
data-ports of the RAM are directly connected to the data-ports of the entity stack because
the logic doesn't have to exchange data with the RAM itself. These connections are made
in me component instantiation.
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The stackpointer which is a part of the block of logic, is defined as a variable of the type
register in the process operation. Because it is defined inside the process operation, it can
only be used inside this process.

Looking at the definition of the ports of the stack, we see that the stack start executing an
operation when EN is '1' and the elk has an rising flank. This condition for execution can
be found in the first line of the programtf x; of the body of the process operation. This line
is executed every time the value of the port CLK changes. When EN='l' and CLK='l',
then the process will go on executing the programcode, otherwise it waits until the next
change on the port CLK.

The stack can perfonn four operations. The execution of the operations is done by the
block of logic. The operation that has to be perfonned is signalled by the right code on
the opcodebus. In the programcode of the process operation this choice of operation is
modelled by a CASE-statement. The choice of the case-statement depends on the value of
the two LSB's of the opcodebus. These bytes are 'lift-out' of the opcodebus by an alias
named opcode. Depending on the value of this alias, one of four pieces of programtext is
executed. Each piece perfonns one of the four operations dermed and described earlier in
this chapter.

To signal the requested operation has been perfonned, the stack makes the signal READY
'1'. Then it waits for the signal EN to become '0'. In response it makes READY '0'
again. This 'hand-shake'-proces can be found at the end of each of the operations
programcode.

Because the function of the operations is well discussed and quite simple and because the
programtext isn't to complicated, I will not discuss further details of the programtext. In
appendix 3 more infonnation can be found about the entity such as timingcharts and test
results.
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8. The entity list

According to Bink, the list is a sequence of zero or more elements of a given type
(generally called the elementtype). It is often represented by a comma separated sequence
of element

al,~,a3'···'au

where 091, and each ~ is of the type elementtype. The number n is called the length of
the list. Normally we defme a1to be the fIrst element and au to be the last element of the
list. If n=O then the list has no elements and is called an empty list. An important property
of the list is that its elements have an ordering according to their position on the list. We
say that element ~ is at position i in the list. Furthermore we say that a j precedes ~+l for i
= 1,2,..,n-l, and ~ follow ~-l for i=2,3,...,n.

On the abstract datatype list, Bink has defIned nine functions. In most of these functions
the user has to give the position of the element he wants the function to operate on,
forcing the user to store information of what his current position in the list is. This is not
very effIcient because this means that an extra storage is needed. The abstract datatype
itself should keep track of the current position of the user in the list. That is why we've
redefIned the functions.

clear
insert

delete
retrieve
change_value
locate
home
nexCelem

: Operation making the list an empty list.
: Operation inserting a new element in the list before the current element. If

the current element is the last element of the list then, depending on a
extra bit of information, the new element is inserted before or after this
last element.

: Operation deleting the current element from the list.
: Operation retrieving data from the current element.
: Operation changing the value of the current element.
: Operation making the element with the given key the current element.
: Operation making the fIrst element of the list the current element.
: Operation making the successor of the current element the new current

element.
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8.1. Software implementations

For the implementation in sQftware of th.e data structure list, two methods are commonly
used. The frrst method is by mapping tbe list on an array

1 first element
2 second element
3

.......I last last element,;'

maxlength

\,.,\ rost
...

...0

.......
•lo'·

I~••
......

'....
.....>empty
..'

...........•.

Figure 12: list implemented on an array.

The second method is by mapping the list on a linked-list.

...................................................................................................................................

list

Figure 13: List implemented on a linked-list.

Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages. If we look at complexity, the frrst
method looks more simple than the second because it doesn't require maintaining the
pointer structure but if we look at an insertion or a deletion of one element, we get a
totally different picture. If we want to delete the current element in the linked-list
implementation we only have to adjust the value of one pointer.
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(II)

(b)

Figure 14: (a) delete and (b) insert operation on a linked-list.

In the array implementation we have to move on average nl2 elements to close the list
again, with n the number of data elements stored in the list (see figure 15). In case of an
insertion we get an identical situation. This moving of data elements makes this
implementation very slow in hardware.
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Figure 15: (a) delete and (b) insert operation on an array.

The access of the data in both implementations is sequential. This is caused by the new
definition of the operations which do not allow direct access to the data by their position.

If we look at the storage capacity needed, the array implementation is more efficient per
data element than the linked-list implementation.
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8.2. Hardware implementation

The array implementation is best fitted to the architecture of the model because of
similarities between the array and the RAM. On the other hand, the linked-list
implementation seems to have better characteristics but the pointer structure is more
difficult to implement on the given hardware configuration. To solve this problem, there is
a third method of implementing a list in software which is rarely used, the cursor
implementation. This method simulates the linked-list implementation and has the same
properties. The list is mapped on an array which contains record elements. The first record
entry contains the data while the second entry contains an index (cursor) to the next
element of the list. The head of the list is stored in a separate variable while a second
variable holds the index of the first element of the elements that are not in use.

ARRAY
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d 13
a 11
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•

t 1, b 3
.~ 4

e 8
12

a •
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2
3

00---1 4
nst ! 5
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[][} ; 8

empty L..) 1,,,,,
data element next

Figure 16: Cursor implementation of a list.

8.3. Hardware configuration

Although the cursor implementation looks promising, it can't be implemented directly on
the given hardware configuration. The problem is the mapping of the array with two
entries on each index on the RAM which has only one dataword available on each index
(address). The answer is to divide the RAM in equally sized blocks. Every block has two
parts. The lower part contains the address (the cursor or pointer) to the next block. The
higher part of the block contains the data element. This method of mapping the array on
the RAM creates a mixture of the linked-list and the cursor implementation.
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Figure 17: Ram divided in blocks.

In this implementation a number of pointers are needed. One pointer to the fIrst element
of the list and a second pointer to the list of empty 'blocks'. The value of these pointers is
variable and can be stored in the RAM. For the same reasons as for the stack in the
previous chapter, it is better to store these pointers inside the logic in special registers.

rList
!
! RAM
I

Logic

Figure 18: Hardware confIguration of the list

8.4. VHDL description of the list

With the structure of the hardware for the system list defmed, we now can start
programming in VHDL. Just as in the previous chapter, the list will be programmed in an
entity.
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8.4.1. The header
Let us fIrst look at the outside of the system, the in- and output ports.

iscout
1------,)

LIST

EN eLK

Figure 19: Template of entity list

The function of these ports is as follows:

Data_lisCin : Bus holding the dataword that will be written on the list or is
needed to perform an operation.

DR (Data Ready) : Statussignal that must be made 'I' if the data on the
data_lisCin-bus is valid.

DIL (Data In List) : Statussignal becoming '1' after the data from the data_Iiscin-
bus is copied. It is the countelpart of DR in the hand-shake
around the data_lisCin-bus.

Data_liscout : Bus holding the dataword that is retrieved from the list.
DLR (Data List Ready) : Statussignal that will become 'I' if the data on the data_list_out

line is valid.
DA (Data ack) : Statussignal that should be made 'I' after the data from the

data_lisCout-bus is copied. It is the countelpart of DLR in the
hand-shake around the data_liscout-bus.

Opcodebus : Bus with two functions. The three least signifIcant bits (bits 2
downto 0) hold the code for the instruction. If the instruction is
RETRIEVE then the remaining bits hold the number of the
requested element of the data-element (see chapter 6). If the
instruction is INSERT and the current element is the last
element of the list then it depends on the value of bit 4 if the
new element is inserted before (bit4='O') or after (bit4='l') the
current element.

EN (enable) : Commandsignal that must be made 'I' after all data on the input
ports is valid. It is the signal for the list to start executing an
operation. Mter the list has signalled 'operation-completed' by
making the statussignal ready '1', it should be made '0'.
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READY

EMPTY
FULL
ENDLIST

ERROR

eLK

Statussignal that becoming '1' when the list has perfonned an
operation. It is '0' when the list is ready to perfonn an
operation.
Statussignal indicating if the list is empty (='1 ').
Statussignal indicating if the list is full (=' 1').
Statussignal indicating if the current element is the last element
of the list (=' 1').
Statussignal indicating if the operation is successfully perfonned
(='0'). If ERROR is '1' then the operation requested has failed.
The clock-signal.

These ports are declared in the header of the entity alongside with the generic parameters.
As in case of the stack we want the list to be able to influence the size and the structure
of the data-elements. This leads to the same generic parameters as in the stack-entity.

USE work.definitions.ALL;
USE work.list-pkg.ALL;

ENTITY list IS

GENERIC (
wordlength : positive;
nurnber_of_elem : positive;
elem_strue : element_structure_type
responsetime_of_RAM : TIME;

) ;

PORT (
elk
en
opeodebus
dat a_li st_in
dr
dil
dat~list_out

dlr
da
full
empty
endlist
error
ready

) ;

END list;

IN bit;
IN bit;
IN bus_type (1+10g2 (elel[Lstruc (0) .next_elem....num) OOWN'ID 0);
IN bus_type (wordlength-1 DOWNTO Ol;

: IN bit;
: OUT bit := '0';
: OUT bus_type (wordlength-1 OOWN'ID 0) := (OTHERS => 'Z');
: OUT bit := '0';
: IN bit;
: OUT bit := '0';
: OUT bit := '1';
: OUT bit := '1';
: OUT bit := '0';
: OUT bit := '0'

Header of entity LIST

8.4.2. The architecture body
The hardware configuration of the list (see figure 19) has great resemblances with the
hardware configuration of the stack (see figure 10). These resemblances return in the
architecture body's of both descriptions. There are a number of interesting differences.

First the connections between the block of logic, again modelled by the process operation,
and the subcomponent RAM. In the stack the dataports of the RAM are directly connected
to the outside, this is not the case in the list Because the pointer structure of the list
should be maintained, it is vital the block of logic can read and write data in the RAM.
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Therefore it must have complete access to the RAM including the dataports. That is why
the entity list has two signals - data_in and data_out - connecting the dataports of the
entity to the dataports of the RAM, making it possible for the block of logic to exchange
data with the RAM through these signals.

In contrast with the entity stack is in the entity list the input-port of the entity
(data_list_in) not directly connected with the input-port of the RAM (data_ram_in). The
reason for this is that the block of logic also has to exchange data with the RAM in order
to maintain the pointer structure. If the two ports were directly connected in the
component instantiation than the block of logic only good write data on the data_ram_in
port if it was a resolved signal. This is impossible because this port is defined in the entity
header of the entity RAM. A solution is to introduce an internal signal (data_in) in the
entity list, which is connected to the data_ram_in-port of the RAM. The problem now is
how to get the data from the data_lisCin-port to the RAM. To achieve this the data must
be copied onto the signal data_in. This is done by an extra process, called internal_bus.
This process is sensitive to the data_liscin-port, copying the value of this port to the
internal signal data_in every time the value of the port changes.

Now both the outside world (through the process internaCbus) and the block of logic
(through the process operations) can write data on the resolved signal data_in. The
resolution the function bus_control, is declared in the first lines of the architecture body. It
has to be done here because this is the only place where the length of the datawords, and
thus the size of the busses, is known before the signal data_in has to be declared. The
resolution function itself is quite simple, taking the first entry of all the values written on
the signal at the same time.

If we look at the process operation, modeling the block of logic, we see that it contains a
lot more 'register declarations' than the two registers introduced earlier in this chapter.
The extra registers are needed to perform the operations defmed on the list. The function
of each of the registers is listed below.

pos
prev

temp
match

: Register holding the address to the first element of the list.
: Register holding the address to the first element of the list of elements that

are empty.
: Register holding the address of the current element in the list.
: Register holding the address of the element that is the predecessor of the

current element. This address is necessary for the deletion-operation.
: Register holding a temporary address at the execution of an operation.
: Register holding the key of the data element that is being search for.

There are two more interesting variables, namely num_of_elem and elem_nr. The number
of list-elements are stored in the variable num_of_elem. The (sequential) number of the
current element is stored in the variable elem_nr. This makes it easy to investigate
whether the list is full or if the current element is the last element of the list.
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For more information about the entity list -like timing and information about the
prograrntext of the operations- see Appendix 4.

8.S. Improvements

In the implementation of the linked-list we've used the physical address as a pointer to the
following element. All these addresses are a multiple of the number of datawords per
element. So, it would also be possible to divide the physical address of an element by the
number of datawords per element and use this number as pointer. This method would need
less storage but it requires more calculations to fmd the address of the next element.
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9. The entity sorted list

In the previous chapter we've discussed the abstract datatype list. The elements of the list
have an ordering according to their position in the list. This ordering can be extended.
This extended ordering is based upon the magnitude of the elements. A list with this
extended ordering is called a sorted list and has as extra relationship between its elements,
13j I<= I~ I, with i<=j. Of this sorted list, we've also made a hardware implementation.

This hardware implementation is almost exactly the same as the implementation of the
'normal' list. The only difference is the function of two operations: insert and locate.
Because the members of the set are ordered on there magnitude, the insert function
doesn't insert a new member before or after the current element as in the list but it inserts
the new element according to its magnitude. The locate operation doesn't walk through the
entire list in search for an element, it only walks through the sorted list until it passes the
magnitude of the element it searches for.

Because there is an ordering in the sorted list, the searching of an element can be done in
a number of ways. The two most commonly used methods are linear search and binary
search. The linear search inspects all elements of the list, one by one, and decides whether
the element is found. The complexity of this algorithm is O(n). The binary search
algorithm looks at the element in the middle position of the list. If the searched element is
smaller than the middle element, it is positioned in the fIrst half of the list, else in the
second half. Then we repeat this search with the half (sub)list that contains the element
etc. The complexity of this algorithm is O(log n). This means the binary search is more
efficient than the linear search. Is this also true for the hardware implementations? Let's
try to calculate the number of memory-references needed for both of search methods.

Let d be the number of datawords in the key-element.
Let a be the number of datawords in an address.
Let n be the number of elements in the list
The number of RAM references can now calculated as follows.

To get the address of a new element we have to download a datawords. In order to check
if the key of an element is equal to the search-key we have to download, on average, d/2
datawords.

In the linear search we have to check, on average, n/2 elements to find the right element.
In formula:

n * (a + d)
2 2
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For the binary search it is a bit more complicated. On average we need to check
1I2*log(n) elements of the list. To reach the ftrst element it takes nl2 steps; the next
element takes nl4 steps on average. In fonnula:

(..!! +..!! * (..!.log (n) -1) ) *a + ..!.log (n) *~
2 4 2 2 2

If we take a = d = 4 we get the following graphs:
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We see the binary search method is only a little bit better than the linear one but is has
lost its logarithmic behavior. The reason for this is that it is not possible to walk
backwards in the sorted list because the hardware implementation makes use of a single
linked-list. This means if we want to go back into the list, even for only one element, we
have to start from the beginning of the list. The linear search is a lot easier to implement
so we choose for the linear search method in the entity sorted list.

For more details of the entity sorted list see the previous chapter of the entity list and
Appendix 5.
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10. The entity set

According to Bink the set is a collection of members (or elements); each member of a set
is either itself a set or a primitive element called an atom. All members of a set are
different, which means no set can contain two copies of the same subset. We denote a set
of atoms by putting brackets around its members. For example, the set with only the
members 1, 2 and 3 can be denoted as:

{l,2,3} or {2,1,3} or {3,1,2} etc.

On the set, Bink has defmed the following operations:

clear
union
intersection

difference

member
insert
delete
retrieve
assign
equal
min
max

: Operation making the set an empty set.
: Operation taking the union of two sets and assigns the result to a third set.
: Operation taking the intersection of two sets and assigns the result to a third

set.
: Operation taking the difference of two sets and assigns the result to a third

set.
: Operation that outputs 'true' if the given element is a member of set s_1.
: Operation inserting a new element in the set.
: Operation deleting the current element of the set.
: Operation retrieving data from the current element of the set.
: Operation making one set equal to another.
: Operation that outputs 'true' if a set equal to another.
: Operation that outputs the minimum element of the set.
: Operation that outputs the maximum element of the set.

10.1. Software implementations

Bink has given a number of possible software implementations of the set. The advanced
implementation, using a binary search tree or a balanced tree, are too complicated to
implement in hardware. The maintenance of the tree-structures is very complex, for
instance a single insertion can mean that the total tree has to be rebuild, and because of
that it is to expensive to implement in hardware. Therefore I've concentrated on the more
simple implementations.

The first method of implementing a set in software is by using bitvectors or boolean
arrays. This method is very simple but can only be used if the members of the set are in a
small predefined universal set and the size of the set is limited. For instance, a set consists
of integers with values from 1 to N for a fixed N. The set is represented by a bitvector of
size N in which the ith bit is true if i is a member of the set.
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The second method is by mapping the elements of the set on a hash table. The set
elements are stored in the key field, and the data fields are kept empty. Because some of
the operations (like union and assign) can not be implemented on a hash table, I didn't
investigate it any further.

The last method is a familiar one, mapping the elements of the set on a linked-list.
Because this is discussed in previous chapters, I will not go into the details of this method.

10.2. Hardware implementation

From the three methods discussed only the implementation with the linked-list looks
interesting. The hash-table implementation is not interesting because not all operations can
be implemented on it and the bitvector implementation has a great limit on the elements of
the set.

With the choice for the linked-list implementation, we get the same problem as in chapter
4 namely how to implement a linked-list in hardware. The solution for this problem is the
cursor implementation. We choose this method of implementing the linked-list because it
is relatively simple and it has almost the same characteristics as the linked-list (for more
information about the cursor implementation, see chapter 8 paragraph 2).

The elements of a set can be stored in two ways on a linked_list: ordered and unordered.
The main advantage of the unordered way is that inserting a new element in the set is
quite simple you just place it in front of the list. In the ordered list you have to place this
new element in the right place. The main advantage of the ordered storage is the
implementation of the three main operations: union, difference and intersection. If the
elements of the sets are stored in an ordering, these operations take O(n) steps (with n the
number of elements in the set). With 'unordered sets' these operations take O(n2

) steps.
Because of this property I've chosen to store the elements of the set in an ordered way.

10.3. Hardware configuration

Because the list and the set are both implemented with the use of the cursor
implementation their hardware configuration almost looks the same. The only major
difference is the number of pointers. The ADT list only holds one list but the ADT set can
hold a number of sets. This is necessary because a number of the operations defined on
the ADT set requires more than one set for their execution. For every set there is one
pointer needed to point to the first element of that set. Outside these pointers the set also
needs one pointer that points to the first element of the list of empty elements.
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Figure 21: Hardware configuration of the set

10.4. VHDL description of the set

With the structure of the hardware for the system set defined, we now can start
programming in VHDL. Just as in the previous chapters the set will be programmed in the
shape of an entity.
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10.4.1. The header
Let us first look at the outside of the system, the in- and output ports.

out

EN eLK

Figure 22: Template entity set

The function of these ports is as follows:

READY

Opcodebus

EN (enable)

DA (Data ack)

DIS (Data In Set)

: Bus holding the number of a set to be used in an operation.
: Bus holding the number of a set to be used in an operation.

Bus holding the number of a set to be used in an operation.
: Bus holding the dataword that will be written in one of the sets.
: Statussignal that must be made ' l' if the data on the data_lisCin

bus is valid.
Statussignal becoming' l' after the data from the data_seCin-bus
is copied. It is the counterpart of DR in the hand-shake around
the data_set_in-bus.

Data_seCout Bus holding the dataword that is retrieved from one of the sets.
DSR (Data Set Ready) : Statussignal becoming '1' if the data on the data_seCout line is

valid.
Statussignal that should be made '1' after the data from the
data_seCout-bus is copied. It is the counterpart of DSR in the
hand-shake around the data_secout-bus.
Bus with two functions. The four least significant bits (bits 3
downto 0) hold the code for the instruction. If the instruction is
RETRIEVE then the remaining bits hold the number of the
requested element of the data element (see chapter 6).
Commandsignal that must be made ' l' after all the data on the
input ports is valid. It is the signal for the set to start executing
an operation. After the set has signalled 'operation-completed' by
making the statussignal ready'1', it should be made '0'.
Statussignal becoming ,l' after the set has performed an
operation. It is '0' when the set is ready to perform an operation.

SeCI
SeC2
SeC3
Data_secin
DR (Data Ready)
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EMPTY
FULL
MEMBER

ERROR

eLK

Statussignal indicating if the set is empty (='1 ').
Statussignal indicating if the list is full (=' 1').
Statussignal indicating if a given element is member of a given
set.
Statussignal indicating if the operation is successfully performed
(='0'). If ERROR is ' l' the operation requested has failed.
The clock-signal.

-- data ready
-- data in list

:= (OTHERS => 'Z');
-- data list ready
-- dsta aek.

These ports are declared in the header of the entity alongside with the generic parameters.
As in case of the list and stack, we want the set to be able to influence the size and the
structure of the data elements. For the structure of the data elements we can use the same
generics as in the previous entities; elem_struc and wordlength. For the size of the set we
have almost the same generics. In case of the set we not only want to influence the
number of elements per set (num_of_elemyer_set) but also the number of sets
(num_of_sets). Together with the port-declaration this makes the following header for the
entity set

USE work.definitions.ALL:
USE work.Bet-pkg.ALL;

ENTITY set IS
GENERIC I

wordiength : POSITIVE;
num_of_sets : POSITIVE;
n~of_ele~er_set : POSITIVE;
ele~8truc : element_structure_type;
responsetime_of_RAM : TIME

);

PORT (
elk : IN bit;
en : IN bit;
opcodebus : IN bus_type (4+log2(ele~strueI0).next_elem_num)-1DOWNTO 0);
set_l : IN bus_type «log2(nUDLoCsets)-1) DOWNTO 0);
sec2 : IN bus_type «log2(nUDLoCsets)-1) DOWNTO 0);
set_3 : IN bus_type «log2Inum_oCsets)-1) DOWNTO 0);
dsts_Bet_in : IN bus_type (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
dr : IN bit;
dis : OUT bit := '0';
data_set_out : OUT bus_type (wordlenllth-l DOWNTO 0)
dsr : OUT bit := '0';
da : IN bit:
member : oor bit := '0';
full : OUT bit := '0';
empty : OUT bit := '1';
ready : OUT bit := '0';
error : OUT bit := '0'

);

END set:

Header entity set

10.4.2. The architecture body
The structure of hardware configuration of the set (see figure 21) has great resemblances
with the hardware configuration of the list (see figure 19). The only major difference is
the number of pointers. Because the entity set stores more than one set, it needs al lot
more pointers (and therefore registers) than the list. The function of the pointers is exactly
the same as for the list They are needed to maintain the linked-list structure of the sets.

Because of the similarities between the structure of the entities, I will not discuss the
structure of the entity set any further. For more information about the entity -like timing
and more information about the programtext of the operations- see Appendix 6.
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11. Conclusions and recommendations

We've written structural VHDL descriptions of some abstract datatypes introduced by
Bink. They can be used as general building blocks in larger designs with use of the
generics defined in the headers of the entities. In contrast with the behavioral descriptions
written by Bink, these descriptions include timing, hand-shake mechanism on the in- and
output ports and the possibility to define a structure for the data-element.

The structure of the descriptions reflect the hardware configuration on which the ADT's
are implemented. It exists of two parts: a RAM storing data and a surrounding block of
logic performing all operations defmed on the abstract datatype. The RAM is chosen as
storage because we were more familiar with it and because it is more commonly used than
the CAM. It would be interesting to investigate whether a CAM would give better results
according to speed and complexity of the hardware implementation.

In the descriptions the surrounding block of logic is modelled in the process operations.
This block can be split up in a number of independent elements (for instance by
introducing an ALU). Because there was not enough time we did not investigate this. This
should be done by someone else.

We've developed a method of mapping the structure of a type-definition on an array. This
method is based on numbering the different elements of the definition. The array is passed
on to the model as a generic where the information stored in the array is used to
parametrise the descriptions. In this way it is possible to use the developed descriptions in
combination with almost any type-definition of a data-element.

In the implementation of the abstract datatypes no extra algorithms (like complex search
algorithms) are used. For the implementation of these algorithms a lot of extra hardware
has to be added and sometimes they require extra storage capacity.

We did not have time to find an example for the use of these hardware implementations of
abstract datatypes. We recommend that this is done because this is a good way to find out
how useful our implementations really are.
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APPENDIX 1: The package definitions

The package defmitions is a kind of 'standard' package in which I've defmed a number of
types and functions that are used in most of the entities I've designed.

The standard types are:
- tristate

- bus_type
- register_type
- opcode_type

The functions are:
- 10~2

- readbus

- writebus

- logictoint

- inttologic

- "+"
" "

- div

- calculate_addresslength :

- slice

type used for the bit_definition of the busses. The '0' and '1'
are the normal binary values, the 'Z' represents the state in
which the bus is not driven.
type used for the definition of busses.
type used for the definition of registers.
type used for the definition of the constants that represents the
different operations.
type used for passing information about the structure of the
data-element used in the ADT.

function returning an integer n so that 2D is equal or greater
than the parameter given to the function.
function used to translate the tristate values of the bus to
binary values.
function used to translate binary values to the tristate values
used on the bus.
function translating binary values stored in bievectors to
integer values.
opposite of logictoint, this function translates integer values to
binary values to be stored in bit_vectors.
function adding up two bit_vectors.
function subtracting two bievectors.
function returning a value x with x*(right parameter) is
greater or equal to the (left parameter).
function calculating the size of the RAM needed to store the
requested amount of data-elements. This size is translated in
the size of the address necessary for this RAM.
function returning a part of the given bit_vector, the size of
one dataword.
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1.1 The programcode

USE std.standard.ALL~

PACKAGE definitions IS

TYPE tri state
TYPE bus_type
SUBTYPE register_type
SUBTYPE opcode_type

IS ('O','I','Z'):
IS ARRAY (NATURAL RANGE <» OF tristate:
IS bit_vector;
IS bi t_vector;

TYPE element_spec_type IS RECORD
offset NA'IVRAL:
n~of_dataword6 POSITIVE:
next_eleDLnum POSITIVE:

END RECORD;
TYPE element_structure_type IS ARRAY (NATURAL RANGE <» OF element_spee_type:

CONSTANT max_buS_length : POSITIVE := 128;
CONSTANT disable_bus : bus_type (max_bus_length-I DOWNTO 0) := (OTHERS => 'Z');

FUNCTION 10g2 (x: NATURAL) RETURN NA'IVRAL;
FUNCTION readbus (x: bus_type) RETURN register_type;
FUNCTION writebus (x: register_type) RETURN bus_type;
FUNCTION logictoint (x: bit_vector) RETURN NATURAL;
FUNCTION inttologic (x: NATURAL; n: POSITIVE) RETURN bit_vector;
FUNCTION -+- (l,r: bit_vector) RETURN bit_vector:
FUNCTION .+- (1: bit_vector: r: INTEGER) RETURN bit_vector:
FUNCTION --- (l,r; bit_vector) RETURN bit_vector;
FUNCTION div (I, r: POSITIVE) RETURN POSITIVE;
FUNCTION 61 ice (i: NATURAL: wordlength : POSITIVE; reg: register_type ) RETURN bit_vector;
FUNCTION calculate_addresslength (

wordlength : POSITIVE:
words...,per_element : POSITIVE;
number_of_elem : POSITIVE

) RETURN POSITIVE;

END definitions:

PACKAGE BODY definitions IS

FUNCTION 10g2 Ix: NA'IVRAL) RETURN NA'IVRAL IS
-- pre : TRUE;
-- post: 2·-{n-ll < x =< 2--n

VARIABLE n; NATURAL;
BEGIN

n := 1;
WHILE (2* -n)<x LOOP

n := n+I;
END LOOP;
RETURN n;

END Iog2:

FUNCTION readbu8 (x: bus_type) RETURN register_type IS
-- pre : TRUE:
-- post: '0' => '0', 'I' => 'I', 'z' => '0';

VARIABLE y: register_type (x'HIGH DOWNTO x'LOW);
VARIABLE i: NATURAL;
BEGIN

FOR i IN x' RANGE LOOP
CASE xli) IS

NHEN '0' => y(i) := '0';
NHEN 'I' => y(i) ._ '1':
NHEN 'Z' => y(i) := '0';

END CASE;
END LOOP;
RETURN y;

END readbus;

FUNCTION writebus (x: register_type) RETURN bus_type IS
-- pre : TRUE;
-- post: • 0' => '0', '1' => '1';

VARIABLE y: bus_type (x'HIGH DOWNTO x'LOW);
VARIABLE i: NATURAL;
BEGIN

FOR i IN x'RANGE LOOP
CASE x(i) IS

NHEN '0' => y(i) '0';
NHEN '1' => Y (i) : = • 1 ' ;

END CASE;
END LOOP;
RETURN y;

END writebus;
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FUNCTION logictoint (x: bit_vector) RETURN NATURAL IS
-- pre : 2tx;
-- post: 10ty = x;

VARIABLE y: NATURAL;
VAAIABLE n: NATURAL;
BEGIN

y := 0;
FOR i IN x'LENGTH-l DOWNTO 0 LOOP

IF x(i)='l' THEN y := y + 2"i; END IF;
END LOOP;
RETURN y;

END logictoint.:

FUNCTION inttologic (x: NATURAL; n: POSITIVE) RETURN bit_vector IS
-- pre : IO'x.:
-- post.: 2.y = Xi

VARIABLE Y bit_vector (n-l DOWNTO 0);
VARIABLE t.emp, i : NATURAL;

BEGIN
t.emp := x;
FOR i IN n-l DOWNTO 0 LOOP

IF 211:1I:i > temp
THEN

y(i) ._ '0';
ELSE

y(i) .- '1';
temp := temp - 2 i11i11 i;
EXIT WIlEN temp=O;

END IF;
END LOOP;
RETURN y;

END inttologic;

FUNCTION "+" (1. r: bit_vector) RETURN bit_vector IS
-- pre : TRUE;
-- post: y = 1 + r ..odulo 2··..ax(1ength(1), length(rll;

VARIABLE min, max I n
VARIABLE c
VARIABLE Y

NATURAL;
bit;
bit_vector (l'LENGTH + r'LENGTH DOWNTO 0) := (OTHERS => '0');

BEGIN
IF l'LENGTH >= r'LENGT/l
THEN

min ._ r'LENGTH:
max I 'LENGTH;

ELSE
min 1 'LENGTH;
max r'LEN'GTH;

END IF:
C:= '0';
FOR n IN 0 TO ..in-l LOOP

IF (1(n)='O' AND r(n)='O' AND c='O')
THEN yIn) := '0'; c:='O';
ELSE

IF «l(n)='O' AND r(n)='O' AND c='l') OR
(l(n)='O' AND r(n)='l' AND c='O') OR
(l(n)='l' AND r(n)='O' AND c='O'll

THEN y (n) : = '1', c: =' 0' ;
ELSE

IF (l(n)='O' AND r(n)='l' AND c='l') OR
(l(n)='l' AND r(n)='O' AND c='l') OR
(l(n)='l' AND r(n)='l' AND c='O'»

THEN y(n) := '0'; c:='l';
ELSE

IF (1(n)='l' AND r(n)='l' AND c='l')
THEN yen) := '1'; c:='l';
END IF;

END IF;
END IF;

END IF;
END LOOP;
IF min 1= max THEN

IF l'LENGTH = ..ax
THEN

FOR n IN min TO max-l LOOP
IF (l(n)='O' AND c='O')
THEN y(n) := '0'; c := '0',
ELSE

IF «l(n)='O' AND c='l') OR
(l(n)='l' AND c='O'»

THEN yen) := '1'; c := '0';
ELSE

IF (l(n)='l' AND c='l')
THEN yen) := '0'; c := '1';
END IF;

END IF;
END IF,

END LOOP;
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ELSE
FOR n IN min TO max-l LOOP

IF (r(n)='O' AND c='O')
THEN yIn) := '0', C := '0',
ELSE

IF «r(n)='O' AND c='I') OR
(r(n)='I' AND c='O'»

THEN Yin) := '1'; c := '0',
ELSE

IF (r(n)='I' AND c='I')
THEN yIn) := '0', c := '1',
END IF,

END IF;
END IF,

END LOOP,
END IF,

END IF;
RETURN Y (max-l DOWNTO 0),

END -.';

FUNCTION '.' (1: bit_vector; r: INTEGER) RETURN bit_vector IS
-- pre :
-- post:

BEGIN
RETURN 1 • inttologic(r,I'LENGTII);

END '.';

FUNCTION '-' (l,r: bit_vector) RETURN bit_vector IS
-- pre : TRUE;
-- post: y = 1 - r modulo 2**length(I);

VARIABLE min, n
VARIABLE c
VARIABLE Y

NATURAL;
bit,
bit_vector (1'LENGTH • r'LENGTH DOWNTO 0) := (OTHERS => '0'),

BEGIN
IF l' LENGTH >= r' LENGTH THEN

min := r'LENGTH;
ELSE

min := I'LENGTH;
END IF,
C:= '0',
FOR n IN 0 TO min-l LOOP

IF «1(n):'O' AND r(n)='O' AND c='O') OR
(1In)='I' AND r(n)='O' AND c='I') OR
(l(n)='I' AND rln)='I' AND c='O'»

THEN yIn) := '0', c::' 0',
ELSE

IF (l(n):'O' AND r(n)='I' AND c:'I')
THEN yIn) := '0'; c::'I',
ELSE

IF (l(n)='I' AND r(n)='O' AND c='O')
THEN yIn) :: '1', c:='O',
ELSE

IF «1(n)='O' AND r(n)='O' AND c='I') OR
(l(n)='O' AND rln)='I' AND c:'O') OR
(l(n):'I' AND rln)='I' AND c:'I'»)

THEN yIn) :: '1', c:='I',
END IF,

END IF;
END IF,

END IF,
END LOOP,
IF I'LENGTH >: min THEN

FOR n IN min TO I'LENGTH-l LOOP
IF «lln):'O' AND c:'O') OR

(l(n):'I' AND c='I'»
THEN yIn) :: '0'; C := '0';
ELSE

IF (1In):'I' AND c:'O')
THENy(n) :='I',c::'O',
ELSE

IF (1(n)='O' AND c:'I')
THENy(n) :='I',c::'I',
END IF;

END IF;
END IF,

END LOOP,
END IF,
RETURN Y (1 'LENGTII-l DOWNTO 0);

END "-",

FUNCTION div (1, r: POSITIVE) RETURN POSITIVE IS
BEGIN

IF r >: 1 THEN RETURN 1,
ELSE

IF 1 mod r = 0 THEN RETURN l/r;
ELSE RETURN (1.(1-(1 mod r»/r),
END IF;

END IF;
END div;
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FUNCTION slice (i: NATURAL; wordlenqth : POSITIVE; reg: register_type) RETURN bit_vector IS

-- pre : i >= 0, wordlength > OJ
-- post: y := register! U.ll*wordlenqt.b-l lXlWNTO i*""rdlength-l),

VARIABLE y : bit_vector (wordlength-I DOWNTO 01 := (OTHERS => '0'1,
VARIABLE n : NATURAL,
BEGIN

IF <i+l)·wordlenqth-l <= rEg~LENGTH-l THEN
y := reg( (i+l)·wordleng~h-l DOWNTO i*wordlength );

ELSE
FOR n IN y'RANGE LOOP

yIn) := '0';
END LOOP,
y(reg'LENGTII-I-i*wordlength DOWNTO 0) reg(reg'LENGTII-I DOWNTO i*wordlength),

END IF,
RETURN y,

END slice;

FUNCTION calculate_8ddresslength (
word length : POSITIVE;
words-per_element : POSITIVE;
number_of_elem : POSITIVE

) RETURN POSITIVE IS
POSITIVE;
POSITIVE,

VARIABLF. min_r~6ize
VARIABLL address length
BEGIN

min_raM_size := words-per_element*number_of_elem;
addresslength := 109'2 (min_raD'Lsize);
WHILE ((2**addresslength) -min_raJILsize) < «div(addresslength,wordlength») *number_oCelem) LOOP

addresslength := addresslength+l;
END LOOP,
RETURN addresslength:

END calculate_address length;

END definiti.ons;
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APPENDIX 2: The entity RAM

R W--------7I
CS

RAM

DACK

Figure 1: Template of entity RAM

2.1 The programcode

USE work.definitions.ALL:

ENTITY ram IS

This entity describes an 8synchrone RAM.

USE:

READ: Put address on addressbus and make r_w 'I'.
Wait until the signals are stabelised, then make cs '0'
When dack becomes '0' is the data present.
After reading the data make cs 'I' again.

WRITE: Puts the address on the addressbus, the data on the databus and
make r_w '0'. Wait until the signals are stabelised. then make
cs '0'. When dack becomes '0', the memory has copied the data.
Make cs 'I' again.

GENERIC (
wordlength
number_ot_words
responsetime
) ;

positive;
positive;
time -- longest time to perform an operation

PORT (
addressbus
data_raID_in
data_rADLout
r_w
cs
dllCk

);

DID ram;

IN bus_type (log2(number_of_words)-1 DOWNTO 0);
IN bus_type (word1ength-1 OOWNTO 0);
<Xn' bus_type (word1ength-1 000iNT0 0) := (OTHERS => 'Z');
IN bit;
IN bit;
<Xn' bi t : = 'I'
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ARCHITECTURE registerlevel OF ram IS

BEGIN

operation: PROCESS (cs)

SUBTYPE datawor4-type IS bit_vector (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0),
TYPE memory_type IS ARRAY (0 TO (2**(1og2(nwnber_oCwords»-1» OF datawor4-type,

VARIABLE memory : memory_type;
VARIABLE memaddr: register_type (log2(number_of_words)-1 DOWNTO 0),
VARIABLE i POSITIVE,

BEGIN

IF cS'LAST_VALUE='l' AND cs='O' THEN operation signalled

write operationIF r w='O' THEN
memaddr := readbus (addressbus);
memory(logictoint(memaddr}) := readbuB(dat4-r~in);

dack <= '0' AFTER responsetime;

ELSE -- read operation
memaddr : = reaclbuB (addressbus) ;
data_r~out <= writebuB(memory(logictoint(memaddr»);
dade <= ' O' AFTER responsetime;

END IF,
END IF,

IF cs'LAST VALUE='Q' AND cs='l' THEN
data_ram:out <= 'Z';
clack <= '1'AFTER responsetime/2;

END IF;

END PROCESS;

END regi sterlevel;

-- end operation signalled
enable databus
-- reset dac)c
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2.2 Timingdiagrams

Timing RAM READ-Operation

cs

clack

!.. ::J
:<.:: .:,

resposet1me

Figure 2: Timing read-operation

Timing RAM WRITE-Operation

i .

I.. !
t:'.--_.~

riliJposetiJde

r_w __"'-- -+--I. _

C8

dack

addres

Figure 3: Timing write-operation
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2.3 Test of entity RAM

I've tested the entity RAM with the help of VSIM, to investigate if the entity perfonned
the operations read and write according to the definitions. Because it is not possible to
give generic parameters of an entity a value with the help of VSIM, I've replaced these
generics by constants that had the same name and the following values.

CONSTANT wordlength
CONSTANT number_oCwords
CONSTANT responsetime

: POSITIVE := 2;
: POSITIVE := ;
: TIME := 20 ns;

Definition of constants for test purposes

The test's I've perfonned is summarized in the following table.

Table 1: Testframe for entity RAM

I Operation I Expected result I
read value on address ' 10' output of value '00'

write value ' 11' on address ' 10' none

read value on address ' 10' output of the value ' 11 '

read value on address '00' output of value '00'

Although this test isn't very complicated, it gives a good impression of the behavior of the
entity RAM. From the results of the test (see below) we can conclude that the entity RAM
is functioning according to the expectations.

LISTPILE TJU.NSCRIPI'

ns addressbus data_raDLin r_w cs data_raDLout clack
o 00 00 0 0 ZZ 1

00 1 1

00 1 1

50

100
100
120

00

10

10
10
10

00
00
00

o
o
o

ZZ

ZZ

ZZ
00
00

• Loading C:\VHDL\std.standard
• Loading C:\APS'IUD\work.definitions
• Loading C: \APS'IUD\work.rllDllregisterleve1)
list addressbus date_raDLin r_w C's data_raIrLout dack

force r_w 1
force C6 1
run

force addressbus 10
run

force CB 0
run
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list
ns addressbu6 dat8_rall'Lin r_w cs data_raul_out dack

force cs 1
run

150 10 00 00
150 10 00 zz
160 10 00 zz

force r_w 0
force dat8_raDLin 11
run

200 10 11 zz
force cs 0
run

250 10 11 zz
270 10 11 zz

list
ns addressbu6 data_r8lrLin r_w cs data_ram_out dack

300 10 11 0 0 zz 0
force cs 1
force r_w 1
run

300 10 11 zz
310 10 11 zz

force cs 0
run

350 10 11 zz
350 10 11 11
370 10 11 11

force cs 1
run

400 10 11 11 0
400 10 11 zz 0
410 10 11 zz 1

list
ns aGdressbus data_ralrLin r_w cs dat~raIlLout dack

450 10 11 1 1 zz 1
force dat8_ral'rLin 00
run

450 10 00 zz
force cs 0
run

500 10 00 zz
500 10 00 11
520 10 00 11

force cs 1
run

550 10 00 11
550 10 00 zz
560 10 00 zz

list
ns addressbu6 data_r8lrLin r_w cs data_r8lrLout clack

600 10 00 1 1 zz 1
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APPENDIX 3: The entity stack

FULL
READ

EN eLK

Figure 4: Template of entity stack

3.1 The programcode

The programcode for the hardware description of the ADT stack exists of two parts: a
package stackykg and an entity stack. The entity holds the actual description of the stack,
the package defines the codes for the different operations on the stack. The package is also
used for the defmition of the constants used for the test procedure (see 3.3).

USE work.definitions.ALL;
USE work.stack-pkg.ALL;

ENTITY stack IS

GENERIC (
wordlength : positive:
number_of_Qlem : positive:
elem_struc : element_structure_type;
responsetime_of_RAH : TIME

):

-- data ready
-- data on stack

(OTHERS => 'Z');
-- stack data ready
-- data ack.

PORT (
clk
en
opcodebu8
data_stack.-in
dr
dos
data_stack.-out
dsr
da
full
empty
ready

);

END stack;

IN bit:
IN bit;
IN bus_type (2.1og2(elem-struc(0).next_elemLnum-l) DOWNTO 0):
IN bus_type (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0):
IN bit;
OUT bit := '0':
OUT bus_type (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0) :=
0l1I' bit := '0':
IN bit;
OUT bit := '0':
OUT bi t . _ • l' ;
OUT bit := '0'
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ARCHITECTURE registerlevel Of stack IS

CONSTANT address length : POSITIVE

SIGNAL addressbus
SIGNAL r_w
SIGNAL CB
SIGNAL dade

bus_type (addresslength-1 DCl'iN'I'O 0) := (OTHERS => 'Z');
bit ' 1';
bit := '1';
bit := '1';

positive;
positive;
time

ALIAS opcode bus_type II llOIlINI'O 0) IS opcodebus (1 OOWNTO 0);
ALIAS elem_nr bus_type (opcodebus'LENGTH-3 IlClOiNl'O 01 IS opcodebus (opcodebus'LENGTH-1 DOWNTO 2);

COMPONENT ram
GENERIC (

wordlength
number_oi_words
responsetime

);
PORT (

addressbus
dat~raDLin

datA_raIrLOut
r_w
cs
dack

, ;
END COMPONENT;

IN bus_type (addresslength-1 OOWNTO 0);
IN bus_type (wordlength-1 DCl'iN'I'O 0);
OUT bus_type (wordlength-1 OOWNTO 0);
IN bit;
IN bit;
OUT bit

=> wordlength.
=> numbe r_o i_words ,
:> responsetime

FOR store : ram USE ENTITY work.ram
GENERIC MAP (

wordlength
number_oi_words
responsetime

)
PORT MAP

BEGIN

(
addressbus
datA_raDLin
data_raIn_out
r_w
cs
dack

);

=> addressbus,
=> datA_raIn_in,
=:> data_raDLout.
=> r_w,
=> ce,
=> dack

store: ram GENERIC MAP I
wordlength
nwnber_of_words
responsetime

)

=> wordlength,
=> number_of_elem*elem_8truc(O).n~of_datawords,

=> responsetime_of_RAM

PORT MAP

operat ion: PROCESS

(
addressbus
data_ram_in
data_raIJLout
r_w
cs
dack

);

=> addressbus,
=> data_stack-in,
=> data_stack-out,
=> r_w,
=> cs,
=> dack

VARIABLE SP
VARIABLE empty_var
VARIABLE i

register_type (addresslength-1 OOWNTO 0) ._ (OTHERS => '0');
boolean : = true;
NATURAL;

BEGIN
WAlTON clkUNTIL «en='l') AND (clk='l'));

CASE readbus(opcode) IS

WHEN clear =>
SP := inttologiclO, SP'LENGTH);
empty_var := true;
empty <= '1';
full <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL clk='l';
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (clk='l'»;
ready <:.::: '0' i

WHEN push =>
IF ( (logictoint (Sp) +eleDLstruc(O) .nWl\...oCdatawords)

<= (2** (addressbus'length) -1) )
THEN

IF empty_var=true
THEN

empty_var := false;
empty <= '0';

ELSE
SP := Sp + inttolooic(elem.-struc(O) .n\1DLof_datawords,SP'LENGTH);

END IF;

reset SP
stack empty

stack not full

operation complete

-- wait until outside ack.
-- stack ready

-- is there room?
-- yes

-- is stack empty?
-- yes

-- stack not empty
-- SP stays 0

-- no
-- next entry SP
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WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ;
FOR n IN 0 TO elellLstrue (0) .nUllLof_datawords-l
LOOP

addressbus <= writebus(SP + inttoloqie(n,SP'LENGTH));
r_w <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (dr='l') AND (elb'l"),
CS <= ' 0';

WAIT 00 elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l')):
addressbus <= disable_bus (addreBBIength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <: '1' i
cs <= ' l' ;
dos <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (dr='O') AND (elk.'l'):
dos <= '0';

END LOOP:

IF ( (loqietoint (SP) +elem_strue (0) .nUllLoCdatawords)
> (2** (addressbus'length) -1) )

THEN
full <= '1':

END IF:

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l':
ready <= ' l' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (daek='l') AND (elb'l'»:
ready <= '0':

ELSE
ready <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»):
ready <= '0';

END IF:

WHEN pop =>
IF empty_var=false
THEN

full <= '0';
FOR n IN 0 TO elem_struc (0) .num_of_datawords-l
LOOP

addressbus <= wri tebus (SP+inttologic (n, SP' LENGTH» ;
r_w <= 'I';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «da=' 0') AND (daek='l') AND (elk='l')):
cs <:;:: , 0' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daeb'O') AND (elk='l')):
dsr <= '1':

WAlTON elk UNTIL «da='l') AND (elk='l'»,
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l J:X)WN"J'O 0);
r_w <= ' 1';
C8 <= '1':
dsr <= '0';

END LOOP;

IF logietoint(SP)=O
THEN

empty_var := true;
empty <= '1':

ELSE
SP := SP - inttoloqie(eleDLstrue(O).nUllLoCdatawords,SP'LENGTlI):

END IF:

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «da='O') AND (elk='l'»):
ready <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»:
ready <= '0':

ELSE
ready <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en=' 0') AND (elk='l'»):
ready <= '0';

END IF:

WHEN top =>
IF empty_var=false
THEN

FOR n IN elem_struc {logictoint (readbus (eleDLnr) ) ) .offset TO
elem_struc (logictoint (readbus (elem_nr)» .offset+
elem_struc (loqictoint (readbus (elem_nr) ) } .nUDl..of_datawords-1

LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(SP+inttologic(n,SP'LENGTH));
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «da='O') AND (daek='l') AND (elk='l'):
cs <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk:'l'»,
dsr <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(da='l') AND (elk='l'»:
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0):
r_w <:z: '1';
cs <= ' l' ;
dsr <= '0':

END LOOP:

-- write all datawords to RAM
-- calculate &ddre~3 for dataword

write

-- wait unti 1 RAM and data outside ready
signal RAM;

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
reset r_w
aek. RAM
signal outside data stored

wait until outside ack.
ack. outside

-- stack full7
-- yes

-- stack full

operation complete

wait until RAM ready and outside ack.
stack ready

-- no, stack fulll
operat ion complete

wait until outside ack.
stack ready

-- data on the stack?
-- yes

stack not full
-- read all datawords from RAM:

address from dataword to RAM
read

wait until RAM and outside ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
signal outside data ready

wait until outside aek.
clear addressbus
reset r_w
aek. RAM
aek. outside

-- Ie element?
-- yes

stack empty

--no
SP previous entry

wait until outside aek.
operation complete

wait until outside ack.
stack ready

-- no, stack empty I
operation complete

wait until outside ack.
stack ready

data on the stack?
yes

-- read all elem.-nr's datawords from RAM

address from dataword to RAM:
read

wait until RAM and outside ready
signal RAM

wai t RAM ready
signal outside data ready

wait until outside ack. data
clear addressbus
reset r_w
aek. RAM
ack. outside
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WAIT ON elk lJNTIL ((da:'O') AND (elk:'I');
ready <:. ' 1 ' ;

WAIT ON ell< t~rrIL U"n:'O') AND (elk:'I'»;
ready <= ' 0';

ELSE
ready <= ' l' ;

WAIT ON elk lJNTIL ((en:'O') AND (elk:'I'»);
ready <== '0';

END II';

END CASE;

2ND PROCESS operation;

END registerlevel;

USE work.definitions.ALL;

PACKAGE staek....PkQ' IS

wait until outside ack.
operation complete

wait until outside ack.
stack ready

-- no, 6ta.ck empty'
operation complete

wait until outside ack.
stack ready

CONSTANT clear
CONSTANT push
CONSTANT pop
CONSTANT top

END stacK....pKg;

opcode_type
opcode_type
opeode_type
opcode_type

('0', '0')
('1' , '0' )
(' 0' , 'I' )
('1' , ' I' )

codes for operations
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3.2 Timingdiagrams

The operations performed by the entity stack require a strict timing. This timing is a
mixture of three independent hand-shake mechanism: one for the synchronization of an
operation with the outside world, one for the input of datawords and one for the output of
datawords.

Execution hand-shake
This fIrst, and most important, hand-shake mechanism involves the signals en and ready
and is used for starting and ending an operation. When en is made '1', the stack starts
executing the required operation. When the stack has performed the operation, it signals
this by making ready' 1'. In response to this en must be made '0' after which the stack
responds by making ready '0'.

Input hand-shake
This second hand-shake mechanism is around the the data_stack_in-port. Through this port
datawords are fed into the stack. In order to signal to the stack that the data on the port is
valid, dr should be made '1'. When the stack has copied the data, it makes dos '1'. In
response to this dr must be made '0' after which the stack makes dos '0' again.

Output hand-shake
The third hand-shake mechanism is around the data_stack_out-port. Through this port data
is led out of the stack. When the data on this port is valid, the stack makes dsr '1'. In
order to signal that the data is copied, da should be made '1'. In response, the stack
removes the data from the bus and make dsr '0' after which da should be made '0' again.

Every operation involves the fIrst mechanism. The second mechanism is used by the push
operation. The third mechanism is used by the pop- and top-operation.
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Timingdiagrams STACK

EN __--J/
Ready /_______---J

Timing operation

\'------
\---

DR /

005 /

Timing input

D5R /

DA /

Timing output

Data_stack_in~ ~~

\'------

Data_stack_out~~ >eWII
\'------
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3.3 Test of the entity stack

I've tested the entity stack with the help of VSIM, to investigate if the entity perfonned
the operations according to the definitions. Because it is not possible to give generic
parameters of an entity a value with the help of VSIM, I've replaced these generics by
constants that had the same name and the following values.

CONSTANT wordlength
CONSTANT numbecoCelem
CONSTANT elem_struc

CONSTANT responsetime_oCRAM :

Definition of constants for tests puposes

POSITIVE := 2;
POSITIVE := 3;
elemencstructure_type :=
( (0,3,3), (0,1,2), (l ,2,1) );
TIME := 20 ns;

The test I've perfonned is summarized in the following table.
Table 2: Testframe for entity stack

I Operation I Expected result I
push '01','11','10' empty := '0'

push '01','11','10' none

push '01','11','10' none

push '01',' 11','10' none

push '01',' 11','10' none

push '01','11','10' full:= '1'

push '01 ',' 11 ','10' none

pop output '01','11','10'
full := '0'

top '00' output' 10',' 11',' 10'

top '01' output '01'

clear empty := '1'

pop '00' none
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Although this test is not very complicated, it gives a good impression of the behavior of
the entity stack. From the results of the test (see below) we can conclude that the entity
stack is functioning according to the expectations.

LlSTFILE
--- - -- - - - - - -- -- - - - - ----- - - - ----- - -- --------- ------------- -- --------------------- ---------

ns opcodebu6 data_stac~in dr dos data_staclcout dar da empty full en ready elk
0 0001 01 1 0 ZZ 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 push

20 0001 01 1 0 ZZ 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 01
30 0001 01 1 0 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
90 0001 01 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1

120 0001 01 0 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
130 0001 01 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
220 0001 11 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 11
240 0001 11 1 0 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
270 0001 11 1 1 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
340 0001 11 1 1 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
340 0001 11 0 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
350 0001 11 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
440 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 10
460 0001 10 1 0 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
490 0001 10 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
560 0001 10 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
570 0001 10 0 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
590 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
590 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 stack not
660 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 empty
670 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 anymore
760 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

DS opcodebuB data_staclcin dr dos data_stack.....out dar da empty full en ready elk.
760 0001 01 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 push
7BO 0001 01 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 01
850 0001 01 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
BBO 0001 01 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
BBO 0001 01 0 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
890 0001 01 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
9BO 0001 11 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 11

1000 0001 11 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1030 0001 11 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1100 0001 11 0 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1110 0001 11 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1200 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 10
1220 0001 10 1 0 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1250 0001 10 1 1 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1320 0001 10 0 1 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1330 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1390 U001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
1420 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
1430 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1520 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ns opcodebIJ6 data_stack..-in dr dos data_stacJcout dar da empty full en ready elk.
1520 0001 01 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 push
1540 0001 01 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 01
1610 0001 01 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1640 0001 01 0 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1650 0001 01 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1740 0001 11 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 11
1760 0001 11 1 0 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1790 0001 11 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
IB60 0001 11 0 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
1B70 0001 11 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
1960 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 10
19BO 0001 10 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2010 0001 10 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
20BO 0001 10 0 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2090 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
2110 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
21BO 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
2190 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
22BO 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ns opcodebus dat,,-staek....in dr dos data_staek....out dsr da empty full en ready elk.
22BO 0001 01 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 push
2~00 0001 01 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 01
2370 0001 01 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
2400 0001 01 0 1 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2410 0001 01 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
2500 0001 11 0 0 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 11
2520 0001 11 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2550 0001 11 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
2620 0001 11 0 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2630 0001 11 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
2720 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 10
2740 0001 10 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2770 0001 10 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
2B40 0001 10 0 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
2850 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
2B70 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
2940 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
2950 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
3040 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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ns opcodebu8 data_stac~in dr dos data_stac~out dar da empty full en ready elk
3040 0001 01 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 push
3060 0001 01 1 0 U a Q 0 0 1 0 0 01
3130 0001 01 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
3160 0001 01 0 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
3170 0001 01 0 0 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
3260 0001 11 0 0 lolo 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 11
3280 0001 11 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
3310 0001 11 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
3380 0001 11 0 1 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
3390 0001 11 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
3480 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 10
3500 0001 10 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
3530 0001 10 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
3600 0001 10 0 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
3620 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
3630 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
3700 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
3710 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
3800 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ns opcodebuB data_Btac~in dr dos data_stacK_out dar da empty full en ready elk
3800 0001 01 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 push
3820 0001 01 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 01
3890 0001 01 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
3920 0001 01 0 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
3930 0001 01 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
4020 0001 11 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 11
4040 0001 11 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
4070 0001 11 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
4140 0001 11 0 1 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
4150 0001 11 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
4240 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 10
4260 0001 10 1 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
4300 0001 10 1 1 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
4360 0001 10 0 1 ZZ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
4370 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
4390 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
4460 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
4470 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
4560 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

ns opcodebuB data_stac~in dr dos data_stac~out dar de. empty full en ready elk
4560 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 push
4570 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 stack full
4660 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

ns opcodebuB data_stac~in dr dos data_stac~out dar da empty full en ready elk
4660 0001 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
4760 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 pop
4780 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 1 1 0 0
4810 0010 10 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 => 01
4830 0010 10 0 0 01 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
4880 0010 10 0 0 01 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
4890 0010 10 0 0 01 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
4980 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
4990 0010 10 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 => 11
5010 0010 10 0 0 11 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
5090 0010 10 0 0 11 1 1 0 0 1 0 1
5090 0010 10 0 0 11 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
5180 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
5190 0010 10 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 => 10
5210 0010 10 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
5280 0010 10 0 0 10 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
5290 0010 10 0 0 10 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
5380 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 stack not
5390 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 full
5480 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 anymore
5490 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
5580 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ns opcodebuB data_stack-in dr dos dat~Btack-out dar da empty full en ready elk
5580 0011 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 top 00
5600 0011 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
5630 0011 10 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 => 01
5650 0011 10 0 0 01 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
5700 0011 10 0 0 01 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
5710 0011 10 0 0 01 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
5800 0011 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
5810 0011 10 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 => 11
5830 0011 10 0 0 11 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
5900 0011 10 0 0 11 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
5910 0011 10 0 0 11 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
6000 0011 10 0 0 loz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
6010 0011 10 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 => 10
6030 0011 10 0 0 10 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
6100 0011 10 0 0 10 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
6110 0011 10 0 0 10 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
6200 0011 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
6210 0011 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
6300 0011 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
6310 0011 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
6400 0011 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ns opcodebuB data_stack_in dr dOB data_stecK-out dar de. empty full en ready elk
6400 0111 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 top 01
6420 0111 10 0 0 zlo 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
6450 0111 10 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 => 01
6470 0111 10 0 0 01 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
6520 0111 10 0 0 01 1 1 0 0 1 0 0
6530 0111 10 0 0 01 0 1 0 0 1 0 1
6620 0111 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
6630 0111 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
6720 0111 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
6730 0111 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
6830 0111 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
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nB opcodebu6 data_stacJcin dr dOB data_stacJcout dBr da empty full en ready elk
6830 0000 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 clear
6850 0000 10 0 0 zz 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
6870 0000 10 0 0 zz 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
6890 0000 10 0 0 zz 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
6950 0000 10 0 0 zz 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
6970 0000 10 0 0 zz 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
7050 0000 10 0 0 zz 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

ns opcodebus dat8._staclLin dr dos dat8._stacJcout dar da empty full en ready elk
7050 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 pop
7070 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 but stack.
7090 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 empty
7170 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
7190 0010 10 0 0 zz 0 0 1 0 0 0 1



------------------------lk entity list--

APPENDIX 4: The entity list

iscout
f---,7

LIST

EN elK

Figure 6: Template of entity list

4.1 The programcode

The programcode for the hardware description of the ADT list exists of two parts: a
package listykg and an entity list. The entity holds the actual description of the list, the
package defines the codes for the different operations on the list. The package is also used
for the definition of the constants used for the test procedure.

USE work.definitions.ALL;
USE work.list-pkg.ALL;

ENTITY list IS
GENERIC (

wordlength : POSITIVE;
number_oCelem : POSITIVE;
eleDLstruc : element_structure_type:
responsetime_of_RAM : TIME

);

-- data ready
-- data in list

(OTHERS => 'Z');
-- data list ready
-- data ack.

'0'
'I'
'I'
'0'
'0'

IN bit;
IN bit;
IN bus_type (3+1og2(el~strue(0).next_elem_num)-1DOWNTO 0);
IN bus_type (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
IN bit;
OUT bit := '0';
OUT bus_type (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0) :=
OUT bit '0';
IN bit;
OUT bit
OUT bit
OUT bit
OUT bit
OUT bit

PORT (
elk
en
opcodebus
data_list_in
dr
dil
data_list_out
dlr
da
full
empty
endlist
ready
error

);

END list;
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ARCHIT~E registerlevel OF list IS

CONSTANT addresslength : POSITIVE
CONSTANT words...,per_Addres8 : POSITIVE
CONSTANT words...,per_element : POSITIVE

. _ calculate_addresslength (wordlength. eleDLstruc lO) .num_of_datawords, number_ot_e1em) ;
div(addresslength, wordlength);

._ words...,per_4ddress + ele~struc(O).n~of_datawords;

TYPE bus_array IS ARRAY (INTEGER RANGE <» OF bus_type (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0),
FUNCTION bus_control (x: bus_array) RETURN bus_type;
FUNCTION bus_control (x: bus_array) RETURN bUB_type IS
VARIABLE n: INTEGER,
BEGIN

n := x'LOW;.
LOOP

IF n>x'HIGH
THEN RETURN X(X'LOW),
ELSE

IF x(n) (O)/='Z'
THEN RETURN x (n):
ELSE n := n+l;
END IF,

END IF;
END LOOP,

END bus_control;
SUBTYPE resolve~bu6_type IS bus_control bus_type:

SIGNAL addressbus
SIGNAL data_in
SIGNAL data_out
SIGNAL r_w
SIGNAL cs
SIGNAL dack

bus_type (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0) := (OTHERS => 'Z'),
resolved_bus_type (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0) := (OTHERS => 'Z');
bus_type (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0),
bit '1' ;
bit : = '1';
hi t ::=: • l' ;

positive;
positive;
time

ALIAS opcode bus_type (2 DOWNTO 0) IS opcodebus (2 DOWNTO 0):
ALIAS elem_nr bus_type (opcodebus'LENGTH-4 DOWNTO 0) IS opcodebus (opcodebus'LENGTH-l DOWNTO 3);

COMPONENT ram
GENERIC (

wordlength
nwnber_of_words
responsetime

);
PORT (

addressbus
data_raDLin
data_ram_out
r_w
cs
dack

l;
END COMPONENT;

IN bus_type (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
IN bus_type (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
OUT bus_type (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0),
IN bit;
IN bit;
OUT bit

=> wordlength,
=> number_of_words.
=> responsetime

POR store : ram USE ENTITY work.ram
GENERIC HAP (

wordlength
number_of_words
responsetime

)
PORT MAP (

addressbus => addressbu6.
data_ram......in => data_raIn_in,
data_r8JILout => data_raIn_out,
r_w => r_w,
cs => cs,
dack => dack

),

BEGIN

store: ram GENERIC HAP (
wordlength
number_of_words
responsetime

)
PORT MAP (

addressbus
data_r8JILin
data_r8JILout
r_w
cs
dack

);

=> wordlength,
=> number_of_elem*words""per_element,
=> responsetime_of_RAM

=> addressbus,
=> data_in,
=> data_out,
=> r_w,
=> cs,
=> dack

BEGIN
data_in <= data_list_in;

END PROCESS internal_bus;

operation, PROCESS

CONSTANT nul : bit_vector (addressIength+wordlength DOWNTO 0) := (OTHERS => '1'),
CONSTANT m~n~elements : POSITIVE := (2**addresslength)!words-Per_element:

VARIABLE Ii s t register_type (addresslength-l DOWNTO OJ .- (OTHERS => '0' )
VARIABLE empty_elem register_type (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0) .- (OTHERS => '0' )
VARIABLE pos register_type (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0) := (OTHERS => '0' )
VARIABLE prev register_type (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0) := (OTHERS => '0' )
VARIABLE temp reg~ster_type (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0) .- (OTHERS => '0' )
VARIABLE match regl ster_type «elem_struc(l),n~of_datawords*wordlength)-DOWNTO 0) .- (OTHERS => '0') ,
VARIABLE par_match BOOLEAN := fsIse,
VARIABLE n~of_elem NATURAL := 0;
VARIABLE eleDLnum NATURAL .- 0;
VARIABLE i,j ,n NATURAL,
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BEGIN
WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='I') AND (elk='I'»;

CASE readbus (opcode) IS

WHEN clear =>
FOR i IN list'RANGE LOOP

pos(i) := '0';
prevli) := '1';
list!i) := '1';
empty_elem(i) := '0';

END LOOP;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I';
FOR i IN 1 TO max_n~elements-l LOOP

temp := pos + words...,per_elementi
FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-I LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= '1' ;
addressbus <= writebus(pos+j);
data_in <= writebus (slice (j ,wordlength, temp» ;
r_w <= '0';

WAIT 00 elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'»;
cs <= '0';

WAIT 00 elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='I'»;
addre••bu. <= di.able_bu. (addre•• length-I DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= di.able_bu. (wordlength-I DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
po. := temp;

WAIT 00 elk UNTIL elk=' I' ;
END LOOP;

po. := nul (addre•• length-I DOWNTO 0';
preY := nul (addre•• length-I DOWNTO 0);
num of elem := 0;
elem nUm := 0;
empty <= '1',
full <= '0',
endlist <= '1';
error <= 'a';

WAIT 00 elk UNTIL «daek=' 1" AND (elk=' 1'»,
ready <= 'I';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='I'»;
ready <= I O' ;

WHEN insert =>
IF n~of_elem=max_n~elements

THEN
error <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I';
ready <= 'I';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='I'»;
error <= '0';
ready <= '0';

ELSE
FOR j IN 0 TO word.-PEr_addre••-I LOOP

addressbus <= writebus (empty_elem+j) ;
r_w <= 'I';

WAIT 00 elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'»;
cs <= ' 0' ;

-- clear registers

-- build list of empty elements
-- temp points to successor of element pos
-- upload address succ(pos} in pos

-- wri te address
-- write jth dataword of address
-- write

wai t unt il RAM ready
.i\1T1al RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

-- po•• _ .uee(po.)

-- reset registers

wait until RAM ready
operation complete

wait until outside ack.
li.t ready

-- is there room tor a new element?
-- no

error

operation complete

wait until outside ack.
reset error
li.t ready

-- yes, there is room for new element
-- download addre•••uee (empty_elem)

wri te address
read

wait until RAM ready
.i\1T1al RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (daek='O') AND (elk='I'»; wait until RAM ready
IF (j+l) *wordlength < addresslength store address in temp
THEN

temp «j+I)*wordlength-I DOWNTO j*wordlength) := readbu.(data_out);
ELSE

temp (addre•• length-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) := readbu.(data....out (addre••length-I-j*wordlength DOWNTO 0»);
END IF;
addressbus <= disableJ>u6 (addresslength-l J:X)WN"J'O 0); clear addressbus
r_w <= ' 1 ' ; reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' I' ;
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
aek. RAM
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IF num_of_elem=D
'I'IIEN

list := eDlpty_elem;
eleBLnum := 1:
endlist <= '1';

ELSE
IF «elellLnum.nUll\....oCelem) AND (logietoint (readbus (elellLnr) ) 1.0»

'I'IIEN
FOR j IN () 'TO lO<lrds....P"r_address-l LOOP

W,lT ON elk UNTIL elk. '1' ;
addresabus <. writebus(pos+j),
dftt8.-.5n <= writebus'slice(j ,wordlength,empty_elem»):
r_w <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dael<='l') AND (elk.'l')),
cs <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek.'O" AND (elk.'l'»;
addressbus <. disable_bus (addresslength-l OOWN'!'O 0);
data_in <. disable_bus (wordlength-l OOWNTO 0);
r_w<= '1':
C6 <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
prey := pos;
eleIrL,nwn :;:: eleDL.nwn+l;
endlist <::. '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk: '1' ;

ELSE
IF eleDLnum=l
'I'IIEN

list := empty_elem;
ELSE

FOR j IN 0 TO words....per_address-l LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ell<='l';
addressbus <= writebus(prev+j);
data_in <= writebus (slice (j ,wordlength,empty_elem}):
r_w <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dael<='l') AND (elk.'l'»);
CB <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL f (daek:'O') AND (elk:'l')),
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
data_in <: disable_bus (wordlength-l OOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' 1';
cs <= ' l' ;

END LCOP;
END IF;
FOR j IN 0 TO wordB...,per_address-l LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk:'l';
addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+j);
data_in <= writebuB(slice(j,wordlength,pos);
r_w <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'l') AND (elk:'l')),
cs <= ' 0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'O') AND (elk:'l'));
addressbus <: disable_bus (addresslength-l OOWN'!'O 0),
data_in <: disable_bus (wordlength-l OOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1':
cs <= '1':

END LOOP;
END IF;

END IF;
pos := empty_elem:
num.....of_e1em := num.....of_elem+1:

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ell<='l';
IF num.....of_elem:maxJlum.....elements THEN full <= '1'; END IF:
empty <: '0';
empty_elem :: temp;

FOR n IN 0 TO ele11Lstruc(O) .nwn....of_datawords-1
LOOP

addressbus <= .....ri tebus (pos+words....,per_address+n) ;
r_w <= • 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dr:'l') AND (daek:'l') AND (elk:'l')),
cs <= ' 0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:' 0') AND (e1k:'l');
dil <= '}':

WAIT ON ell< UNTIL «dr:'O') AND (elk.'l'»);
addressbus <= disable_bus (address1ength-1 OOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' 1';
cs <= '1';
dil <: '0',

END LOOP;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dr:'O') AND (ell<='l');
ready <: '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en:'O') AND (elk:'l'»);
ready <: '0',

E''D IF;

list empty?
yes, new element is first element of list

-- no
is pos last element of list and

-- insert after pos?
-- yes

-- upload address new element in pos

-- write address
-- write jth dataword of address

write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
ack. RAM

-- no, insert new element before pos
-- pos first element?
-- yes

-- new element first element of list
-- no, insert new element

between prey and pos
upload address new element

-- in pred (pos)

wri te address
write jth dataword of address
write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear acldressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

upload address pos in new element

write address
write jth dataword of address
write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset T_W
aek. RAM

pos := new element
list has one more element

list full?

upload all datawords for new element

write address
write

wait until RAM and outside data ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
signal outside dataword stored

wait until outside ack.
clear addressbus
reset r_w
aek. RAM
ack. outside

wait until outside ack.
operation complete

wait until outside ack.
list ready

-- end ins6rt
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WHEN delete =>
IF nUIILof_elem=O
THEN

error <= ' 1 ' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' l';
ready <= 'l';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»);
error <= '0';
ready <= '0';

ELSE
IF elem-num<num_of_elem
THEN

FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-l LOOP
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos+j) j

r_w <= '}':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l')),
cs <= '0':

-- list empty?
-- yes

error

operation complete

-- wait until outside ack.
-- reset error
-- list ready

-- no, list not empty
-- pos last element of li st?
-- no

-- download address suc(pos)
write address
read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (ell<='l')), wait until RAM ready
IF (j+l) *wordlength < address length store address in temp
THEN

temp «j+l) *wordlength-l~ j*wordlength) :=readbus (data_out);
ELSE

temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) := readbus(data_out (address1ength-1-j*wordlength DOWNTO 0));
END IF;
addressb1l8 <= diSable_bus (addresslength-l [X)WNT() 0); clear addressbus
r_w <= ' I' ; reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
END IF;

FOR j IN 0 TO words...per_address-1 LOOP
WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
addressbus <= writebus(pos+j);
datA_in <= writebus(slice(j,wordlength,empty_elem}):
r_w <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek=' 1') AND (elk=' l' ) ) ;
CS <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek=' 0') AND (elk=' 1') ) ;
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-1~ 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-1~ 0);
r_w <= ' 1';
C6 <= '1';

END LOOP;
empty_elem := pOSt

IF pos=list
THEN

IF num_of_elem=l THEN
pos := nul (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
list := nul (addresdength-1~ 0);
prey := nul (addresslength-1~ 0);
eleDLnwn := 0;
nUDLof_elem : = 0:

ELSE
pas := temp;
list := teznp;
num-of_elem := num-of_elem-1;

END IF;
ELSE

FOR j IN 0 TO words-per_address-1 LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' l' ;
addressbus <= writebustprev+j}:
data_in <= writebus(slice(j,wordlength,temp»;
r_w <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (ell<='l'»;
cs <= ' 0' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»,
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-1~ 0);
data_in <= disableJ>us (wordlength-1~ 0);
r_w <= ' 1';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
pos := temp;
nUflLof_elem := nUIrLof_elem-l;

END IF;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
IF nUIrLof_elem=O THEN empty <= ' I'; ELSE empty <= ' 0'; END IF;
full <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l');
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk:'l'));
ready <= '0';

END IF;

aek. RAM

-- pos first element of list empty elements
-- upload address empty_elem in pos

-- wri te address
wri te j th dataword of addresa
write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
ack. RAM

pos first element of list empty elements

POS first element of list?
yes

-- pos only element of list?
-- yes, clear registers

-- list empty

-- no
-- pos := succ{pos)

-- 11st has one element less

no, pos not first element of list
-- upload address suee(pos) in pred(pos)

-- wri te address
-- write jth dataword of address

write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
elear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
ack. RAM

pos := succ(pos)
-- list has one element less

liat empty?

wai t unt il RAM ready
operation complete

wait until outside aek.
list ready

-- end delete
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WHEN retrieve =>
IF nUll\...oCelem=O
THEN

error <= ' I' :

WAIT CjS elk IJNl'IL ell<=' l' ;
ready <= '1',

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') MID (elk:'l'»),
error <= '0';
ready <= '0';

ELSE
FOR n IN eleDLstl11e (logietoint (readbus (elem_nr) ) ) ,offset TO

eleJILstrue (logietoint (readbus (eleJILnr) ) ) .offset+
eleDLstrue (logietoint (readbus (eleJILnr) ) ) .nUll\....oCdatawords-l

LOOP
addressbus <= writebus{pos+words-Per_address+n):
r_w <= 'I';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «da='O') AND (daek='l') AND (elk='l')),
cs <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l')),
dat~li8t_out <= data_out:

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l':
dlr<='l':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «da='l') AND (elk='l')):
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l OOWNTO 0),
data_list_out <. disable_bus (wordlength-l OOWNTO 0),
r_w <= '1';
cs <= '1';
dlr <= ' 0' ;

END LOOP:

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «da='O') AND lelk='l'»,
ready <= • l' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk.'l')):
ready <= '0';

END IF,

WHEN change_value =>
IF num_of_elem=O
THEN

error <= 'I';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' :
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»:
error <= ' 0 • ;
ready <= '0',

ELSE
FOR n IN elem_struc (logictoint (readbu8(elem_nr) }) .offset TO

elem_struc (logictoint (readbus (elem_nr) ) ) .offset.
elem_struc (logictoint (readbu6 (elem_nr) ) ) .nUDLof_datawords-l

LOOP
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos+words....,per_address+n) ;
r_w <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dr.'l') AND (daek.'l') AND (elk='l'»,
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'}),
dil <= '1',

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dr=' 0') AND (elk= 'I' ) ) :
addressbus <. disable_bus (address length-l OOWNTO 0),
r_w <= ' 1';
cs <= '1';
dil <. '0':

END LOOP,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (dr=' 0') AND (elk= 'I' )) :
ready <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en.'O') AND (elk='l'»,
ready <= '0';

END IF,

-- list empty?
-- yes

error

operation complete

wait outside ack.
reset error
list ready

-- no
-- download all requested datawords

write address
read

wait until RAM and outside ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
copy data to output port

signal outside data ready

wait until outside has read data
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
ack. RAM
ack. outside

-- wait until outside ack.
operation complete

-- wait until outside ack.
-- list ready

-- end retrieve

-- li st empty?
-- yes

error

operation complete

-- wait until outside ack.
-- reset error
... - list ready

-- no, list not empty
-- upload all new datawords

write address
write

wait until RAM and outside data ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
signal outside dataword stored

wait until outside ack.
clear addressbus
reset r_w
ack. RAM
ack. outside

-- wait until outside ack.
-- operation complete

-- wait until outside ack.
-- li st ready

-- end chantJe_value
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WHEN locat.e =>
IF n~of_elem=O

THEN
error <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
ready <= ' 1 ' :

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(en='O') AND (elk='l'»,
error <= '0':
ready <= '0',

ELSE
FOR n IN 0 TO elem-strue(l) .num_of_datawords-l LOOP

WAIT on elk UNTIL ((dr='l') AND (elk='l'»),
..... teh «n+l) 'wordlength-l DO\olNTO n'wordlength) := readbus (data_in) ,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
dil <= '1',

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((dr=' 0') AND (elk='l'»,
dil <= '0',

END LOOP,

pos := list.;
elem-num := 1,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
LOOP

i := 0;
parJll4t.ch := false:
LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos+words,J>er_address+i) ;
r_w <= '1';

-- 11 st empty?
-- yes

error

operation complete

wait until outside ack.
reset error
list ready

-- no, list not empty
-- upload search key from outside

wait until outside data ready
store search-key in match

ack. outside dataword stored

wait until outside ack.
ack. outside

-- pos points to first element of the list

-- walk through total list
first dataword of key

-- compare key of pos wi th search-key?

-- write eddres6
-- read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek='l') AND (elk='l'»:
C6 <:;: '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek='O') AND (elk='l'»,
IF readbus(data_out)=.....teh«i+l)·wordlength-l DO\olNTO i'wordlength)
THEN parJllatch := true;
ELSE parJll'lteh := false,
END IF,
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DO\olNTO 0),
r_w <= '1';
cs <= '1':
i:= i+l:

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
EXIT WHEN ((par-mateh=false) OR (i=elem-strue(l).num_of_datawords»,

END LOOP;

IF ((par-mateh=false) AND (elem_num<num_oCeleml)

THEN
eleJrLnum := elemJ1um+l;
prey := pos:
FOR j IN 0 TO wordsJ)er_address-l LOOP

addressbus <= writebus(pos+j);
r_w <= 'I';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (daek='l') AND (elk='l'»,
CS <= ' 0' ;

-- wait until RAM ready
-- signal RAM

-- wait until RAM ready
datawords of key'S equal?
yes
no

clear addressbus
reset r w
aek. RAM
next dataword of key

stop if key's not equal or
last dataword of key

-- key'S not equal and
-- pos not last element
-- of list?

yes, get next el~ent of list

download address succ (pos)
-- write address
-- read

-- wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

clear addressbus
reset r_w

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek=' 0') AND (elk='l')),
IF (j +1) 'wordlength < addresslength
THEN

temp (j+l)'wordlength-l DOWNTO j'wordlength) :=readbus(data_out) ,
ELSE

temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO j'wordlength) := readbus(data_out (addresslength-l-j'wordlength DOWNTO 0»,
END IF,
addressbus <= disableJ>us (addresslength-l DO\olNTO 0),
r_w <= ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
pos := tempi

ELSE
EXIT:

END IF,
END LOOP:

IF parJl\aLch=false
THEN

pos :: list;
eleJrLnum := 1;
prey := nul (addresslength-l DO\olNTO 0),
error <II< 'I';
IF n~oCelem=l THEN endlist <= '1', ELSE endlist <= '0', END IF,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (daek='l') AND (elk='l'»,
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(en='O') AND (elk='l'»,
error <= •0';
ready <= '0',

aek. RAM

-- pos := suee(pos)
-- no, key's equal or pos last element

-- stop search

-- key'S equal?
-- no

reset pointers

error

wait until RAM ready
o~ration complete

-- wait until outside ack.
reset error

-- list ready
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ELSE -- yes. element found
IF el~num=n~of_elem THEN endlist <= 'I'; ELSE endlist <= '0'; END IF;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»),
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»),
ready <= '0';

END IF'
END IF;

WHEN home =>
IF nwn_oCelem:O
THEN

error <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= '1' ;
ready <= ' 1 ' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»,
error <= '0';
ready <= '0';

ELSE
pos := list;
elem.-num := 1;
prey := nul (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
IF nUDLOCele.,=l THEN endlist <= '1', ELSE endlist <= '0', END IF;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= '1' ;
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l');
ready <= '0';

END IF;

WHEN next_elem =>
IF elem_num=num._of_elem
THEN

error <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= '1' ;
ready <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en=' 0') AND (elk= '1' » ,
error <= '0':
ready <= '0';

ELSE
prev := pos;
FOR j IN 0 TO words...,Per_address-l L(X)p

addressbus <= writebus(pos+j};
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (daek='l') AND (elk='l');
cs <= ' 0';

wait until RAM ready
operation complete

wait until outside ack.
list ready

-- end locate

-- list empty?
-- yes

error

operation complete

wait until outside aek.
reset error
list ready

-- no, list not empty
-- reset pointers

-- operation complete

-- wait until outside aek.
-- list ready

-- end home

-- pos last element in list?
-- yes

error

operation complete

wait until outside ack.
reset error
list ready

-- no

-- download address succ (pos)
-- wri te address

read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»; wait until RAM ready
IF (j+lJ·wordlength < address length store address in temp
THEN

temp «j.ll 'wordlength-l DOWNTO j 'wordlength) :=readbus (data_out) ,
ELSE

temp laddresslength-l DOWNTO j 'wordlength) := readbus (data_out (addresslength-l-j 'wordlength DOWNTO 0));
END IF;
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l OOWNTO 0); clear addressbus
r_w <= ' l' ; reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= '1' ;
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
pos := temp,
eleDLnum := elern...Jlum+l;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= '1' ;
IF elem_num=n~of_elem

THEN
endlist <= '1';

ELSE
endlist <= '0';

END IF;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek='l') AND (elk='O')),
ready <= ' I' :

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((en='O') AND (elk.'l'));
ready <= '0':

END IF;

END CASE;

END PROCESS operation:

END registerlevel:

ack. RAM

-- pos :~ succ(pos)

-- wait until RAM ready
-- operation complete

-- wait until outside ack.
-- list ready

-- end next_elem
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USE std.standard.ALL;
USE work.definitions.ALL;

PACKAGE list-pkg IS

CONSTANT clear
CONSTANT insert
CONSTANT delete
CONSTANT retrieve
CONSTANT change_value
CONSTANT locate
CONSTANT home
CONSTANT next_elem

opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type

(' 0' , , O· •• O· )
(. 0' , • O· • '1' )
(' o· , , l' •• O' )
(' o· . '1' • '1' )
(' l' •• o· .. o· )
(' l' • ' o· , '1')
('1' • '1' , • 0')
(' l' • '1' , , l' )

-- codes for operations

CONSTANT wordlength
CONSTANT number_of_elem
CONSTANT el~struc

END list-pkg;

POSITIVE : = 2;
POSITIVE := 4;
element_structure_type ._ ( (0.2.2). (0,2,2) );
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4.2 Timingdiagrams

The operations perfonned by the entity list require a strict timing. This timing is a mixture
of three independent hand-shake mechanism: one for the synchronization of an operation
with the outside world, one for the input of datawords and one for the output of
datawords.

Execution hand-shake
This fIrst, and most important, hand-shake mechanism involves the signals en and ready
and is used for starting and ending an operation. When en is made' 1', the list starts
executing the required operation. When the list has perfonned the operation, it signals this
by maKing ready '1'. In response to this en must be made '0' after which the list responds
by making ready '0'.

Input hand-shake
This second hand-shake mechanism is around the the data_lisLin-port. Through this port
datawords are fed into the list In order to signal to the list that the data on the port is
valid, dr should be made '1'. When the list has copied the data, it makes dil '1'. In
response to this dr must be made '0' after which the list makes dil '0' again.

Output hand-shake
The third hand-shake mechanism is around the data_lisLout-Port. Through this port data is
led out of the list. When the data on this port is valid, the list makes d/r '1'. In order to
signal that the data is copied, da should be made '1'. In response, the list removes the
data from the bus and make d/r '0' after which da should be made '0' again.

Every operation involves the fIrst mechanism. The second mechanism is used by the
insert-, changevalue- and locate-operation. The third mechanism is used by the retrieve
operation.
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Timingdiagrams LIST

EN __---11
Ready /_______-----J

Timing operation

\'-------
\\...--

DR 1
DIL 1

Timing input

DLR 1
DA 1

Timing output

Data_list_in-..< ~~

\'------

Data_list_out~ ~

\'------

4.3 Test of the entity list

During the development of the entity list, we've tested each of the operations defined on
the abstract datatype list with the help of VSIM by going 'single-stepping' through the
programcode. From the results of these test we can conclude that every operation is
functioning according to the definition. Because of lack of time, we did not perform one
major test as with the entity stack.
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APPENDIX 5: The entity sorted list

isCout

EN elK

Figure 8: Template of entity sorted list

5.1 The programcode

The programcode for the hardware description of the ADT sorted list is almost exactly the
same as the programcode for the entity list. It also exists of two parts: a package
sortlistykg and an entity sortlist. The entity holds the actual description of the sorted list,
the package defines the codes for the different operations on the sorted list. The package
is also used for the definition of the constants used for the test procedure. The differences
in programcode involve only the code for the operations insert and locate. These
operations are different because of the ordering of the elements in the list. To make this
more clear I've outlined these functions in the programcode.

USE work.definitions.AlJ.,;
USE work.sortecl....list.,.Pkg.ALL,

ENTITY sortecl....list IS
GENERIC (

wordlength : POSITIVE;
number_oCelem I POSITIVE;
ele~Btruc ; element_structure_type;
responsetime_of_RAM : TIME

);

-- data ready
-- data in list

:: (OTHERS :> 'Z');
-- data list ready
-- data ack.

'0'
, l'
'1'
'0'
'0'

IN bit;
IN bit;
IN bus_type (J+log2(el~strue(0).next_el~num)-1DOWNTO 0),
IN bus_type (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
IN bit:
our bit I: '0':
our bUB_type (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0)
OUT bit :: '0',
IN bit:
our bit
our bit
our bi t
our bit
our bit

PORT (
elk
en
opcodebus
data_list_in
dr
dil
data_list_out
dlr
da
full
empty
endlist
ready
error

);

END 80rtecLl i Bt ;
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ARCHITECTURE register level OF sort~liBt IS

CONSTANT addreBBlength : POSITIVE ._ calculate_address length (wordlength,elellLBtruc (0) .num_oCdatawordB , number_oCelem) ;
CONSTANT words-Per_address : POSITIVE := div(addresslength, wordlength);
CONSTANT words-per_element : POSITIVE := words-Per_address + elem-struc{O).num-of_datawords;

TYPE bus_array IS ARRAY (INTEGER RANGE <» OF bus_type (wordlength-I DOWNTO 0);
FUNCTION bus_control (x: bus_array) RETURN bus_type:
FUNCTION bus_control (x: bus_llrray) RETURN bus_type IS
VARIABLE n: INTEGER;
BEGIN

n := x'LOW:
LOOP

IF n>x'HIGH
THEN RE'roRN x (x'LOW) ;
ELSE

IF x(n) (Oll='Z'
THEN RE'roRN x (n) ;
ELSE n := n+l:
END IF;

END IF;
END LOOP;

END bus_control:
SUBTYPE resolved....bus_type IS bus_control bUB_type:

SIGNAL addressbuB
SIGNAL datil_in
SIGNAL data_out
SIGNAL r_w
SIGNAL eft
SIGNAL deck

bus_type (addreBBlength-I DOWNTO 0) := (O'1'HERS => 'Z');
reBolved_buB_type (wordlength-I DOWNTO 0) := (O'1'HERS => 'Z');
bUB_type (wordlength-I DOWNTO 0);
bit • _ '1';
bit := ' l' ;
bit := '1';

ALIAS opcode bus_type (2 DOWNTO 0) IS opcodebuB (2 DOWNTO 0);
ALIAS elellLnr bus_type (opcodebuB'LENGTII-4 DOWNTO 0) IS opcodebuB (opcodebus'LENGTH-I DOWNTO 3);

COMPONENT ram
GENERIC (

wordlength
number_o f_words
responsetime

);

positive:
positive;
time

PORT (
addressbu8
datil_raIn_in
data_raDLout
c W
CB
dack

);
END COKPONENT;

IN bus_type (addreBBlength-I DOWNTO 0);
IN bus_type (wordlength-I DOWNTO 0);
OUT bus_type (wordlength-I DOWNTO 0);
IN bit;
IN bit;
OUT bit

=> wordlength.
=> number_ot_words.
=> responsetime

FOR store : ram USE ENTITY work.ram
GENERIC MAP (

wordlength
number_ot_words
responsetime

)
PORT MAP

BEGIN

(
addreBBbus
data_ram....in
data_ram_out
r_w
cs
deck

);

=> addressbus.
=> data_ram....in.
=> data_ram....out.
=> r_w.
=> CSt
=> dack

ram GENERIC MAP

addressbus,
data_in.
data_out.
r_w,
cs,
dack

store:

PORT MAP

(
wordlength
number_ot_words
reBponsetime

)
(
addressbus
data_ram....in =>
data_ram_out =>
r_w =>
CS =>
deck =>

);

=> wordlength.
=> nUMber_of_elem*wordB-Per_element.
=> responsetime_ot_RAH

BEGIN
data_in <= data_list_in;

END PROCESS internal_bus;

operation: PROCESS

CONSTANT nul : bit_vector (addresslength+wordlength DOWNTO 0) := (O'1'HERS => '1');
CONSTANT max_num-elements : POSITIVE := (2**addresslength)/words-Per_element;

VARIABLE list
VARIABLE empty_e1em
VARIABLE pes
VARIABLE prev
VARIABLE temp
VARIABLE match
VARIABLE per~atch

VARIABLE smaller
VARIABLE nUIILof_elem
VARIABLE elellLnum
VARIABLE 1, j. n

regiBter_type (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0) ._ (O'1'HERS => '0')
register_type (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0) := (OTHERS => '0')
register_type (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0) ._ (OTHERS => '0')
regiBter_type (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0) ._ (O'1'HERS '0')
register_type (addresBlength-I DOWNTO OJ (O'1'HERS => '0')
register_type «eleJILBtruc(I) .nUIILoCdatawordB·wordlength)- DOWNTO 0) ._ (OTHERS => '0');
BOOLEAN := false;
BOOLEAN := falBe;
NATURAL : = 0;
NATURAL : = 0;
NATURAL;
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BEGIN
WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='l') AND (elk='l'));

CASE readbus(opcode) IS

WHEN clear =>
FOR i IN list'RANGE LOOP

pos(i) := '0';
prev(i) := 'I';
list(i) := '1';
empty_elem(i) := '0';

END LOOP;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
FOR i IN I TO m~n~elements-1 LOOP

temp := pos + words-Per_element;
FOR j IN 0 TO words...J)er_address-1 LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbus <= writebus(pos+j);
data_in <= writebus(sliee(j,wordlength,temp»);
r_w<= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'));
CS <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
addressbus <= disableJ>us (addresslength-1 DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-1 DOWNTO 0);
r_w <=. '1';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
pos := temp;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
END LOOP;

pos := nul (addresslength-1 DOWNTO 0);
prev := nul (addresslength-1 DOWNTO 0);
n~oCelem : = 0;
elem_num :::1: 0:
empty <= ' 1 ' ;
full <= '0';
endlist <= '1':
error <= • 0' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'));
ready <= 'I';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»);
ready <= '0';

WHEN insert =>
IF nUJrLof_ele.m=max_nUDLelements
THEN

error <: '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
ready <= 'I';

WAlTON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'));
error <= ' 0' :
ready <= '0':

ELSE
IF num_of_elem=O
THEN

FOR j IN 0 TO words-per_address-1 LOOP
addressbus < .. wricebus (eznpty_elem+j) ;
r_w <= 'I';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'));
cs <= ' 0';

-- clear registers

-- build list of ellIPty elements
-- temp points to successor of element pos
-- upload address succ (pos) in pos

-- write address
-- write jth dataword of address

write

-- wait until RAM ready
-- signal RAM

-- wait unt il RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

-- pos := suee(pos)

-- reset registers

wai t until RAM ready
operat ion complete

wait until outside ack.
sortlist ready

-- is there room in the list?
-- no

error

operat i on compl ete

wait outside ack.
reset error
sortlist ready

-- yes, there is room
-- list empty?
-- yes, new element is first element of list

-- download address of succ{empty_elem)
write address
read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

clear addressbus
reset r_w

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp

WAlTON elk UNTIL «dsek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
IF (j+l)*wordlength < address length
THEN

temp «j+l) *wordlength-1 DOWNTO j*wordlength) := readbus(data_out);
ELSE

temp (addresslength-1 DOWNTO j ·wordlength) := readbus (data_out (addresslength-1-j ·wordlength DOWNTO 0»;
END IF;
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-1 DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
ack. RAM
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FOR n IN 0 TO elem-strue(O).num_of_datawords-l
LOOP

addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+words..,per_address+n):
r_w <= 'O'i

-- upload data for new element

write address
write

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dr=' 1') AND (daek= '1') AND (elk= 'I' ) ) :
cs <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»,
dil <= '1',

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dr='O'1 AND (elk='l'),
addressbu8 <= disable_bus (addresslength-l J:X)WN"I'O 0);
CS <= '1';
dil <= '0',

END LOOP,

wai t unti I RAM and outside data ready
signal RAM

wai t until RAM ready
signal outside dataword stored

wait until outside ack.
clear addressbus
aek. RAM
ack. outside

list := empty_elem:
pos := empty_elem:
elem_num := 1:
num_of_elem := 1;
endlist <::: 'I';
empty <= '0';

new element is first element of list
pos ;= new element

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
empty_elem := temp,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'l') AND (elk='!'»,
ready <== '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk:'l')),
ready '0';

ELSE
FOR n IN 0 TO elem-strue 0) .nUDLoCdatawords-l LOOP

WAIT on elk UNTIL «dr='l') AND (elk='l'»,
lIIateh ( In+l) *wordlength-l DOWNTO n*wordlength) := readbus (data.-in) ,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk: 'I' ,
dil <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dr='O') AND (elk='l'»;
dil <= '0';

END LOOP:
pes := list;
eleuLnum := I:
LOOP

i := eleDLstruc(l) .num.-of_datawords;
par~atch := false;
LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ;
addressbuB <= writebus (pos+words..,per_address+ (i-I) );
r_w <= 'I';

empty_elem := succ(empty_elem)

wai t unti I RAM ready
operation complete

wait until outside ack.
sortlist ready

-- no, list not empty
-- upload key for new element

wait until data outside ready
store key in match

signal outside dataword stored

-- wait until outside ack.
-- ack. outside

pos := first element of list

walk through total list for place of
the new element

last dataword of key

-- compare dataword key with match

write address
read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek= '1') AND (elk= 'I' » :
cs <= '0';

wai t unt i I RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
are datawords of key's equal7
yes
no

clear addressbus
reset r_w
ack. RAM
next dataword of key

> match(i*wordlength-1 IXlWtn'O (i-1) *wordlength» -- is key list greater than match7
-- no
-- yes

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O'1 AND (elk='!'»;
IF readbus{data_out) =match( (i) "wordlength-l 0ClWN'I'0 (i-I) *wordlength)
THEN par_match := true;
ELSE

par-match := false;
IF (readbus(data_out)
THEN smaller true;
ELSE smaller := false;
END IF;

END IF,
addressbus <= diSable_bus (addresslength-1 [)()WN"I'O 0);
r_w <= ' 1';
cs <= ' 1';
i:= i-I;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
EXIT WHEN «parJl\ateh=false) OR (i=O»,

END LOOI';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1',
IF «par....mateh=false) AND (Slllaller=false) AND (elem_num<nUDLoCelem»)

THEN
eleD\...num :: eleDLnum+l;
prey := pos;
FOR j IN 0 TO words-per_address-l LOOP

addressbus <= wri tebus (pos+j) ;
r_w <= '1';

stop if key's not equal
or last dataword of key

-- key smaller than match and pos not
-- last element of list?
-- yes, get next element of list

-- download address succ(pos)
-- wri te address
-- read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk:'!')),
cs <=. '0';

wai t unt il RAM ready
signal RAM

clear addressbus
reset r_w

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»,
IF (j+l) *wordlength < address length
THEN

temp «j+l) *wordlength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) :=readbus(data_out) ,
ELSE

te:np (addresslength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) := readbus(data_out (addresslength-l-j*wordlength DOWNTO 0);
END IF,
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-1 IXlWtn'O 0);
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ,
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
pos ;= temp;

aek. RAM

-- pos := succlpos)
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ELSE
EXIT;

END IF;
END LOOP;

IF par~tch=true

TIIEN
pos := list;
eleJrLnum := I;
prey := nul (addresslength-l DOWNTO OJ;
error <= ' l' ;
IF nUDLof_elem=l THEN endlist <= '1'; ELSE endlist <~ '0'; END IF;
empty <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dack='l') MID (clk='l'»;
ready <= • 1 • ;

WAIT ON clk UNTIL «en='O') MID (elk='l'»);
error <= • O· ;
ready <= ' 0';

ELSE
FOR j IN 0 TO words-per_address-l LOOP

addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+j);
r_w <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dack='l') MID (clk='l'»;
cs <= ' 0';

-- key larger than set or key's equal
-- stop search

-- key'S equal?
-- yes, new element already in list

reset pointers

-- error

-- wai t unti I RAM ready
-- operation complete

-- wait outside ack.
-- reset error
-- sort li st ready

-- no, key's not equal
-- download address succ(empty_elem)

-- wri te address
-- read

-- wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

clear addressbus
reset r_w

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dack=' 0') MID (clk= '1')) ;
IF (j+l)*wordlength < addresslength
TIIEN

temp «j+l)*wordlength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) :=readbus(datll...out);
ELSE

temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) := readbus(data_out (addresslength-l-j*wordlength DOWNTO 0»;
END IF;
addressbus <= disable_bus taddresslength-l .[X;lWNTO O};
r_w <= ' 1';

WAIT ON clk UNTIL clk='l';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;

IF smaller=false
TIIEN

IF elem_num::l
TIIEN

list := empty_elem:
ELSE

FOR j IN 0 TO words-per_address-l LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL clk= 'I' ;
addressbus <= writebus(prev+j);
data_in <= writebus{slice(j,wordlength,empty_elem)};
r_w <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(dack= '1') MID (clk= 'I' )) ;
cs <= '0';

WAIT ON clk UNTIL ((dack='O') MID (elk='l');
addressbus <= disable_buB (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
END IF;

FOR j IN 0 TO words-psr_address-l LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL clk= 'I' ;
addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+j):
data_in <= writebus(sliee(j,wordlength,pos));
r_w <= ' 0';

WAIT ON clk UNTIL «dack='l') MID (elk='l');
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON clk UNTIL «dack='O') MID (elk='l'»;
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-1 DOWNI'O 0):
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlenqth-l OOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1':
cs <= ' 1':

END LOOP;

ELSE
FOR j IN 0 TO words-psr_address-l LOOP

WAIT ON clk UNTIL clk='l';
addressbus <= writebus(pos+j);
data_in <= writebus(slice(j,wordlength,empty_elem»);
r_w <= '0':

WAIT ON clk UNTIL «dack='l') MID (clk='l'));
CB <= ' 0':

WAIT ON clk UNTIL «dack=' 0') MID (elk= '1')) ;
addressbus <= disable_bus (address1ength-1 DOWNI'O 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
r w <= '1';
c; <= '1';

END LOOP;
END IF;

aek. RAM

-- insert new element before pos?
-- yes

is pos first element in list?
-- yes

-- no, insert new element after prev
upload address new element

-- in preY

write address
write jth dataword of address
write

wai t until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
ack~ RAM

insert new element before pos
upload address pos in new element

-- write address
-- write jth dataword of address
-- write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wai t until RAM
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
ack. RAM

-- no, insert new element at end of list
-- upload address new element in pos

write address
write jth dataword of address
write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
ack. RAM

new element inserted, upload data
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FOR i IN 0 TO el~strue(l).n~of_datawords-l

LOOP
addressbus <= WI·itebus(empty_elem+wo~s_Per_addreBB+l);

datA_in <= vrit.ehuslaatch{ (i ... l' .......ordlength-l OCJWNTO i-wordlength»;
r_w <= '0';

WAIT ON ell< llRTn. Haael<= '1' I AI'[) tcl"=" P ) ) ;
cs <= '0';

WAIT ON ell< UNTIL «dael<='O') AND (ell<='l'));
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <::: '1';
cs <= ' l' ;

DID LOOP;

upload key to new element

-- write address
write ith dataword of key

-- write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wa i t until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
ack. RAM

IF eleuLstruc(O) .num_of_datawords>eleJrLstruc(l) .nuDLof_datawords -- lIlore data than key in element?
THEN -- yes

FOR i IN 0 TO el~strue(O) .num_of_datawords-el~strue(l).n~of_datawords-l

-- upload all datawords from outside
LOOP

addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+words-Per_address+ele~struc(l).n~of_datawords+n);

-- wri te address
r_w <= '0': write

WAIT ON ell< UNTIL «dr='l') AND (daek='l') ANll (elk='l'»;

cs <= • 0' j

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'));
dil <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((dr='O') AND (elk='l'));
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0):
cs <= ' 1':
dil <= '0';

END LOOP;
END IF;
pos := empty_elem;
num_of_elem := nUDLof_elem+1:

wait until RAM and
outside data ready
signal RAM

wa i t until RAM ready
signal outside dataword stored

wait until outside aek.
clear addressbus
ack. RAM
ack. outside

pos := new element
list has one element more

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ;
empty_elem := temp: empty_elem := 8ucc(empty_elem}
empty <= '0';
IF elem.....num=nuDLof_elem THEN endlist <= '1': ELSE endlist <= '0': END IF:

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(daek='l') AND (elk='l'»);
ready <= ' 1 ' :

WAlTON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»);
ready <= '0';

DID IF;
END IF;

END IF;

WHEN delete =>
IF nwn_of_elem=O
THEN

error <= ' l' :

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
ready <= ' l' :

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en=' 0') AND (elk='l'));
error <= '0':
ready <= '0':

ELSE
IF ele~num<num_of_elem

THEN
FOR j IN 0 TO words...per_address-l LOOP

addressbus <= wri tebus (pos+j) ;
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(daek='l') AND (elk='l'»;
cs<='O';

wait until RAM ready
operation complete

wait outside ack.
sortlist ready

-- list empty?
-- yes

error

operation complete

wait until outside ack.
reset error
sortl ist ready

-- no, list not empty
-- pos last element of list?
-- no

-- download address succ (pos)
-- wri te address
-- read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

clear addressbus
reset r_w

wa i t un t i1 RAM ready
store address in temp

WAlTON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'));
IF (j+l)*wordlength < address length
THEN

temp (lj+l) *wordlength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) :=readbus(data_out);
ELSE

temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) := readbua(data_out (addresslength-I-j*wordlength DOWNTO 0));
END IF;
addressbus <= disable_bus (address length-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
DID IF;

aek. RAM
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FOR j IN 0 TO words-per_address-l LOOP
WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbus <= writebus(pos+j)i
data_in <= writebu6(61ice(j,wo~length,empty_elem);

r_w <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(daek='l') AND (elk='l'»);
cs <= ' 0' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(daek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= 'I';
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
empty_elem := poe;

IF pos=list
THEN

IP num-oCelem=l THEN
pos := nul (addresslength-l DOWNTO OJ;
list := nul (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
prey := nul (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0),
eleD\.Jlum := 0;
nUIILof_elem := 0;

ELSE
pos := temp;
list := temp;
num.....of_elem := num.....of_elem-l;

END IP;
ELSE

FOR j IN 0 TO words...per_address-l LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbus <= writebus{prev+j);
data_in <= writebus(sliee{j,wordlength,temp));
r_w <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek='l') AND (elk='l'));
CS <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek='O') AND (elk='l'),
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0),
r_w <= '1';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
pos :::: temp:
num.....of_elem := nUD'Lof_elem-l;

END IF,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' l' ;
IF num.....of_elem=O THEN empty <= '1'; ELSE eD1Pty <= '0': END IF;
full <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek='l') AND (elk='l'»;
ready <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((en=' 0') AND (elk=' 1'»;
ready <= '0';

END IF:

WHEN retrieve =>
IF nwn_of_elem.=O
THEN

error <= 'I';

WAlT ON elk UNTIL elk=' l' ;
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((en='O'J AND (elk='l'»;
error <= '0';
ready <= '0';

ELSE
FOR n IN eleDLstrue(logietoint(readbus(eleD\....nr))) ,offset TO

elem_struc (logictoint (readbuB (eleDLnr») .offset+
eleDLstruc (logictoint (readbus (eleDLnr») .nUDLof_datawords-1

LOOP
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos+words-.,per_address+n) ;
r_w <= 'I';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (da='O') AND (daek='l') AND (elk='l'));
cs <= ' 0' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
data_list_out <= data_out;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1',
dlr <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (da='l') AND (elk='l'»;
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
data_list_out <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';
cs <= '1' i
dlr <= 'O'i

END LOOP;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(da='O') AND (elk='l'»);
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((en='O') AND (elk='l'»);
ready <= '0';

END IF;

-- pos first element of list empty elements
-- upload address empty_elem in pos

write address
write jth dataword of address
write

wait unti 1 RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear date.bus
reset r_w
aek, RAM

pos first element of list empty elements

pos first element of list?
yes

-- pos only element of list?
-- yes, clear registers

-- list empty

-- no
pos := suee(pos)

-- list has one element less

no, pos not first element of list
-- upload address suee(pos) in pred(pos)

write address
write jth dataword of address
write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wai t until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear date.bus
reset r_w
ack. RAM

pos := suee(pos)
-- list has one element less

-- list empty?

wait until RAM ready
operation complete

wait until outside ack.
sortlist ready

-- end delete

-- li st empty?
-- yes

error

operat ion complete

-- wait outside ack.
-- reset error
-- sortlist ready

-- no
-- download all requested datawords

-- wri te address
read

-- wait until RAM and outside ready
-- signal RAM

wai t unt il RAM ready
copy data to output port

signal outside data ready

wait until outside has read data
clear addressbus
clear date.bus
reset r_w
aek. RAM
ack. outside

-- wait until outside ack.
-- operat ion complete

-- wait until outside aek.
-- sortlist ready

-- end retrieve
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WHEN change_val ue =>
IF nUDLof_elem:O
THEN

error <:: ' I' ;

-- list empty?
-- yes

error

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk:'l';
ready <= ' 1 ' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en:'O') AND (elk:'l'»;
error <= • 0';
ready <= '0';

ELSE
FOR n IN elem_strue(logietoint (readbus (elem....nr)) •offset TO

eleDLstruc (logictoint (readbuB (eleDLnr)) ) .offset+
eleD'Lstruc (logictoint (readbus (elem.-nr)) .nUDLof_datawords-l

LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(pos+words-Per_address+n);
r_w <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((dr='l') AND (daek:'l') AND (elk:'I'»'
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'O') AND (elk:'l'»;
dil <: '1',

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((dr:' 0') AND (elk: 'I' ) ) ;
addressbus <: disable_bus (addresslength-1 DOWNTO 0);
r w <= '1';
cs <= '1':
dil <: '0';

END LOOP;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dr:'O') AND (elk:'I'»;
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en:'O') AND (elk='l'»),
ready <= • 0' ;

END IF;

operation complete

wait until outside ack.
reset error
sortlist ready

-- no, list not empty
-- upload all new datawords

-- wri te address
-- write

-- wait until RAM and outside data ready
-- signal RAM

wai t until RAM ready
signal outside dataword stored

wait until outside aek.
clear addressbus
reset r_w
aek. RAM
aek. outside

-- wait until outside ack.
-- operation complete

-- wait until outside ack.
-- sortlist ready

end change_value

WHEN loca.te =>
IF nWlLoCelem:O
THEN

error <= ' 1 ' ;

list empty?
yes

error

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l"
ready <: '1',

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en:'O') AND (elk:'l'»;
error <= ' 0' ;
ready <: '0';

ELSE
FOR n IN 0 TO elem-strue(1).nWlLof_datawords-1 LOOP

WAIT on elk UNTIL «dr:'l') AND (elk:'l'»),
match «n.1) *wordlength-1 DOWNTO n*wordlength) := readbus (data_in) ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk: 'I' ;
di1 <: '1',

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((dr='O') AND (elk='l');
dil <. '0';

END LOOP,
pos := list;
elelfLnum := I:
LOOP

i := eleD\....struc{l) .nUDLof_datawords;
par-match := false:
LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ;
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos+words-Per_addres8+ (i-I) ) ;
r_w <= ' 1';

operation complete

wait until outside ack.
reset error
sortlist ready

-- no, list not empty
- - upload key to search for

-- wait until outside data ready
-- store search-key in match

signal outside dataword stored
wait until outside ack.
ack. outside

-- pos := first element of list

-- walk through total list
la.t datllword of key

-- compare key with match

- - wri te address
-- read

clear addressbus
reset r_w
aek, RAM
next dataword of key

wai t until RAM ready
-- signal RAM

-- wait until RAM ready
datawords of key's equal?

-- yes
-- no

> ..ateh(i*wordlength-I DOWNTO (i-I) *wordlength» -- key smaller than search-key?
-- yes
-- no

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l');
IF readbus (data_out) =..ateh ( (i) *wordlength-1 DOWNTO (i -1) *wordlength)
THEN par_match := true;
ELSE

par_match : = false;
IF (readbus(data_out)
THEN smaller ._ true:
ELSE smaller := false:
END IF;

END IF;
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';
cs <= '1';
i:= i-1;

WAlTON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='l'»;
CS <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elb'l' ;
EXIT WHEN «(parJl\4teh;false) OR (i=O»;

END LOOP;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk: 'I' ;
IF «parJl\4teh=false) AND (s..aller=false) AND (elem....nUDI<n\lOLof_elem»

THEN
el~num := elemLnum+l;
prev := pos;

stop search if key's not equal
or last dataword of key

key smaller than search-key
and pos not last element of list?
yes, get next element of list
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FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-l LOOP
addressbuB <= wri tebus (pos+j) ;
r_w <: ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'));
cs <= ' 0';

download address suee(pos)
write address
read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek:'O') AND (elk='l'»; wait until RAM ready
IF (j+l) '*wordlenqth < addre.s:slength store address in temp
THEN

temp «j+l) *wordlengtb-l DOWm'O j*wordlengtb) :=readbus(data_out~:

ELSE
temp (addresslengtb-l DOWm'O j*wordlengtb) := readbus(data_out (addresslengtb-l-j*wordlengtb DOWNTO 0»;

END IF;
addressbu6 <= disableJ>us (addresslength-l D:JWNTO 0): clear addressbuB
r_w <= '1'; reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= '1' ;
C6 <= ' I' ;

END LOOP;
pos := temp;

ELSE
EXIT;

END IF;
END LOOP;

IF par~teb=talse

THEN
pos := list;
eleDLnUDl := 1;
prey := nul (addresslengtb-l DOWm'O 0);
error <= ' l' ;
IF nwn..oCelem=l THEN endlist <= '1'; ELSE endlist <= '0'; END IF;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»;
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»;
error <= '0':
ready <= '0';

ELSE
IF eleDLnum=num-of_elem THEN endlist <= '1'; ELSE endlist <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»;
ready <= ' 1 ' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en=' 0') AND (elk='l'»;
ready <= '0';

END IF;
END IF;

WHEN home =>
IF nwn..oCelem=O
THEN

error <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»;
error <= ' 0' ;
ready <= '0';

ELSE
pos := list;
elem_num := 1;
prev := nul (addresslengtb-l DOWm'O 0);
IF nwn..oCelem=l THEN endlist <= '1'; ELSE endlist <= '0'; END IF;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»;
ready <= • 0';

END IF;

WHEN next_e1em =>
IF eleDLnum=nUIrLof_elem
THEN

error <= ' l' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»;
error <= ' 0 ' ;
ready <= '0';

aek, RAM

-- pos := succ(pos)
-- no

-- stop search

-- key's equal?
-- no, element not found

reset pointers

error

wai t until RAM ready
operation complete

-- wait until outside ack.
-- reset error
-- sortlist ready

-- yes, element found
END IF;

wai t unt il RAM ready
operation complete

wait until outside ack.
sortl ist ready

-- list empty?
-- yes

error

operation complete

wait until outside ack.
reset error
sortlist ready

-- no, list not empty
-- reset pointers

-- operation complete

-- wait until outside aek,
-- sort list ready

-- end home

-- pos last element in list?
-- yes

error

operation complete

-- wait until outside ack.
reset error

-- sortlist ready
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ELSE
prey := POSt
FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_.add.ress-l LOOP

addressbus <: writebus\pos.j);
r_w <= ~1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «deek=")') AND (clli<='l'l);
cs <: j 0';

-- no

-- download add.ress succ (poe)
write add.ress
read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (deek='O') AND (el1<='l')); wait until RAM reedy
IF (j+l)*wordlength < add.resslength store address in temp
THEN

temp ((j+l) *wordlength-l JX)WNT() j*wordlength) :=readbus(data_out);
ELSE

temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) :c readbus(data._out (addresslength-l-j*wordlength DOWNTO 0»:
END IF;
addressbuB <= disable_buB (addresslength-l JX)WN'I'O 0); clear add.ressbus
r_w <= '1'; reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= '1' ;
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
pos:= temp:
elem.....num := elem....num+l;

W.UT ON elk UNTIL elk='1';
IF el~um=num_of_elem

THEN
endlist ' 1':

ELSE
endlist '0':

END IF;

WAIT ON cl k UNTIL ((deck:' 1') AND (elk=' 0' ) ) ,
ready <= '1';

W.\IT ON elk UNTIL (en='O') AND (elk='1'));
reedy <= '0';

END IF,

END CASE,

END ~ROCESS operation;

END reoi sterlevel;

USE std.standard.ALL;
USE work.definitions.ALL;

PACKAGE sorte<t..list..,pkg IS

ack. RAM

-- poe := succ(pos)

wait until RAM ready
operation complete

wait until outside ack.
sortlist ready

-- end next_elem

CONSTANT clear
CONSTANT insert
CONSTAFT delete
CONSTANT retrieve
CONSTANT change_value
conSTANT I oca te
CONSTANT home
CONSTANT next_elem

opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type

(' 0',' 0', '0')
(' 0' , '0' , '1' )
(' 0' , '1' , '0' )
(' 0' , '1' , '1' )
('1' , '0' , '0' )
('1' , '0' , '1' )
('1' , '1' , '0' )
( , l' , '1' , ' l' )

-- codes for operations

CONSTANT wordlength
CON~TANT number_of_elem
CONSTANT ele~struc

END sorted_l i st....Pk~;

POSITIVE := 2;
POSITIVE := 4:
element_structure_type ._ ( (0,2,2), (0,2,2) ):
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5.2 Timingdiagrams

The operations perfonned by the entity sortlist require a strict timing. This timing is a
mixture of three independent hand-shake mechanism: one for the synchronization of an
operation with the outside world, one for the input of datawords and one for the output of
datawords.

Execution hand-shake
This first, and most important, hand-shake mechanism involves the signals en and ready
and is used for starting and ending an operation. When en is made ' 1" the sorted list starts
executing the required operation. When the sorted list has perfonned the operation, it
signals this by making ready ,1'. In response to this en must be made '0' after which the
sorted list responds by making ready '0'.

Input hand-shake
This second hand-shake mechanism is around the the data_IisCin-port. Through this port
datawords are fed into the sorted list. In order to signal to the sorted list that the data on
the port is valid, dr should be made ' 1'. When the sorted list has copied the data, it makes
dil ' 1'. In response to this dr must be made '0' after which the sorted list makes dil '0'
again.

Output hand-shake
The third hand-shake mechanism is around the data_Iiscout-port. Through this port data is
led out of the sorted list. When the data on this port is valid, the sorted list makes dlr ' 1'.
In order to signal that the data is copied, da should be made ' 1'. In response, the sorted
list removes the data from the bus and make dlr '0' after which da should be made '0'
again.

Every operation involves the fIrst mechanism. The second mechanism is used by the
insert-, changevalue- and locate-operation. The third mechanism is used by the retrieve
operation.
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Timingdiagrams SORTED-LIST

EN __---J/
Ready /

Timing operation

\'-----
\'---

DR ---'/

Data_list_in~ ~>4IIIM

\-----
DIL ---J/

DLR /

DA /

Timing output

Timing input

Data_list_out~~ ~~

\-----

5.3 Test of the entity sorted list

Just as with the entity list we did have the time to perfonn one major test of the entity
sortlist. What we have done is we've tested the function of every operations by going
'single-stepping' through the programcode with the help of VSIM. From the results of
these test we can conclude that every operation is functioning according to the definition.
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APPENDIX 6: The entity set

DaIa_

us

SET
EM
FULL
MEMB R

ERRO
READ

EN eLK

Figure 10: Template of entity set

6.1 The programcode

The programcode for the hardware description of the ADT set exists of two parts: a
package setykg and an entity set. The entity holds the actual description of the set, the
package defines the codes for the different operations on the set. The package is also used
for the definition of the constants used for the test procedure.

USE work.definitions.ALL;
USE work.set-pKg.ALL;

ENTITY set IS
GENERIC (

word length
num.-of_sets
n~of_elem-per_set

eleDLstruc
responsetime_of_RAM

);

POSITIVE;
POSITIVE;
POSITIVE;

: element_structure_type;
: TIME

(4+1092 (elem_strue (0) .next_elellLnum) -1 DOWNTO 0);
«log2(num_of_sets)-1) DOWNTO 0);
«log2(num_of_sets)-1) DOWNTO 0);
«(1og2 (nUDLoCsets) -1) DOWNTO 0);
(wordlength-1 DOWNTO 0);

, 0'
, 0'
'1'
, 0'
'0'

PORT (
elk
en
opcodebus
set_l
set_2
set_3
data_set_in
dr
dis
data_set_out
dsr
ua
member
full
empty
ready
error

);

END set;

IN bit;
IN bit;
IN bUF_type
It-l bus_type
IN bus_type
IN bus_type
IN bus_type
IN bit;
OUT bit := '0';
OUT bus_type (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0) ._
OUT bit ._ '0':
IN bit;
OUT bit
OUT bit
OUT bit
OUT bit
OUT bit

-- data ready
-- data in list

(O'I'IIERS => 'Z');
-- data list ready
-- data aek.
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ARCHITEC'T'lJRE registerlevel OF set IS

CONSTANT address1ength POSITIVE := ca1cu1ate_address1ength(word1ength,
elem_struc(O).n~of_d4tawords,

num.-of_sets·num._of_elem...,per_set) ;
CONSTANT words-Per_address POSITIVE:= div(address1ength, word1ength);
CONSTANT words-Per_element POSITIVE:~ words...,per_4ddress + elem_struc(O).num.-of_datawords;

TYPE bus_array IS ARRAY (INTEGER RANGE <» OF bus_type (word1ength-1 DOWNTO 0);
FUNCTION bus_control (x: bus_array) RETURN bus_type;
FUNCTION bus_control (x: bus_array) RETURN bus_type IS
VARIABLE n: INTEGER;
BEGIN

n := x'LOW;
LOOP

IF n>X'HIGH
THEN RETURN x(x'LOW);
ELSE

IF x(n) (O)/='Z'
THEN RE'IVRN x (n) ;
ELSE n := n+1;
END IF;

END IF;
END LOOP;

END bus_control;
SUBTYPE resolved-buB_type IS bus_control bUB_type;

SIGNAL addressbus
SIGNAL data_in
SIGNAL data_out
SIGNAL r_w
SIGNAL cs
SIGNAL dack

bus_type (address1ength-1 DOWNTO 0) := (OTHERS => 'Z');
reso1vecLbus_type (word1ength-1 DOWNTO 0) := (OTHERS => 'Z');
bus_type (word1ength-1 DOWNTO 0);
bit := '1';
bit := '1';
bit := '1';

ALIAS opcode bus_type (3 OOWNTO 0) IS opcodebus 13 DOWNTO 0);
ALIAS e1em_nr bus_type (opcodebus'LENGTH-S DOWNTO 0) IS opcodebus (opcodebus'LENGTH-1 DOWNTO 4):

COMPONENT ram
GENERIC (

wordlength
number_ot_words
responset ime

);

positive;
positive:
time

PORT (
addressbus
data_raIn_in
data_raIrLout
r_w
cs
dack

);
END COMPONENT;

IN bus_type (address1ength-1 DOWNTO 0);
IN bus_type (word1ength-1 DOWNTO OJ;
OUT bUB_type (word1ength-1 DOWNTO 0);
IN bit;
IN bit;
OUT bit

=> wordlength,
=> number_ot_words,
=> responsetime

FOR store : ram USE ENTITY work.ram
GENERIC HAP (

word1ength
number_of_words
responset ime

)
PORT MAP

BEGIN

(
addressbus
dat8:_ram....in
data_raIrLout
r_w
cs
dack

);

=> addressbus,
=> data_ram_in,
=> data_raIrLout,
=> r_w,
=> cs,
=> dack

etore: ram GENERIC MAP (
word1ength
number_of_words
responsetime

)

=> word length ,
=> 2 .... addresslength,
=> responsetime_of_RAM

PORT HAP (
addressbus
data_r4m_in
data_raIn_out
r_w
cs
dack

);

=> addressbus,
=> data_in,
=> data_out,
=> r_w,
=> cs,
=> deck

internal-bus: PROCESS (data_set_in)

BEGIN
data_in <= data_set_in;

END PROCESS internal_bus;

operation: PROCESS

CONSTANT nul
CONSTANT zerro
CONSTANT max_nUB_elements

bi t_vector (address1ength+word1ength OOWNTO 0) := (OTHERS => '1');
bit_vector (address1ength+word1ength DOWNTO 0) := (OTHERS => '0');
POSITIVE := (2 .. *addresslength}/words....Per_element;

TYPE set_type IS ARRAY (0 TO num_oCsets-1) OF register_type (address1ength-1 DOWNTO 0);
VARIABLE set : set_type;
TYPE num-of_e1eIDLtype IS ARRAY (0 TO num_of_sets-1) OF NATURAL;
VARIABLE n~of_elem num_of_elem_type;

VARIABLE empty_e1em : register_type (address1ength-1 DOWNTO 0) ._ (OTHERS => '0');
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TYPE pos_type IS ARRAY (1
VARIABLE pos
VARIABLE prev
VARIABLE temp
VARIABLE match
VARIABLE par_match
VARIABLE smaller
VARIABLE equal
VARIABLE full_var
VARIABLE elellLnum
VARIABLE tellerI, teller2
VARIABLE i, n

TO 3) OF register_type (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
pos_type;
register_type (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
register_type (wordlength*words-Per_address-l DOWNTO Ol;
register_type «eleDLstruc (1) .num_of_datawords*wordlength)-1
BOOLEAN false;
BOOLEAN : = false;
BOOLEAN ._ false;
BOOLEAN ._ false;
NATURAL := 0;
NATURAL;
NATURAL;

DOWNTO 0) .- (OTHERS => '0');

BEGIN
WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='l') AND (elk='I'»;

CASE readbus(opcode) IS

WHEN intersection =>
pos(l) := set (logietoint (readbus(set_I) ))
pos(2) := set(logietoint(readbus!set~»)

pos(3) := set (logietoint (readbus (set_3» )

IF num_of_elem(logietoint(readbus(set_3») 1=0
THEN

FOR i IN 1 TO nUllLof_elem(logietoint (readbus (set_3) ))
LOOP

IF i/=nUllLof_elem(logietoint (readbus (set_3) )
THEN

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
FOR j IN 0 TO words-per_address-l LOOP

addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (3) +j) j

r_w <= ' l' j

pointers point to first element
of the sets involved

is set_3 empty?
no

-- delete all elements of set_3

last element of set_3?
no

-- download address suee (pos (3) )
write address
read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek=' 1') AND (elk=' 1'));
cs <= ' o· ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
temp «j+I)*wordlength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) := readbus(data_out);
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' 1';

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in RAM
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
END IF;

aek. RAM

FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-l
LOOP

put pos(3) first in list of empty_elem
upload address of empty_elem to pos(3)

write address
write jth dataword of address
write

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
addressbus <= writebus(pos(3)+j);
datA_in <= writebus(slice(j,wordlength,empty_elem»;
r_w <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='I'»;
cs <= '0':

wait until RAM readY
signal RAM

,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';
cs <= ' l' j

END LOOP;
empty_elem := pos(3);

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I';
pos(3) := temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);

END LOOP;
nUllLoCelem(logietoint (readbus (set_3) » := 0;
set(logietoint(readbus(set_3») := nul (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0);

END IF;

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

pos(3) first element of empty list

pos(3) := suee(pos(3»

set_3 empty
reset pointer set_3

compare key of teller1th element of set_1
with key of teller2th element of set_2

-- reset counterstellerl : = 0;
teller2 : = 0;
WHILE «tellerI/=nUllLoCelem(1ogietoint (readbus (set_I) ) ») AND (teller2/=nUllLoCelem(1ogietoint (readbus (set_2) ) » )

not at end of set_lor set_2
-- walk through set_1 and set_2LOOP

i := elem_struc(l) .nUDLof_datawords;
par_match := false;
LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
addressbus <= writebus(pos(1)+words-Per_address+(i-1);
r_w <= '1';

write address
read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'»;
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
match (i*wordlength-I DOWNTO (i-I)*wordlength) := readbus(data_out);

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (2) +words"p<!r_address+ (i -1) ) ;
r_w <= ' 1';
cs <= ' l' ;

wait until RAM readY
signal RAM

wait UNTIL RAM readY
store i th dataword of key in match

-- write address
read
aek. RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l');
cs <= ' 0';

wai t unt il RAM readY
signal RAM
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-- key's are equal?
-- yes

-- is there room in set_3?
-- yes

-- new element at end of set_3
-- download address of succ (empty_elem)

write address
read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='I'»,
IF re..dbus(d..t .._out)=mateh(i*wordlength-I DOWm'O (i-I)*wordlength)

THEN par_match := true;
ELSE

parJllatch := false;
IF (re..dbus(d.. t .._out) > m..teh(i*wordlength-I DOWNTO (i-ll*wordlength»
THEN smaller true;
ELSE sm..ller := f ..lse,
END IF,

END IF,
..ddressbus <= disable_bus (..ddresslength-l DOWm'O 0),
r_w <: 'I';
C8 <= ' 1';
i:= i-I,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I';
EXIT WHEN «p..r ........ teh=false) OR (1.0);

END LOOP,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
IF parJllAtch=true
THEN

IF nUDLoCelem(logietoint (re..dbus (sec3») <nUllLoCelelll...P"r_set
THEN

FOR j IN 0 TO words-per_..ddress-l LOOP
addressbus <= writebuB (empty_elem+j);
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «d..ek='I') AND (elk='I'»'
CS <= ' 0' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «d..ek='O') AND (elk='I'»,
temp (lj+l) ·wordlength-l [)()WNTQ j*wordlength) := readbu8(data._out);
addressbus <= disable_buB (address length-l IX>WNTO 0):
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I',
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP,

IF nUllLoCelem( logietoint (re..dbus (sec3» ) =0
THEN

set (Iogietoint (re..dbus (sec3) » : = empty_elem;
ELSE

FOR j IN 0 TO words-PEr_..ddress-1 LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I',
addressbus <= writebus(elTlpty_elem+j};
d .. t .._in <= writebus(s!ieelj ,wordlength,pos(3»),
r_w <= 'D';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «d..ek='l') AND (elk='I')),
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «d..ek='O') AND (elk='l'»,
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l IX>WNTO 0);
d .. t .._in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWm'O 0),
r_w <= ' 1';
cs <= '1':

END LOOP;
END IF,
pos(3) := empty_elem,

wait until RAM ready
are the ith dataword of the key'S
equ..l?
yes
no

is key of set_2 greater than set_l
yes
no

clear addressbus
reset r_w
..ek, RAM
next dataword of key

stop if key'S are not equal
or if last dataword of key

w..it until RAM re..dy
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

..ek. RAM

-- sec3 empty?
-- yes

-- new element first element of set_3
-- no

new element at end of set_3
after pos(3)
upload address new element
in pos(3)

write address
write jth dataword of address
write

wai t until RAM re..dy
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
..ek. RAM

pos(3) := new element

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ,
empty_elem := temp (..ddresslength-I DOWNTO 0), empty_elem := suee(empty_elem)
nUllLoCelem(1ogietoint (re..dbus (set_3») := nUllLoCelem(1ogietoint (re..dbus (sec3) ) ) +1,

set_3 has one element more

FOR n IN 0 TO elemLstrue(O),num-of_dat ..words-1

LOOP
eddressbus <= writebus (pos (1) +words...,Per_adelress+n) ;
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «d..ek='I') AND (elk='l'»,
cs <= • 0' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «d..ek='O') AND (elk='I'»,
m..teh (wordle~gth-I DOWNTO 0) := re..dbus (dat.._out),

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ,
cs <= '1';
adelressbus <= writebus(pos(3)+words...,Per_address+n);
d .. t .._in <= writebus(m..teh( (n+l) *wordlength-I DOWNTO n*wordlength»,
r_w <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «d..ek='l') AND (elk='I')),
cs <= ' 0';

-- copy ..11 d ..t ..words from tellerlth
-- element of set_l to new element

-- write address
-- read

-- w..it until RAM re..dy
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store dataword in match

..ek. RAM
wri te address
wri te dataword
write

-- wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»,
..ddressbus <= disable_bus (..ddresslength-I DOWNTO 0);
d .. t .._in <= disableJ>us (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0),
r_w <= ' I';
cs <= ' I' ;

END LOOP;
full_v..r ,_ false,

ELSE
full_var ._ true;

END IF,
END IF,

- - wai t until RAM re..dy
clear addressbus
clear databus

-- reset r w
-- ..ek. RAM

-- set not full
-- no room in set_3 for new element

-- par-match=true
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IF fUll_var=false
'I'IIEN

IF I (par.Jllateh=true) OR «psr....mateh=false) AND (smaller=true))
'I'IIEN

FOR j IN 0 TO words..s>er_address-I LOOP
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (1) +j) ;
r_w <= ~l'i

-- was there room in set_31
-- yes

-- key'S equal or key set_l smaller?
-- yes, next element in set_l

-- download address suee (pos (1) )
write address
read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l')),
cs <= '0':

WAlTON elk UNTIL (ldaek='O') AND (elk='l'));
temp «j+I)·wordlength-l DOWNTO j ·wordlength) :=readbus (data_out) ;
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
tellerl := tellerl + 1:
pos (1) := temp (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0);

END IF;

IF «(par....mateh=true) OR «psr-"",teh=false) AND (smaller=false»)
'I'IIEN

FOR j IN 0 TO words..s>er_address-I LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(pos(2)+j);
r_w <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'»);
cs <= ' 0';

WAlTON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l')),
temp «j+I) ·wordlength-I DOWNTO j ·wordlength) :=readbus (data_out),
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0),
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
teller2 := teller2 + 1;
pos (2) := temp (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0);

END IF;
ELSE

EXIT;
END IF,

END LOOP;

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

-- wai t until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

ack. RAM

-- pos(I) := suee(pos(I))

-- key's equal or key set_2 smaller?
-- yes, next element in set_2

-- download address of suee(pos(ll)
write address
read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbuB
reset r_w

aek. RAM

-- pos(2) := suee(pos(2})

no, set_3 is full
-- stop with operation

IF fUll_var=true
'I'IIEN

error <= ' l' i
full <= '1';

ELSE
error <= '0';

END IF,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'»;
ready <= '1',

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en=' 0') AND (elk= '1') ) ,
full <= '0',
error <= '0';
ready <= '0':

WHEN union =>
pos(I) ._ set(logietoint(readbus(set_I»);
pos (2) := set (logietoint (readbus (set_2»),
pos(3) := set(logietoint(readbus(set_3)));

IF num_oCelem(logietoint (readbus (set_3) ) ) 1=0
'I'IIEN

FOR i IN 1 TO n~of_elem(logietoint(readbus(set_311)

LOOP
IF i/=num_of_elem(logietoint (readbus (set_3))
THEN

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk:'I';
FOR j IN 0 TO words..s>er_address-I LOOP

addressbus <= writebus(pos(3)+j):
r_w <= 'I':

-- set_3 fu1l7
-- yes

-- error

-- no

wait until RAM ready
operation complete

wait outside ack.
reset full
reset error

-- set ready

-- pointers point to first element
of the sets involved

is set_3 empty7
no

-- delete all elements of set_3

last element of set_37
no

-- download address suee(pos(3»
-- write address
-- read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk= '1'» ;
cs <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk=' 1'»,
temp «j+l)·wordlength-I DOWNTO j·wordlength) := readbus(data_out) ,
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0),
r_w <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I',
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
END IF,

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in RAM
clear addressbus
reset r_w

aek. RAM

-- put pos (3) first in list of empty_elem
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FOR j IN 0 TO words....P"r_eddre.s-l
LOOP

-- upload address of empty_elem to pos()

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbus <= writebus(pos(3)+j);
data_in <= writebus(slice(j,wordlength,empty_elem)):
r_w <= '0';

wri te address
write jth dataword of address
write

WAlTON elk UNTIL «deek='l') AND (elk='l'»;
CS <= '0';

wai t unti 1 RAM ready
signel RAM

WAlTON elk UNTIL «deek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
eddressbus <= disable_bus (eddre.slength-l DOWNTO 0);
dete_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0),
r_w <= '1';
os <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
empty_elem := pos (3) ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
pos(3) := temp (eddresslength-l DOWNTO 0),

END LOOP,
num-of_elemllogietoint(reedbuslset_3») := 0;
setllogietoint(reedbus(sec3»)) := nul (eddresslength-l DOWNTO 0),

END IF;

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
ack. RAM

-- pos (3) first element of empty list

-- pos(3) := suee(pos(3»

set_3 empty
-- reset pointer set_3

-- compare key of teller1 th element of set_1
-- with key of teller2th element of set_2

-- reset countersteller! : = 0;
teller2 := 0;
WHILE (ltel1er!/=num-of_eleml logietoint (reedbu. (seCl)) AND (tel1er2l=nUDI_oCelem(logietoint (reedbu. (seC2) ) » )

not at end of set_lor set._2
-- walk through set_l and set_2LOOP

i := eleBLstruc(lJ .num....of_datawords;
par_match := false;
LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='!';
addressbus <= writ.ebus (pos (1) +words...,per_address+ (1-1» ;
r_w <= '1';

-- write address
-- read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «deek='l') AND (elk='l'»,
C6 <= • 0';

-- wei t until RAM reedy
-- signel RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL lldeek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
match (i*wordlength-l DOWNTO (i-l)·wordlength) := readbus(data_out);

-- wai t tMI'IL RAM ready
-- store i th dataword of key in match

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' I' ;
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (2J +words...,per_address+ (i-I)) ;
r_w <= 'I';
cs <= 'I';

-- write address
read
eek. RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL l(deek='l') AND (elk='l'»);
cs <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «deek='O') AND (elk='l'»,
IF reedbusldete_out)=meteh(i'wordlength-l DOWNTO li-l)*wordlength)

THEN parJl1atch := true;
ELSE
par~tch := false;
IF (reedbus(dete_out) > meteh(i*wordlength-l DOWNTO (i-l)*wordlength»
THEN smaller true;
ELSE smaller := false;
END IF;

END IF;
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-1 DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' 1';
cs <= ' 1';
i;= i-I;

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
are the ith dataword of the key's
equel?
yes
no

is key of set_2 greater than set_1
yes
no

c I ear addressbus
reset r_w
ack. RAM
next dataword of key

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='!',
EXIT WHEN «perJllateh=false) OR (i=O»;

END LOOP,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' l' ,
IF num_of_elem( logictoint (readbus (set_3) ) ) <num_of_elem...per_set
THEN

FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_eddress-l LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+j);
r_w <= '1';

stop if key's are not equal
or if last dataword of key

is there room in set_37
-- yes, new element in set_3

-- download address succ (empty_elem)
-- write address
-- read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «deek='l') AND (elk=' 1')):
cs <= '0';

-- wai t unt i I RAM ready
signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «deek=' 0') AND (elk=' l' ) ) ;
temp «j.l)*wordlength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) := reedbus(deta-out),
addressbus <= diSable_bus (addresslength-1 DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= 'I';

wei t until RAM reedy
store address in teMp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' l' ;
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
ack. RAM

IF num-of_elem(logietoint (reedbus lset_3) J) =0
THEN

set(logietoint(reedbus(set_3»)) := empty_elem;

set_3 empty?
yes. new element first in set_3
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ELSE

FOR j IN 0 TO words...p<!r_acldress-l LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk:'l';

addressbus <= wri tebus (empty_elem.+j) ;
data_in <: writebus(sliee(j,wordlength,pos(3)));
r_w <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'l') AND (elk:'l'»;
cs <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'O') AND (elk:'l'));
acldressbus <: disable_bus (acldresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-1 DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' 1';
cs <: '1';

END LOOP:
END IF;
pos(3) := empty_elem;

-- no, insert new element at end of set_3
-- after PO' (3)

upload address of new element in
-- pos(3)

write address
write jth dataword of address
write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
ack. RAM

pos(3) :: new element

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= '1' ;
empty_elem :: temp (addresslength-1 DOWNTO 0): empty_elem := suee(empty_elem)
nUJILoCelem(logietoint (readbus (set_3) )) := nUJILoCe1em(logietoint (readbus (set_3) ) ) +1;

set_3 has one element more

IF «par--"",teh=true) OR «parJll'lteh:false) AND (smaller=true))
THEN

FOR i IN 0 TO elemLstrue(0).num_of_detawords-1

LOOP
addressbu6 <== writebu5(pos(1)+words...,Per_address+i):
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:' 1') AND (elk:' I' » :
cs <= ' O· :

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk:'l'»;
match (wordlength-1 DOWNTO 0) := readbus(data_out);

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
CS <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk:'l';
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (3) +words...,Per_address+i) :
data_in <: writebus(mateh (word1ength-1 DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' 0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'l') AND (elk:'I'));
cs <= ' 0' :

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'O') AND (elk:'l'»:
acldressbus disable_bus (acldresslength-1 DOWNTO 0):
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
END IF;

IF «par~ateh=false) AND (smaller:false»
THEN

FOR i IN 0 TO elem-strue(0).num-of_detawords-1

LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(pos(2)+words-per_address+i);
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «deek= '1') AND (elk: '1') ) :
cs <= ' 0':

WAlTON elk UNTIL «daek:'O') AND (elk='l'»;
match (word1ength-1 DOWNTO 0) := readbus (data_out);

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk:'l';
cs <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk:'l';
addressbus <= writebus(pos(3)+words-per_address+i):
data_in <= wri tebus (match (wordlength-1 I:X:lWNTO 0)):
r_w <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk:'I');
cs <= • O· ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek=' 0') AND (elk: '1' ) ) ;
addressbus disable_bus (addresslength-1 0ClWNT0 0):
cs <= ' l' :

END LOOP:
END IF;

IF «par--"",teh=true) OR «par~ateh:false) AND (smaller=true»))
THEN

FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-1 LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(pos(l)+j);
r_w <= ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «deek='l') AND (eIk:'l'»;
cs <= ' 0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk:'l'):
temp «j+1) *wordlength-1 DOWNTO j*wordlength) :=readbus(data_out);
addressbus <= diSable_bus (addresslength-l I:X:lWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk:' 1':
cs <= ' l' :

END LOOP:

-- key equal or key set_1 smaller?
-- yes

-- upload all datawords for new element
-- from tel1erlth element of set_l

-- wri te address
read

wait until RAM: ready
signal RAM

wei t unti 1 RAM ready
store dataword in match

ack. RAM

write address
write dataword
write

-- wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

-- wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus

-- aek. RAM

-- key set--'! amaller?
-- yes

-- upload all datawords for new element
-- from teller2th element of set_2

write address
read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

-- wait until RAM ready
store dataword in match

ack. RAM

-- wri te address
wri te dataword
write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM: ready
clear addressbus
ack. RAM

-- key'S equal or key set_l smaller?
-- yes, next element of set_1

-- download address 8uee(pos(1)
-- write address

read

-- wait until RAM ready
-- signal RAM

wei t unt 11 RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

aek. RAM
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tellerl := tellerl + I;
pos(l) := temp (addresslength-l OOWNTO 0):

END IF:
-- pos(l) := suee(pos(l))

IF «par..Jllateh=true) OR «(par..Jllateh=falsel AND (smaller=false»)
THEN

POR j IN 0 TO words...,per_address-l LOOP
addressbus <: wri tebus Cpos (2) +j) ;
r_w <= ' l' ~

-- key'S equal or key set-2 smaller?
-- yes, next element of set_2

-- download address succ(pos(2) I
wri te address
read

WAIT 00 elk UNTIL «(claek='l') AND (elk='l'»:
C8 <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (daek='O') AND (elk='l'»:
temp «j+l) *wordlength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) :=readbus (data.-out):
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0):
r_w <= 'I';

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l':
cs <= ' 1';

END LOOP:
teller2 := tellerl + 1:
pos (2) temp (addresslength-l OOWNTO 0):

END IF:
ELSE

full_var : = true;
EXIT:

END IF:
END LOOP:

aek. RAM

-- pos(2) := suee(pos(2)1

-- new element for set_3
-- download address succ (empty_elem)

write address
read

FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-l LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(empty_elern+j);
r_w <== '1';

THEN
FOR i IN tellerl+l TO nUDLof_elem( logictoint (readbus (set_I) )
LOOP

IF full_var/=true -- was there room in set_3?
THEN -- yes

IF (tellerl<nUI!LoCelem(logietoint (readbus (seCl I II I -- tellerl last element of set_I?
THEN -- no

IF nUBLof_elem (logictoint (readbus (set_3) ) ) + (num._of_elem(logictoint (readbus (set_I») -teller!) <nwn_ot_elem...,per_set
-- room to copy rest of set_l to set_37
-- yes

copy rest of elements set_1 to set_3

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek: '1'1 AND (elk= '1' ) I:
cs <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»:
temp ((j+l) *",ordlength-l OOWNTO j*wordlengthl := readbus (data_out):
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DClWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wai t unt 11 RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l':
cs <= 'I';

END LOOP:
aek. RAM

IF nUDLoCelem (logietoint (readbus (sec3))) =0
THEN

set (logictoint (readbus (set_3»)) := empty_elem;
ELSE

FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-l LOOP

set_3 empty?
yes, new element first element
of set_3

no, insert new element at end
of set_3
after pos (3)

upload address new element
-- in pos(3)

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l':
addressbus <= writebus(empty_e1eDl+j);
data_in <= writebus (slice (j ,wordlength,pos (3)) ):
r_w <= '0';

write address
write jth dataword of address
write

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (daek='l') AND (elk='l')I:
cs <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(daek='O') AND (elk='l'));
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0):
data_in <= disable_buB (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
END IF;
pos(31 := empty_elem:

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

pos(3) := new element

WAIT 00 elk UNTIL elk='l';
empty_elem := temp (addresslength-l OOWNTO 0): empty_eleDl := suee(empty_elem)
num_oCelem (logietoint (readbus (set_3)) := nUDLoCelem(logietoint (readbus (set_3) J+1:

set_3 has one element more

FOR n IN 0 TO elem-strue(O) .nUDLof_clatawords-l

LOOP
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (1) +words...,per_address+n) ;
r_w <= ' 1';

copy all datawords from
element set_l
to new element set_3

-- wri te address
-- read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l')l:
CS <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l')):
match (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0) := readbus (data_out):

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l':
cs <= '1';

wai t unt 11 RAM ready
signal RAM

wai t unt il RAM ready
store dataword in match

aek. RAM
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WAIT 00 elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
addressbus <= writebus{pos(3)+words-Per_address+n);
data_in <= writebus\mateh (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0»,
r_w <= '0';

write addressbuB
write dataword
write

WAIT ON elk UNTIL lldoo<:,,=,'l'j JIlIli:I (clk:'l'lI;
CB <= 'Q';

WAIT ON elktlm'IL ((daek='O') AND \,,1k='1'));
addressbus <= disable-pus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
CB <= '}';

END LOOP,

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until !\All ready
clear addressbus

-- aek. RAM

POR jIN 0 TO words-per_address-l LOOP
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (1) +j) ;
r_w <= '1';

-- download address suee (pos (1) )
wri te address
read

WAIT 00 elk UNTIL «cIaek='l') AND (clk='l'»;
cs <= '0';

WAIT 00 elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (db'l'»;
temp «j+l) *wordlength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) :=readbus(data_out);
addressbuB <= disable_buB (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL el k=' l' ;
CS <= ' l' ;

END LOOP,
tellerl := tellerl + 1;
pos(l) := temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0),

END LOOP;
full_var false:

ELSE
full_var ._ true;

END IF;
END IF;

aek. RAM

-- pos(l) := suee(pos(l»

-- set_3 not full
-- no room in eet_3 for the elements

-- new element for set_3
-- download address suee(empty_elem)

-- wri te adclress
-- read

FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-l LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+j);
r_w <= '1';

TIIEN
FOR i IN teller1+1 TO nWILoCelem (logietoint (readbus (set_2) »
LOOP

IF (teller2<nwn_of_eleml1oqictoint(readbus(set_2»») -- teller2 last element of set_27
THEN -- no

IF nUDLoCelem (logietoint (readbus (set_3) ) ) + (nWILoCelem (logietoint (readbus (set_2) ) ) -teller2) <nUDLoCelell\...P<!r_set
-- room to copy rest of set~ to set_3?
-- yes

copy rest of elements set~ to set_3

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»;
cs <= ' 0';

-- wai t unt 11 RAM ready
-- signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
temp «(j+l)*wordlength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) := readbus(data_out) ,
addressbus <= disable_bus (adclresslength-l IXlWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' 1';

-- wait until RAM ready
store adclress in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
cs <= ' 1';

END LOOP;
aek. RAM

IF num-of_elem(logictoint(readbus(set_3»)=0
TIIEN

set (logictoint (readbus (set_3) » := empty_elem;
ELSE

FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-l LOOP

-- seC3 empty?
-- yes, new element first element

of sec3

-- no, insert new element at end
-- of set 3
-- after Pos (3)

uplo&d addrese new element
-- in pos(3)

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+j);
data_in <= writebus(sliee(j,wordlength,pos(3»);
r_w <= '0';

write address
write jth dataword of address
write

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»;
cs <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek:' 0') AND (elk:' l'»;
addreBsbus <= disable_bUB (addreBslength-l DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable-pus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' 1';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
END IF;
pos(3) := empty_elem;

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

pos(3) := new element

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' l' ;
empty_elem := temp (addresBlength-l DOWNTO 0); empty_elem :z suee(empty_elem)
nUDLof_elem(logietoint(readbus(set_3»)) := nUDLof_elem(logietoint(readbus(set_3»)+1;

set_3 has one element more

FOR n IN 0 TO elem_struc(O) .nWILoCdatawords-l

LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(pos(2)+words-Per_address+n);
r_w <= '1';

copy all datawords from
element set_2
to new element set_3

wri te address
read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'l') AND (elk='l'»;
cs <= '0' i

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek='O') AND (elk='l'»,
match (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0) := readbus(data_out);

wait until RAM ready
-- signal RAM

wai t unt 11 RAM ready
-- store dataword in match
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WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
eli <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbus <= wri tebus Cpos (3) +words...,per_address+n) ;
data_in <= writebus(mateh (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0)),
r_v <= '0';

WArT (]If elk um'IL ltd"ek='l') AND (elk='l',,;
es <= "0";

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (daek='O') AND (elk='l'»);
addressbus disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
cs <= '1';

END LOOP,

FOil j IN 0 TO words....PE'r_address -1 LOOP
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (2) +j) :
r_w <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'),
es <= ' 0' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l')),
temp «j+l) *wordlength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) :=readbus (data_out);
addressbus <= disable_bus (address length-l DOWNTO 0),
r_w <= ' 1';

ack. RAM

wri te addressbus
-- write dataword
-- write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
aek. RAM

-- download address suee (pos (21 )
wri te address
read

wai t until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
cs <= '1':

END LOOP;
teller2 := teller2 + I,
pos(2) := temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);

END LOOP;
full_var ._ false:

ELSE
full_var true;

END IF,
END IF;

END IF,

If' full_var=true
THEN

error <= ' 1 • ;
full <= ' l' ,

ELSE
error <= '0';

END IF,

WAlTON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'));
reddy <= ' 1 ' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en=' 0') AND (elk='l')),
full <= '0',
error <= '0';
ready <= '0',

WHEN difference =>
pos (1) • _ set (logietoint (readbus (set_I) ) ) ;
pos(2) := set (1ogietoint(readbus (set_2) ));
pos (3) := set (1ogietoint (readbus (set_3))) ;

IF nlJllLof_elem(1ogietoint (readbus (set_3) ) )/=0
THEN

FOil i IN 1 TO num_of_elem(1ogietoint (readbus (set_3) ))
LOOP

IF i/=nWlLoCelem(1ogietoint (readbus (set_3))
THEN

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= '1' ,
FOil j IN 0 TO words....PE'r_address-l LOOP

addressbus <= writebus(pos(3)+j),
r_w <= ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(daek:'l') AND (elk='l'));
cs <= '0';

aek. RAM

-- pos(2) := suee(pos(2)

-- set_3 not full
-- no room in set_3 for the elements

-- set_3 full?
-- yes

-- error

-- no
-- ok

-- wait until RAM ready
-- operation complete

wait until outside ack.
reset full
reset error

-- set ready

pointers point to first element
of the sets involved

is sec3 empty?
no

-- delete all elements of set_3

last element of set_37
no

-- download address suee (pos (3) )
write address
read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(daek='O') AND (elk='l'),
temp (j+.i) ·wordlength-1 OOWNTO j'*wordlength) := readbus (data_out);
addressbus <= disable_bus (address]ength-1 DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP,
END IF:

FOil j IN 0 TO words....PE'r_address-l
LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (3) +j) ,
data_in <= writebuB (slice (j ,wordlength, empty_elem) ) ;
r_w <: '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l')),
cs <= ' 0' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»),
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0),
r_w <= ' 1';
C6 <= ' l' ;

END LOOP,

wait until RAM ready
store address in RAM
clear addressbus
reset r_w

aek, RAM

put pos (3) first in list of empty_elem
upload address of empty_elem to pos(3)

-- write address
-- write jth dataword of address
-- write

wai t until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
ack. RAM
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empty_elem := pos(3);

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
pos (3) := temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0)

END LOOP;
mlln_oCelem(logietoint(readbus(set_3»)) := C;
setilogietoint(readbus(set_3)) := nul (addresolength-l DOWNTO 0);

END lr,

pos (3) first element of empty list

pos(3) := suee(pos(3»)

set_3 empty
-- reset pointer set_3

compare key of tellerlth element of set_l
wi th key of teller2th element of seC2

-- reset counterstellerl :: 0;
teller2 := 0;
WHILE «tellerl/=nlDll...oCelemllogietoint (readbus (set_I) III NIl) (teller2/=nlDll...oCelem(logietoint (readbus (set_2) )) )

not at end of set_lor set_2
-- walk through 8et_l and 8~t~LOOP

i := el~8true(I).nlDll...of_datawotds;

par~atch :: false:
LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (1) +words-.Pt!r_address+ (i -1) } ;
r_w <= '1';

wri te address
read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»;
CS <= '0':

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l');
match (i*wordlength-l DOWNTO (i-l)·wordlength) := readbus(data_out);

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (2) +words...PBr_address+ (i-I)) ;
r_w <= '1':
cs <= ' l' j

-- wait UNTIL RAM ready
store ith dataword of key in match

write address
-- read
-- aek. RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek= '1') AND (elk= '1')) ;
cs <;:: '0':

- - wai t unt il RAM ready
signal RAM

is key of set_2 greater than set_l
yes
no

-- wait until RAM ready
are the ith dataword
equal?

-- yes
-- no

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'));
IF readbus (data_out) =mateh (i ·wordlength-l DOWNTO (i-l)·wordlength)

THEN parJltstch ; = true j

ELSE
parJ!uttch := false:
IF (readbus(datB_out) > .."teh(i*wordlength-l DOWNTO (i-l)·wordlength))
THEN smaller true:
ELSE smaller := false;
END IF;

END IF;
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';
cs <= '1';
i:= i-I:

clear addressbus
reset r_w
aek. RAM
next dataword of key

of the key's

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ;
EXIT WHEN «parJIISteh=false) OR (i=O));

END LOOP;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' I' ;
IF par..Jl\atch=false
THEN

IF num_oCelem (logietoint (readbus (set_3)))<nlDll...oCelem...PBr_set
THEN

FOR j IN 0 TO words...PBr_address-1 LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+j);
r_w <= '1';

stop if key's are not equal
or if last dataword of key

-- key'S not equal?
-- no

-- is there room in set_3 for new element
-- yes, insert new element at end of set_3

-- download address succ(empty_elem)
write address
read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'));
CS <= ' O· ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'));
temp «j+l) ·wordlength-l DOWNTO j ·wordlength) := readbus (data_out) ;
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1':

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in teD'IP
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ;
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
aek. RAM

IF num_oCelem(logietoint (readbus (set_3) ) =0
THEN

set(logietoint(readbus(set_3))) := empty_elem;
ELSE

FOR j IN 0 TO words...PBr_address-1 LOOP

is set_3 empty?
yes, new element is first element
of set_3

no, put new element at end of set_3
after pos (3)

upload address new element
-- in pos(3)

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbus <= writebus (empty_elem+j) ;
data_in <= writebus(sliee(j,wordlength,pos(3»);
r_w <= '0';

write address
write jth dataword of address
write

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'));
cs <= ' 0' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'));
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
dat,-in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
END IF;
pos(3) := empty_elem;

wai t until RAM ready
signal RAM

-- wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

pos(3) := new element
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nth dataword

key set_l smaller?
yes, upload data new element from
from tellerlth element of set_l

-- copy all datawords

OJ.. -- empty_elem := Bucc(empty_elem)
'''.IDI_oLelem (loqictoint (readbus (set_31 ) ) +1:

BEt_3 h.as one element more
set_3 not full

POR nINO 'lO ell!I\....,trtl'CfOI.nUlJLoL<latawords-1
LOCI'

addressbus <= wrt~~bus,(postl) ..words-Per_address+elem....struc (1) .nUDI_of_datawords+n) ;
write address of
read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk:'l':
empty_elem :: temp (addresslengd.-:l lIlOiit,"",
nUllLoLelem(loqietoint (readbustset-31) )

full_var := false;

IF smal1er=true
THEN

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «claek:'l') AND (elk:'l'»):
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'O') AND (elk:'l')):
match (wordlenqth-l OOWNTO 0) :: readbus(data_out):

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk:'l';
CS <= ' 1';

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store dataword in match

ack. RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk:'l';
addressbus <= writebus(pos(3)+words-Per_address+n):
clata_in <: writebu.,(mateh (wordlength-l OOWNTO 0»):
r_w <= '0·;

write address
wri te dataword
write

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «claek='l') AND (elk:'l'):
CEO <= • 0';

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

writebus (pos (2) +words-Per_address+eleDLstruc (1) . nUD\..of_datawords+n) ;
-- write address of nth data.word
-- read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'O') AND (elk:'l')):
addressbus <= disable_buB (addresslength-l IXJWNTO 0);
CS <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
ELSE

FOR n IN 0 TO elemLstrueIO).num_of_datawords-l
LOOP

addressbus <=

wait until RAM: ready
clear addressbus
aek, RAM

no. key eet_2 BJIlaller
-- copy all datawords

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'l') AND (elk:'l'»;
cs <= '0';

-- wait until RAM ready
-- signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'O') AND (clk='l')):
match (wordlenqth-l DOWNTO 0) :: readbus(data-out):

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk: 'I' :
CS <= ' 1':

-- wait until RAM ready
store dataword in match

aek. RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk: '1' ;
addressbus <= writebus (pos (3) +words--Per_address+n) ;
data_in <: writebus(mateh (wordlenqth-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '0':

wri te address
write date.word

-- write

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'l') AND (elk:'l'));
cs <= ' 0':

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'O') AND (clb'l'»;
addressbus <: disableJ>us (addresslenqth-l OOWNTO 0):
cs <= ' I' ;

END LOOP:
END IF:
full_var ._ false:

ELSE
fUll_var := true;
EXIT:

END IF:
END IF;

END LOOP;

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
aek. RAM

-- set_3 not full
-- no, no room for new element in set_3

-- new element for set_3
-- download address succ (empty_elem)

write address
read

FOR j IN 0 TO wordsJ)er_address-l LOOP
addressbus <:: writebus(empty_elem+j);
r_w <= '1';

THEN
FOR i IN teller1+1 TO nUllLoCelem(l09ietoint (readbus lset_l) )
LOOP

IF ful1_var/=true -- was there room in set_37
THEN -- yes

IF (tellerl<num_oCelem (loqietoint (readbus (secl) ) ) ) -- tellerl last element of set_17
THEN -- no

IF nUllLoCelem(loqietoint (readbus (set_3») + (nUllLoCelem( l09ietoint (readbus (set_I) ) ) -tellerl) <nUllLoCelem....per_set
-- room to copy rest of set_l to set_37
-- yes

copy rest of elements set_l to set_3

WAlTON clkUNTIL «daek:'l') AND (elk='l'));
cs <= '0';

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'O') AND (elk='l'»;
temp «j+l)'wordlenqth-l OOWNTO j'wordlength) :: readbusldata_out):
addressbus <= disable_bus faddresslenqth-l OOWNTO 0):
r_w <= '1,';

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk: 'I' :
cs <= '1';

END LOOP:
ack. RAM

IF num_oCelem(loqietoint (readbus (set_3) ):0
THEN

.,et(logietoint(readbus(set_3») := empty_elem;

set_3 empty?
yes. new element first element
of set_3
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ELSE

FOR j IN 0 TO words"'p<!r_address-l LOOP

-- no, insert new element at end
-- of set 3
-- after Pos (3)

upload address new element
-- in pos(3)

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ;
addressbus <= writebus (empty_e1 em+j ) ;
data_in <= wri tebus(sl1ee (j ,wordlength,pos (3») ) ;
r_w <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»);
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'));
addressbus <= disable_buB (addresslenllth-l OOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_buB (wordlength-l OOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
END IF;
poB(3) := empty_elem;

-- write address
-- write jth dataword of address
-- write

wait unt 11 RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbuB
clear databuB
reset r_w
aek. RAM

pos(3) := new element

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' 1';
empty_elem := temp (addresslength-l OOWNTO 0); empty_elem := Buee (empty_elem)
nUDLof_elem(1oqietoint (readbus (set_3))) := nUDLoCelem(1oqietoint (readbus(sec3) ) ) +1;

set_3 has one element more

FOR n IN 0 TO el8mLstrue(O) .nUDLof_datawordB-l

LOOP
addressbu6 <= wri tebus (pos (1) +words...,Per_address+n) i
r_w <= '1';

copy all datawords from
element set_l
to new element set_3

-- write address
read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l');
cs <= ' 0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elb'l'»;
match (wordlenllth-l OOWNTO 0) := readbuB(data_out);

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
cs <= '1':

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store dataword in match

aek. RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbuB <= writebus(pos(3)+words...,Per_address+n);
data_in <= writebus(mateh (wordlength-l OOWNTO 0»;
r_w <: '0':

write addressbus
-- write dataword

write

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»);
C6 <= ' 0';

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'));
addruBbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l OOWNTO 0);
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
aek. RAM

FOR j IN 0 TO words"'p<!r_addreBB-l LOOP
addressbuB <= wri tebus (pos (l) +j) ;
r_w <= '1';

-- download addreBs Buee (poB(I) )
write address
read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk= '1'1) ;
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elb'l'));
temp «j+l) "wordlength-l DOWNTO j"wordlength) :=readbus(data_out);
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l OOWNTO OJ;
r_w <= '1';

wai t unt 11 RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
tellerl : = tellerl + 1;
poB(l) := temp (addresslength-l OOWNTO 0);

END LOOP;
full_var false;

ELSE
fUll_ver ._ true;

END IF;
END IF;

aek. RAM

-- pos(l) := Buee(poB(I))

-- sec3 not full
-- no room in set_3 for the elements

-- new element for set_3
-- download address succ(empty_elem)

-- write address
-- read

FOR j IN 0 TO words"'p<!r_addreBB-I LOOP
addressbus <= writebus (empty_elem+j) ;
r_w <= '1';

THEN
FOR i IN tellerl+l TO nUDLoCelem(loqietoint(readbus(set_2»)
LOOP

IF (teller2<nUDLoC~lem(1ogietoint(readbus(Bet~»)) -- teller2 last element of set--'!7
~w --no

IF nUDLoCelem (logietoint (readbus(set_3) ») + (nUDLoCelem(logietoint (readbus IBet_2»)) -teller2) <nUDLof_elell\...P8r_set
-- room to copy rest of set_2 to set_3?
-- yes

copy rest of elements set_2 to set_3

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»);
cs<='O';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l');
temp «j+l)"wordlength-l OOWNTO j"wordlength) := readbus(data_out);
addreBsbus <= diSable_buB (addresslength-l OOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' I';

-- wait until RAM ready
Bignal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
aek. RAM
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IF nUll\...oCelem(loqietoint(readbus(sec3)))=0
THEN

set(logietoint(readbus(set_3») := empty_elem:
ELSE

FOR j IN 0 TO words...PE!r_address-l LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+j);
data.-in <= writebus (slice (i ,wordlength,pos (3)) :
r_w <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'));
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»);
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' 1';
CB <= ' l' ;

END LOOP:
END IF;
pos (3) := empty_elem:

set_3 empty?
yes, new element first element
of set_3

no, insert new element at end
of set_3
after pos (3)

upload address new element
-- in pos(l)

-- wri te address
write jth dataword of address
write

wai t until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

-- post)) := new element

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' I' :
empty_elem :: temp (address length-l DOWNTO 0); -- empty_elem :IZ. succ(empty_elem)
nUlJLof_elem(loqietoint (readbus (set_3») := nUlJLOCelem(loqietoint (readbus (set_3) ) +1;

set_3 has one element more

LOOP
addressbuB <= writebus(pos(2)+words-Per_address+n);
r_w <= ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l')):
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (daek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
match (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0) := readbus (data_out);

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l':
cs <= ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbus <= writebus{pos(3)+words-Per_address+n);
data_in <= writebus(mateh (wordlength-l DOWN'l'O 0);
r_w <:::: '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'));
cs <: '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l');
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0):
cs <= ' I' ;

END LOOP;

FOR i IN 0 TO words...PE!r_address-l LOOP
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (2) +i) ;
r_w <= ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l');
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'O') AND (elk='l'));
temp «i+l) *wordlength-l DOWNTO j'wordlength) :=readbus(data_out):
addressbuB <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO OJ;
r_w <= ' 1';

copy all datawords from
e 1Olen t set-.2
to new element set_3

write address
read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store dataword in match

aek. RAM

write addressbus
write dataword
write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
aek. RAM

-- download address suee(pos(2»)
wri te address
read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP,
teller2 := teller2 + 1;
pos (2) := temp (addresslength-l DOWN'l'O 0):

END LOOP:
fUll_var false:

ELSE
full_var ._ true:

END IF;
END IF;

END IF:

IP ful1_var=true
THEN

error <= 'I';
full <= '1':

ELSE
error <= '0';

END IF:

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek='l') AND (elk='l');
ready <= ' 1 • ;

WAIT 00 elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»,
full <= '0';
error <= '0';
ready <= '0';

aek. RAM

-- pos(2) := suee(pos(2))

-- sec3 not full
-- no room in set_3 for the elements

-- set_3 full?
-- yes

-- error

-- no
-- ok

wei t unt il RAM ready
operation COMPlete

wait until outside aek.
reset full
reset error
set ready
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WHEN member_o =>
IF nUIILoCelem(logietoint (readhus (set_l» ) =0
'I'IIEN

error <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk-'l';
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»);
error <= • O' ;
ready <= '0';

ELSE
FOR n IN 0 TO el~strue{l).nUIILof_datawords-l LOOP

WAIT on elk UNTIL «dr='l') AND (elk='l'»;
mateh{{n+l)*wordlength-l DOWNTO n*wordlength) := readbus(data-in);

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk- '1' ;
dis <= ' l' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((dr='O') AND (elk='l'»;
dis <= '0':

END LOOP;
pos(l) := set {logietoint (readbus(set_1JJ );
eleuLnwn := I:
LOOP

i := el~strue(1l.nUIILoCdatawords;

par~atch := false:
LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' l' ;
addressbus <= writebus{pos(l)+words-Per_address+(i-l»;
r_w <= ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ({daek='l') AND (elk='l'»;
CS <= '0':

-- set_l empty?
-- yes

error

operation cOMPlete

-- wait until outside ack.
-- reset error
-- set ready

-- no, set_l not empty
-- upload search-key

wait until outside data ready
store search-key in match

signal outside dataword stored

wait until outside ack.
ack. outside

-- pos(l) points to first element of set_l

-- walk through total set
last dataword of key

-- compare key of set_l with search-key

write address of ith dataword of key
read

wait until RAM: ready
signal RAM:

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
IF readbus(data_out)=mateh«i)*wordlength-l DOWNTO (i-l)*wordlength)
THEN par~atch := true:
ELSE

parJllatch :a false:
IF (readbus(data_out) > mateh(i*wordlength-l DOWNTO (i-l)*wordlengthll
THEN smaller true;
ELSE smaller := false:
END IF;

END IF;
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l IX:lWNTO 0);
r_w <:: '1':
ce <= '1';
i:= i-I:

wait until RAM ready
are ith datawords of key's equal
yes
no

is search-key greater?
yes
no

clear addressbus
reset r_w
aek. RAM
next dataword of key

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
EXIT WHEN «parJllateh=false) OR (hO»;

END LOOP;

WAIT ON el k UNTIL elk= '1' ;
IF «parJllateh=false) AND (smaller=false) AND

'I'IIEN
elem.-num := elem_num+l;
prev := pos(l);
FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-l LOOP

addressbus <= writebus(pos(l)+j);
r_w <= ' 1';

stop if key'S not equal or
last dataword of key

(el~num<nUIILoCelem(logietoint(readbus (set_l»»)
key set_l smaller and
not last element of set_I?

-- yes, next element of set_l

-- download address suee (pos (1) l
-- write address
-- read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»;
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
temp (j+l)*wordlength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) := readbus(data_out);
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= '1' ;
cs <= ' I' ;

END LOOP;
pos(1) := temp laddresslength-l DOWNTO 0);

ELSE
EXIT;

END IF;
END LOOP;

-- wait until RAM: ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM: ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

aek. RAM

-- pos(l) := suee(pos(l»
-- no. key's equal or key set_l greater

-- search key not in set

IF parJllateh=false
'I'IIEN

error <= '1';
ELSE

error <= '0';
END IF;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek-'l') AND (elk-'l'»;
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l');
error <= '0';
ready <= '0';

END IF;

-- key's equal?
-- no

-- error. element not found
-- yes

-- ok, pos (l) points to element

-- wai t until RAM ready
operation complete

wait outside aek.
reset error
set ready
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WHEN assign =>
IF nUllLoCeleDl( logietoint (readbus (set_I)) ) 1=0
THEN

FOR i IN I TO nUllLoCeleDl(logietoint(readbus(set_I)))
LOOP

IF i/=nUDI_oCeleDl (logietoint (readbus (set_I) ) J
THEN

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I'1
FOR j IN 0 TO words"'psr_address-I LOOP

addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (I) +j) I
r_w <= '1';

-- set_I eDlpty?
-- no, clear set_1

-- delete all elements of set_1

last element of set_1?
no

-- download address suee(pos(ll)
wri te address
read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'))I
CS <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='I'))1
temp «j+I)'wordlength-1 DOWNTO j*wordlength) := readbus(data_out) I
addressbus <= disable_bus (addreulength-I OOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= '1'1
CS <= 'I';

I!:ND LOOP;
I!:ND IF;

FOR j IN 0 TO words...Per_address-1
LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ;
addressbus <= writebus(pos(l)+j};
data_in <= writebus (slice (j , wordlength, empty_elem) ) ;
r_w <= '0';

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in RAM
clear addressbus
reset r_w

ack. RAM

put pos(l) first in liot of eDlpty_eleDl
upload address of empty_eleDl to pooll)

wri te address
write jth dataword of address
write

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'));
cs <= ' 0' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='I'));
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-! OOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-I DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';
cs <= '1';

I!:ND LOOP;
empty_eleDl:= pos(I)1

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I' I
pos(l) := temp (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0) I

END LOOP;
"UDI_oCeleDl(logietoint (readbus (set_I) )) := 0;
set (logietoint (readbus (set_I) )) := nul (addresslength-I OOWNTO 0);

END IF;

IF nUDI_oCeleDl(logietoint(readbus(set_2))) 1=0
THEN

pos(2) := setllogietoint(readbus(set_2))I
Bet(logictoint(readbus(set_I»)) := empty_elem:
FOR i IN I TO nUDI_oCeleDlllogietoint (readbus (set_2) ))
UlOP

FOR j IN 0 TO words...per_address-I LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+j);
r_w <= ' l' ~

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'));
CS <= ' 0' ;

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
ack. RAM

pos(1} first element of empty list

pos(l) := suee(pos(l))

set_I eDlpty
-- reset pointer set_l

-- set_2 empty?
-- no, copy elements set_2 to set_1

pos(2} points to first element of set_2
-- first new element of set_l
-- copy all elements of set_2

-- download address succ(empty_elem)
write address
read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='I')) I
temp «j+I)'wordlength-1 DOWNTO j'wordlength) :=readbus(data_out) I
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0) I
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I';
cs <= ' 1';

END LOOPI

FOR n IN 0 TO eleDL8truc(O) .num_of_datawords-l LCX)p

addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (2) +words...,per_address+n) ;
r_w <= ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'));
cs <= • o· ;

WAIT ON elk l-'NTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='I');
match (wordlength-l JX)WN'I'O 0) := readbus{data_out);

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ;
CS <:; , 1':
addressbus <= writebus(empty_e1em+words-Per_address+n);
data_in <= writebus(D1ateh (wordlength-I downto 0»;
r_w <:; '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'»;
es <= '0';

WAlTON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='I'));
addressbus <= disable_bus laddresslength-I DOWNTO 0)1
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-I IlOWm'O 0);
r_w <= ' 1';
es <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I' I
I!:ND LOOP;

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

aek. RAM

-- copy all datawords of element
write address of nth dataword
read

wai t unti 1 RAM ready
signal RAM

wai t unti 1 RAM ready
store dataword in match

ack. RAM
wri te address
write dataword
write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wai t unti 1 RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM
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IF i/=l
THEN

FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-l LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
addressbus <= writebus(pos(l)+j);
data_in <= writebus (slice (j ,wordlength,empty_elem) ) ;
r_w <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»);
cs <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'),
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslen\lth-l DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0),
r_w <= ' 1';
cs <= 'I';

END LOOP,
ELSE

set(logietoint(reaclbus(set_l») := empty_elem:
END IF:
pos(l) := empty_elem;

-- ith element first element of set_27
-- no, insert new element after poa(l)

-- upload address new element in pos (1)

-- write address
-- write jth dataword of address
-- write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

yes. first element of aet-2
-- new element is first element of set_l

pos(l) := new element

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l':
empty_elem := temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0): empty_elem := suee(empty_elem)
nUDLoCelem(logietoint (reaclbus (set_I)) := nUDLoCelem(logietoint (reaclbus (set_I) ) ) +1,

-- set_l has one element more

FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-l LOOP
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (2) +j) :
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek= '1') AND (elk= 'I' ) ) ,
CB <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»:
temp «j+l)*wordlength-l DOWNTO j*wordlength) := reaclbus(data_out);
addressbuB <= disable_buB (addresslength-1 IX:lWN'TO 0);
r_w <= ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
cs <= ' 1';

END LOOP:
pos(2) := temp (sddresslength-l DOWNTO 0):

END LOOP;
END IF;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»),
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»,
error <= '0';
ready <= '0';

WHEN clear =>
poslI) := zerro (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0):

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
FOR i IN 1 TO max_n~elements-1 LOOP

temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0) := pos(l) + words-Per_element:
FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_sddress-l LOOP

-- download address suee(pos(2) I
-- write address
-- read

-- wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wsi t until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbua
reset r_w

aek. RAM

-- pos(2) :z suee(pos(2»)

wai t unt il RAM ready
operation complete

wait until outside ack.
reset error
set ready

poslI) := 0

for all possible elements in RAM
temp : = suee (pos (1)

-- upload address of suee (pos (1» in pos (1)

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
addressbus <= writebus(pos(l)+j); write address
data_in <= writebus(sliee(j,wordlength,temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0»)):

write dataword of address
r_w <= '0'; write

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek=' l' ) AND (elk='l'»; wait until RAM ready
cs <= ' 0' ; signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek=' 0') AND (elk= 'I' )) :
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-1 OOWNTO 0);
r_w <= 'I';
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP:

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
pos (1) := temp (address length-l DOWNTO 0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
END LOOP,

FOR i IN 1 TO 3 LOOP
pos(i) := nul (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0),

END LOOP,
prey := nul (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
FOR i IN set'RANGE LOOP

set (i) := nul (addresslen\lth-l DOWNTO 0);
nUDLoCelem(i) := 0:

END LOOP:
empty <= ' l' ;
full <= '0':
error <= '0';

WAlTON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»):
ready <= ' 1 ' ,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»:
ready <= '0':

wait until RAM ready
elear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

-- pos(l) := suee(pos(l)

-- reset all registers

set empty
set not full
operation ok

wait until RAM ready
operation complete

wait until outside aek.
set ready
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WHEN insert =>
IF nUDLoCelem(1ogietoint (readbus(set_I) ) ) =num_oCeleD\..j>er_set
THEN

error <= ' 1 ' ;

-- room for another element?
-- no

error

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ;
ready <= '1',

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL «en='O'! AND (elk='I')),
error <= ' 0';
ready <= ' 0' ;

ELSE
IF nUDLof_elem (logietoint (readbus (set_I) ! ) =0
THEN

FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-l LOOP
addressbuB <= writebus (empty_elem+j);
r_w <= ' 1';

operation complete

wait outside ack.
reset error
set ready

-- yes
-- set el!lpty7
-- yes

-- download adc:lres6 BUCC (empty_elem)
write address
read

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I'! AND (elk='I'));
CS <= '0';

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL «daek=' 0') AND (elk= '1') ) ,
tel!lp «j+lj*wordlength-I OOWNTO j*wordlength) := readbus(data_out) ,
addressbus <: diSable_bus (addresslength-I OOWNTO 0),
r_w <= '1';

wait until RAM ready
si9"81 RAM

-- wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL elk:'I';
C8 <== '1';

END LOOP,
ack. RAM

FOR n IN 0 TO eleDl_struc(O) .nUDLof_datawords-l
LOOP

addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+words...,Per_address+n);
r_w <= '0';

-- upload all datawords of new element

-- write address
write

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL «dr='I'! AND (daek='I') AND (elk='l'!!'
CS <= ' 0' ;

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL «(daek='O') AND (elk='I'));
dis <= '1';

-- wait until RAM and outside data ready
siqnal RAM

wait until RAM ready
signal outside data stored

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL «dr='O') AND (elk:'I'»,
adc:lressbus <= diSable_bus (addresslength-1 DOWNTO 0);
cs <= 'I';
dis <= '0';

END LOOP,

wait outside ack ..
clear addressbus
aek. RAM
ack. outside

set (logietoint (readbus (set_ll)) := eIlIpty_elem;
nUDLoCelem(1ogietoint (readbus(set_I») := I,
el!lpty <= '0',

new element first element of set
set has one element
set not empty

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL elk='I',
emptY_elem := tel!lp (addresslength-I OOWNTO 0),

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'I'! AND (elk='I'»,
ready <= '1';

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL «en~'O') AND (elk='I'»;
ready '0',

ELSE
FOR n IN 0 TO eleDLstruc(l) .. nWfLof_datawords-1 LOOP

WJ\IT on elk UNTIL «dr:'I') AND (elk='I'»;
match«n+1)*wordlength-1 OOWNTO n*wordlength) := readbus(data_in);

empty_elem := succ (empty_elem)

wait until RAM ready
operation complete

wait outside ack.
set ready

- - set not empty
-- upload datawords of key of new element

wait data outside ready
store key in match

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL elk='I';
dis <= 'I';

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL «dr:'O') AND (elk='I'»,
dis<='O';

END LOOP,
pos(I) := set (1ogietoint (readbus(set_I) )),
eleDLnum := 1;
LOOP

i := elem_struc(l).n~of_datawords;

par_match := false;
LOOP

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ,
addressbus <= writebus (pos (1) +words-Per_address+ (i-I) );

signal outside data stored

wait outside ack.
ack. outside

-- pos(l! points to first element of set

-- walk through total set
last dataword of key

-- compare key wi th match

-- wri te address of i th dataword
-- of eleDl.-numth element of set
-- read

key smaller

clear addressbus
reset r_w
aek. RAM
next dataword of key

-- yes

-- wait until RAM ready
-- signal RAM

-- wait until RAM ready
-- dataword of key and match compare?
-- no

> mateh(l*wordlength-l DOWNTO (i-l!*wordlength!) -- dataword of
-- than match?
-- yes
-- no

THEN &maIler ._ true;
ELSE smaller := false;
END IF'

END IF,
addressbus <= disablej>us (addresslength-l OOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' l' ~

cs <= ' I' ;
i:: i-I,

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'»'
cs <= '0';

WJ\IT ON elk UNTIL «daek:'O') AND (elk='I'»),
IF readbus(data_out)=~atch«i)*wordlength-1DOWNTO (i-1)*wordlength)
THEN
par~atch := true;

ELSE
parJl\ateh := false,
IF (readbus(dat~out)
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WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ,
EXIT WHEN ((par-mateh=false) OR (i=O)),

END LOOP,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
IF «par....mateh=falsel Al!ID (_Her=false) AND

THEN
eleDLnum := elem.....,num+l j
prey := pos(l),
FOR j IN 0 TO wordsJ)er_address-1 LOOP

addressbus <= writebus(posII)+j),
r_w <= '1';

stop if key and match
do not compare
or last dataword of key

(eleDLnum<num_oCelem(logietoint lreadbus (set_I» ) ) )
-- match smaller than key and element
-- not last element of set?
-- yes. go to next element of set

next element

-- download address of suee (pos (1) )
-- write address

read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(daek='l') AND (elk='l'»,
CS <= • 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(daek='O') AND (elk='l'»,
temp «j+l) *wordlength-l~ j*wordlength) :=readbus(data_outJ,
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l~ 0),
r_w <= '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ,
cs <= '1';

END LOOP,
pos(l) := temp (addresslength-l~ 0),

ELSE
EXIT,

END IF,
END LOOP;

wa i t un t 11 RAM ready
signal RAM

wa i t unt 11 RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbuB
reset r_w

aek. RAM

-- pos(l) :. suee(pos(l»
-- no. stop search

IF par.JM.tch=true
THEN

posll) := setllogietoint(readbus(set_l)),
eleDLnum := 1:
prev := nul (addresslength-l OC>WNTO 0);
error <= '1' j

empty <= '0',

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek='l') AND (elk='l'»),
ready <= '1',

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»),
error <= ' 0' ;
ready <= '0';

ELSE
FOR j IN 0 TO wordsJ)er_address-1 LOOP

addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+j);
r_w <= '1';

WAlTON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l');
cs <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (daek='O') AND (elk='l'»),
temp ((j+l)*wordlength-l~ j*wordlength) := readbus(data_out) ,
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l~ 0),
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
es <= '1';

END LOOP;

IF smaller=false
THEN

FOR j IN 0 TO wordsJ)er_address-1 LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elb'l',

addressbus <= writebus{pos(l)+j);
data_in <= writebus(slieelj,wordlength,empty_elem)),
r_w <= '0';

WAlTON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»),
e& <= ' 0';

WAn' ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»,
address~us <= disable_bus (addresslength-l~ 0),
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l~ 0),
r_w <= '1';
C!\ <= '1';

END LOOP,
prey := pos(l),
elem.....num := eleDLnum+1 ;

ELSE

IF eleDLnum=1
THEN

set(logietoint(readbus(set_l))) ._ empty_elem,

-- match and key compare?
-- yes

reset pos(l)

error, new element already in set
set not empty

-- wai t unti 1 RAM ready
operation complete

-- wait outside aek.
-- reset error
-- set ready

-- no
-- download address suce (empty_elem)

write address
read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

aek. RAM

-- new element largest of set?
-- yes, put at end of set

-- upload address of new element
in last element of set

write address
write dataword of address
write

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

-- next element

-- no, insert new element in set
-- before pos(l)

-- first element in set?
-- yes

new element is first element
-- of set
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ELSE
FOR j IN 0 TO words...Per_address-I LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk. 'I' ;
addressbus <= writebus(prev+j);
dat~in <. writebus(sIiee(j,wordlength,empty_elem));
r_w <= ' 0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «claek.'I') AND (elk.'I'));
CS <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek.' 0') AND (elk='I'»;
addressbus <. disable_bus (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-I DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';
cs <= ' l' ;

END LOOP;
END IF;
FOR j IN 0 TO words...Per_address-I LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk.' 1';
addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+j);
dat~in <= writebus(sliee(j ,wordlength,pos(I))):
r_w <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek.'I'j AND (elk.'l'»);
cs <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (ldaek='O') AND (elk.'l'));
addressbus <. disableJ>us (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0);
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-I DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ')':
C8 <= ' l' ;

END LOOP:
END IF:
FOR i IN 0 TO elem....strue(1) .nwn...oCdatawords-I
LOOP

addressbus <= writebus (empty_elell'l+words...,per_address+i) ;
clat~in <. writebus(mateh«i+I)*wordlength-1 DOWNTO i*wordlength»;
r_w <= '0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l'j AND (elk.'l'»;
CS <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk.'I');
addressbus <. diSable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0),
clat~in <= disable_bus (wordlength-I DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' l' i
CB <= ' l' :

END LOOP;

-- no
-- upload address of new element in
-- pred(pos(lj)

-- wri te address
-- write dataword of address
-- write

-- wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM readY
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

upload address of pos (1) in new
element

-- write address
-- wri te dataword of address

write

-- wait until RAM ready
-- signal RAM

-- wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

upload key of new element from match

write address
write dataword of key
write

wai t unt il RAM readY
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

IF elem_struc(OJ .nUDLof_datawords>eleIrLstruc(l) .nUDLof_datawords -- more datawords in new element
-- than key?

THEN -- yes
FOR i IN 0 TO elem_strue(O).num_of_datawords-ele~strue(I).num_of_datawords-I

-- upload rest of datawords
-- from outside

LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(empty_elem+words-Per_address+e1em_struc(lJ.nUDLof_datawords+n);

-- wri te address
r_w <= '0'; -- write

pos(I) :. new element
nwn...oCelem(Iogietoint (readbus Iset_I) ) +1,

set has one element more

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dr='I') AND ldaek='l') AND (elk='I');
cs <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek.'O' ) AND (elk.'I')),
dis <= '1',

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(dr.' 0 'j AND (elk. '1')) ;
addressbus <= diSable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0),
cs <= '1';
dis <= '0';

END LOOP:
END IF:
poslll ;. empty_elem:
num_of_elem (Iogietoint Ireadbus (seCI) ) )

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk. '1' ;
empty_elem ;. temp (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0),
empty <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek. '1') AND (elk= '1') ) ;
ready <= ' l' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk=' 1'»;
ready <= '0';

END IF;
END IF,

END IF;

WHEN delete =>
II' nwn...oCelem (Iogietoint (readbus (set_I)) =0
THEN

error <= ' 1 ' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk- '1' ,
ready <= ' l' ;

WAlTON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»;
error <= ' 0';
readY <= '0';

wait until RAM readY
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
signal outside dataword stored

wait until outside ack.
clear addressbus
aek. RAM
ack. outside

empty_elem := 8uee (empty_elem)
set not empty

wai t until RAM readY
operation complete

wait outside ack.
set ready

end insert

-- are there elements in the set?
-- no

-- error
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ELSE
FOR n IN 0 TO el~strucll),n~of_datawords-l LOOF

WAIT on elk lmn." tldr;'!') AND (elk;'}'»),
matehl!n+ll-..orcll""gt!I-! l'lOWI<'!'Q "'"""mlength) :; readb<,ald..t,,_.in):

WAl'l' CIIl' elk Wl11JL. c1J<;' 1 , ;
dj.&, <=. 'l~ ';

NAIT ON elk UNTIL Ildr='O') AND (elk='}')),
dis <: '0" f,

END LOOl';
poen) := ....·t {Iog,etolnt {read!>ua (set_1111;.
ele,tItJIUIB' :.:: 1 ~

LOOF
i ,= elem-struell),nllmLof_datawords,
parJllatch := false;
LOOF

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk: 'I' :
addressbus <= writebus(pos(l)+words...,per_address+(i-l);

-- yes
-- upload key of element to delete

wait outside ready
sbnTe key in match

signal dRaword copied

~~it for outsidQ to ack.
aclt. outs,ide

-- pos (l) points to first element of set

-- walk through total Ott
last dataword of key

-- compare key wi th lllateh

write address of ith dataword
of key of ele1nJlumth element of set
read

key greater than match?
yes
no

clear addressbus
reset r_w
aek. RAM
next dataword of key

no

-- wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
dataword of key equals match?
yes

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (daek='O') AND (elk='}'»),
IF readbus (data_out) =mateh ( (i) *wordlength-} DOlomTO (i-I) *wordlength)
THEN

par_match :::::: true;
ELSE

par.-match := false;
IF (readbus(data_out) > mateh(i*wordlength-l DOlomTO (i-l)*wordlength))
THEN smaller := true:
ELSE smaller := false;
END IF,

END IF,
addressbus <= diSable_bus (addresslength-l DOlomTO 0),
r_w <= 'I';
cs <= '1';
i:= i-I;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL l(daek:'l') AND (elk='l')),
cs <= ' 0' ;

stop if datawo~8 not equal
or last dataword of key

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
EXIT WHEN I. (p..rJ\ateh=false) OR (i=O»),

END LOOP,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
IF ((parJllateh=f.. l se) AND (smaller=false I AND (elem_num<num_oCelem(logietoint (readbus (set_I) ) ) ) )

if match is smaller than key and
not last element in set

THEN
elem_nwn := elem_num+1;
prey := pos(l),
FOR j IN 0 TO wordB-per_address-1 LOOP

addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (1) +j) ,
r_w <= '1';

get next element of set_1

-- download address of suee (pos (1) )
write address
read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='l') AND (elk='l')),
cs <= ' 0' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»),
temp «j+l) *wordlength-l DOlomTO j*wordlength) := readbus (data_out),
addressbus <= disable_bus laddresslength-l DOlomTO 0),
r_w <= '1';

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ,
cs <= '1':

END LOOF'
pos(l) := temp (addresslength-l DOlomTO 0),

ELSE
EXIT,

DID IF;
END LOOF;

aek. RAM

-- pos(l) := suee(pos(l)

-- stop search

IF par..-match=false
THEN

posll) : = set (logietoint (readbus (set_I) ) ) ,
prey := nul (addresslength-l DOlomTO 0),
error <= ' 1':

-- if no element with searched key

reset pos(l)
reset preY
error

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((daek='l') AND (elk='l'),
ready <= 'I',

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk;'l'»,
error <~ '0';
ready <= '0':

ELSE
IF elem-num<nllmLof_elem(logietoint (readbus (set_I) ) )
THEN

FOR j IN 0 TO words..,per_address-l LOOF
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (1) +j) ,
r_w <= ' 1';

wait until RAM ready
signal operation complete

wait outside ack.
reset error
set ready

-- element found
-- element isn't last element of set

-- download address of successor
-- wri te address

read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek= '1') AND (elk= 'I' » ,
cs <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (ldaek='O') AND (elk='l'»;
temp «j+l)*wordlength-l DOlomTO j*wordlength) := readbus(data_out) ,
addressbuB <= disable_bus (addresslength-1 DOWNTO 0):
r_w <= '1';

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store address in RAM
clear addressbus
reset r_w

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= 'I' ,
cs <= ' I' ;

END LOOF,
END IF,

aek. RAM
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FOR j IN 0 TO -ros.J)er_address-l
LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNI'IL elk='l';

addressbus <= writebusIJXtsOj+j);
data_in <= writ.ebus(8lice~j,wordlength,empey_elem);

WAIT ON dk URTIL (ldaek='l') AND (elk='l'»);
C& <.=- "0';

WAIT CN elk ON'rIL «dsck=' 0') »lD (elk='l'»;
addressbus <= disableJ>us (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
dat,,-in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= '1';
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
empty_elem := pos(l);

upload address of empty_elem so pos (l)
points to empty_elem

write address
write jth dataword
of address empty_elem
write

wai t until RAM ready
signal RAM

wai t unt 11 RAM ready
clear addressbuB
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM

poe (1) becomes first element
of empty 1ist

DOWNTO 0);

is pos(l) first element of set?
yes

-- is pos(l) only element of set?
-- yes

reset pos(l)
reset. set-pointer

-- (set becomes empty)
prev := nul (addresslength-l OOWNTO 0); -- reset prey
nunLof_elem(logictoint (readbu8 (set_l) » := 0; -- no ellUl\ents in set

ELSE -- no
pos(l) := temp (addresslength-l IXlWNTO 0); -- pos(l) := suee(pos(l))
set (1ogictoint. (readbus (set_l) ) := temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0); -- pos(l) is first element of set
nUllLoCelem(logietoint (readbus (set_I») ._ nUllLoCelem( logietoint (readbus (set_I) » -1;

-- Set. has one element less

IF pos (1) =set (lO\lietoint (readbus (set_I) ) )
THEN

IF nUllLof_elem(lO\lietoint (readbus (set_I) ) )=1
THEN

pos(l) := nul (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0);
set (logietoint (readbus (set_I») := nul (addresslength-l

END IF;
ELSE

FOR IN 0 TO words...,per_address-l
no

upload address of suee (pos (1)) in
-- prev(pos(l»

WAIT ON el k UNI'IL el k=' 1 ' :
addressbuB <= wri tebuB (prev+j) ;
data_in <= writebus(sliee(j,wordlength,temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0»));

write address

write jth dataword of address temp
write

-- pos(l) := suee(pos(l))
nUllLoCelem (logietoint (readbus (set_I») -1;

-- set has one element less

WAIT ON elk UNI'IL «daek='l') AND (elk='l');
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNI'IL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»);
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO
data_in <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' 1';
cs <== '1';

END LOOP;
pos (1) := temp (addresslength-l DOWNTO OJ;
nUllLof_elem(logietoint (readbus (set_I)) :~

END IF;

WAIT ON elk UNI'IL elk= 'I' ;
full <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNI'IL «claek='l') AND (elk-'l'»;
ready <= 'I';

WAIT ON elkUNI'IL «en='O') AND (elk='l'));
ready <= ' 0' ;

END IF;
END IF;

0) ;

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wai t until RAM ready
clear addressbus
clear databus
reSet r_w
aek. RAM

set not full

wai t un t 11 RAM ready
operation complete

wait outside ack.
set ready

end delete

WHEI'~ equal_o ::>
IF num....oCelem(logietoint (readbus Iset_l) ) ) l=nUllLoCelem(logietoint (readbus (sec2» )

-- number of elements is equal?
THEN -- no

error <:: 'I'; error, sets do not have
-- same n~r of elements

WAIT ON elk UNI'lL elk='l';
ready <:: • I • ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'»):
error <:: • 0';
ready <= '0';

ELSE
pos(l) := set(logietoint(readbus(set_l»));
pos(2) := set(logietoint(readbus(set~));

FOR i IN 1 TO nUllLoCelem(logietoint (readbus (set_I»)) LOOP

FOR n IN 0 TO elem-strue(l).num....of_datawords-l
LOOP

-- yes
-- pos (1) points to first element of set_l
-- pos (2) points to first element of set_2

-- walk through total list

-- check all datawords of keys

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' I' ;
addressbus <= wri tebus (pos (1) +words...,per_address+n} ;

r_w <= '1';

-- write address of nth dataword
-- of the key of ith element of set_l
-- read

WAIT ON elk UNI'IL «daek='l') AND (elk='l'»;
cs<='O';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='l'»);
match (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0) :~ readbus (dat,,-outJ;

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
store dataword of key in match
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WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk= '1' ;
cs <:at '1';
addressbus <= writebus(pos(2)+words-PQr_addres8+n);

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'»:
cs <= ' 0' :

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «dack='O') AND (elk='l'»;
IF match (wordlength-I DOWNTO 0) I=readbus(dat,,-out)
THEN

equal ,= false:
ELSE

equal ,= true;
END IF;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I';
cs <= '1':
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= 'I';
IF equal=false THEN EXIT; END IF;

END LOOP;

IF equal=true
THEN

FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-l LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(pos(I)+j);
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek= '1') AND (elk= 'I' » ;
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='I'»;
temp «j+I) *wordlength-I DOWNTO j*wordlength) ,= readbus (data_out),
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWNTO 0):
r_w <= 'I';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I',
cs <= '1';

END LOOP;
pos(I) ,. temp (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0);

FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-I LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(pos(2)+j);
r_w <= 'I';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'»:
cs <= ' 0':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='I'»,
temp «j+I) *wordlength-I OOWNTO j*wordlength) := readbus(data_out);
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0);
r_w <= ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I':
cs <= ' I' ;

END LOOP;
pos (2) := temp (addresslength-I DOWNTO 0);

ELSE
EXIT;

END IF;
END LOOP;

aek. RAM
write address of nth dataword
of the key of ith element of set_2
read

wait until RAM ready
signal RAM

wait until RAM ready
datawords are equal?
no

yes

ack. RAM
clear addressbus
reset r_w
stop comparing if key's not equal

-- key's of i th eleJl\ent are equal?
-- yes

-- download address of suee in set_I
write address
read

-- wait until RAM ready
-- signal RAM

-- wait until RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addreBsbu8
reset r_w

aek. RAM

-- pos (1) ,. suee (pos (1»

-- download address of 8UCC in set_2
write address
read

wei t RAM ready
signal RAM

wai t RAM ready
store address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

aek. RAM

-- pos(2) ,= suee(pos (2»
-- no

-- stop with comparing

IF equal=true
THEN

error <: ' 0':
ELSE

error <= '1';
END IF,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='I') AND (elk='I'»;
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='I'»;
error <= '0';
ready <= ' 0' ;

END IF;

WHEN mi n_o =>
IF num...oLelem(logietoint (readbus (set_I» ) =0
THEN

error <= ' l' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='I';
ready <= '1';

-- all the key's are the same?
-- yes

-- sets are equal
-- no

-- sets are not equal

wait until RAM ready
signal operation complete

wait outside ack.
reset error
set ready

-- end equal

are there ele~ents in the set?
no

-- error

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='I'»;
error <= '0';
ready <= '0';

ELSE -- yes
FOR i IN 0 TO eleJl\_strue(1) .num...oLdatawords-I LOOP -- download key of first element

addressbus <= wri tebus (set (l00ictoint (readbu8 (set_I) ) ) +words...,per_address+i) ;
-- write address

r_w <= '1'; -- read

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «da='O') AND (daek='I') AND (elk='I'»;
cs <= ' 0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk='I'»);
data_set_out <~ data_out;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL el k= 'I' ;
dsr <:: 'I';

-- wait RAM and outside ready
signal RAM

wai t RAM ready
send data outside

signal outside data ready
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WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((da~'l') AND (elk='l')),
addreasbus <~ disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWm'O 0),
data_set_out <= disable_.bus (wordlengtb-l DOWm'O 0);
r_w <= '1':
cs <= ' 1':
dar <= '0';

END LOOP,

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «da='O') AND (elk='l'»;
ready <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en=' 0') AND (elk:'l'));
ready <= '0',

END IF;

WHEN ~o =>
IF nUIJLof_elem (lOC]ietoint (readbus (set_I) ) ) =0
TIIEN

error <= ' 1 ' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
ready <a '1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (en='O') AND (elk='l'»;
error <= ' 0';
ready <= '0';

ELSE
pos(l) .= set(lOC]ietoint(readbus(set_l)),
FOR n IN 1 TO nUIJLof_elem(lOC]ietoint(readbus(set_l))-l
LOOP

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
FOR j IN 0 TO words-Per_address-l LOOP

addressbus <= writebus(pos(l)+j);
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (daek='l') AND (elk='l')),
CS <= ' 0';

outside has read data
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
ack. RAM:
ack. outside

operation complete

set re8ldy
-- end min

-- are there elements in the set?
-- no

-- error

-- yes
-- pos(l) points to first element of set
-- walk through list until last element

download address of suee (pos (1))
wri te address
read

wei t RAM ready
signal RAM

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «(daek='O') AND (elk='l'»,
temp «j+ll *wordlength-l DOWm'O j*wordlength) .= readbus (data_out),
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWm'O 0),
r_w <= ' 1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
cs <= '1';

END LOOP,
pos(l) .= temp (addresslength-l DOWm'O 0),

END LOOP;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
FOR i IN 0 TO el~strue(ll .num_of_datawords-l LOOP

addressbus <:::: writebus (pos (1) +words...,per_address+i) ;
r_w <= 'I';

WAIT ON elk um'IL «(da='O'1 AND (daek='l') AND (elk='l'»),
cs <::: '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «daek='O') AND (elk:'l'»;
data_set_out <= data_out;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l',
dar <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL ((da='l') AND (elk:'l'),
addressbus <= disable_bus (addresslength-l DOWm'O 0);
data_set_out <= disable_bus (wordlength-l DOWNTO 0),
r_w <= '1';
CB <: ' l' ;
dsr <: '0';

END LOOP;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (da='O') AND (elk='l'));
ready <= '1';

wai t RAM ready
store part of address in temp
clear addressbus
reset r_w

ack. RAM

-- pos(l) .= suee(pos(l»

-- read all datawords of key
wri te address
read

wait RAM and outside ready
signal RAM

wai t RAM ready
send data to outside

signal outside data ready

outside has read data
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM
ack. outside

operation complete

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (en='O') AND (elk='l')),
ready <= '0';

END IF,

WHEN retrieve =>
IF nUIJLoCelem( 10C]ietoint (readbus (set_I») =0
TIIEN

error <= ' I' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk=' l' ;
ready <::: ' 1 ' ;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «en='O') AND (elk='l'));
error <= ' 0';
ready <= '0':

ELSE
FOR D IN el~strue(lOC]ietoint(readbus (eleJlU1r») .offset TO
el~strue 1l0C]ietoint (readbus (elem_nr») .offset+
eleJILstrue (logietoint (readbus (el~nrl» .nUIJLoCdatawords-1

LOOP
addressbus <= writebus(pos(l)+words-Per_address+n):
r_w <= '1';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «da='O') AND (daek='l') AND lelk='l'»),
cs <= '0';

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (daek='O') AND (elk='l'»,
dat~set_out <= data_out:

set ready
-- end max

-- are there elements in the set?
-- no

-- error

-- yes
-- requested datawords

-- wri te address
read

wait RAM and outside ready
signal RAM

wai t RAM ready
send data to outside
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WAIT ON elk UNTIL elk='l';
dar <= ' 1':

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «da='I') AND (elk.'I'»);
addressbus <. disable_bus (addresslength-l IXJIoiNTO 0);
data_set_out <. disable_bus (wordlength-I IXJIoiNTO 0);
r_w <= '1':
cs <= '1';
dar <= ' 0' j

END LOOP;

WAIT ON elk UNTIL «da='O') AND (elk.'I'»;
ready <= ' 1 ' :

WAIT ON elk UNTIL (len.'O') AND Celk='l')I'
ready <= ' 0 ' ;

END IF;

END CASE;

END PROCESS operation:

END registerlevel;

USE std.standard.ALL;
USE work.definitions.ALL;

PACKAGE set...pkg IS

signal outside data ready

outside has read data
clear addressbus
clear databus
reset r_w
aek. RAM
ack. outside

operation complete

set ready
end retrieve

CONSTANT clear
CONSTANT union
CONSTANT intersection
CONSTANT difference
CONSTANT member_o
CONSTANT insert
CONSTANT delete
CONSTANT assign
CONSTANT equal_o
CONSTANT min_o
CONSTANT max_o
CONSTANT retrieve

opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opcode_type
opeode_type
opcode_type

C'0',' 0',' 0', '0')
C' 0' , '0' , '0' , '1')
(' 0' , '0' , '1' , '0' )
(' 0' , '0' ,'1' , '1' )
(' 0' , '1' , '0' , '0' )
(' 0' ,'1' , '0' , '1' )
(' 0' ,'1' , 'I' , '0')
(' 0' , '1' ,'1' , '1')
('1' ,'0' , '0' , '0')
('1' , '0' , '0' ,'1')
('1' , '0' , '1' , '0')
('1' , '0' ,'1' , '1' )

-- codes for operations

CONSTANT wordlength
CONSTANT num_of_sets
CONSTANT nwn...oCelem...per_set
CONSTANT ele~strue

END set...pkq,

POSITIVE := 2;
POSITIVE := 4;
POSITIVE := 3;
element_strueture_type ._ C (0,2,2), (0,2,2) );
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6.2 Timingdiagrams

The operations perfonned by the entity set require a strict timing. This timing is a mixture
of three independent hand-shake mechanism: one for the synchronization of an operation
with the outside world, one for the input of datawords and one for the output of
datawords.

Execution hand-shake
This fIrst, and most important, hand-shake mechanism involves the signals en and ready
and is used for starting and ending an operation. When en is made ' 1" the set starts
executing the required operation. When the set has perfonned the operation, it signals this
by making ready' 1'. In response to this en must be made '0' after which the set responds
by making ready '0'.

Input hand-shake
This second hand-shake mechanism is around the the data_secin-port. Through this port
datawords are fed into the set. In order to signal to the set that the data on the port is
valid, dr should be made ' 1'. When the set has copied the data, it makes dis ' 1'. In
response to this dr must be made '0' after which the set makes dis '0' again.

Output hand-shake
The third hand-shake mechanism is around the data_secout-port. Through this port data is
led out of the set. When the data on this port is valid, the set makes dsr ' 1'. In order to
signal that the data is copied, da should be made ' 1'. In response, the set removes the data
from the bus and make dsr '0' after which da should be made '0' again.

Every operation involves the fIrst mechanism. The second mechanism is used by the
union-, difference-, intersection-, member-, insert-, assign-, equal-, min- and max
operation. The third mechanism is used by the retrieve-operation.
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Tirningdiagrarns SET

EN __--'/

Ready /-----------'
Timing operation

\'-----
\'---

DR /

DIS /

Timing input

DSR ----'I
DA -J/

Data_set_in-.<~ ~~

\'-----

Data_set_out~~ >4WiII
\'-----

Timing output

6.3 Test of the entity set

On the abstract datatype set, 12 operations are defmed. All these operations have been
tested during development by going 'single-stepping' through the programcode with the
help of VSIM. Because of the complexity of some of the operations, this took an
enonnous amount of time. From the tests we can conclude that every operation is
functioning according to the definitions. Because of lack of time, we did not perfonn one
major test in which all sequences of operations were tested. Still we think that we may
conclude that the whole of the entity set is functioning according to the defmitions.
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